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POPULATION 
Missed the crowds. I love the huge variety and diversity we normally see. It’s better when there are more 
since it creates a higher energy.  
 
Don’t like the cap; it will end up making it too elitist and exclusive.  
 
Oh, and PLEASE REMOVE the cap of people that was arbitrarily put in place!  I see people crowing about 
how "nice" it was because so many people were kept away...but this smacks of classism, elitism, and pretty 
much every other "ism" of **The Man** that the hippie culture was supposed to stand against. 
 
This was my 2nd year as a volunteer and attendee & very much enjoyed the smaller crowds. While I am 
nervous it will cause ticket prices to go up for the public due to scalpers, I had the most amazing time due to 
the positive energy. Vendors seemed less stressed out and that made my job easy to do. 
 
The cap was quite a gift, hope we can find a way to limit numbers fairly. 
 
This was my best fair income EVER in 28 years.  BUT. I do not attribute it to the cap, I am in the Chela, and 
it is aways spacious out here.  I attribute it to 2 years without fair, people came ready to purchase. 
 
Loved the Fair this year. My family and I have been going since 2014, and this one was my favorite year, 
probably because it was less crowded. I think that capping attendance was the right thing to do for Covid, 
and while I personally enjoyed it being less crowded, I do worry that a cap will drive prices upward, making 
it less accessible for everyone who wants to attend.  
 
I really appreciated and enjoyed the limited attendance, the crowds felt manageable and like I could find 
space to enjoy shows and shop at booths.   
 
The lower crowd numbers didn't affect my sales. I think it made it easier for people to get to see more and 
not be rushed through in a crowd. Anyways Thank you so much, 
 
Yes, keep the cap! 
 
Fair was awesome this year and of course I appreciated the limited number of people admitted to the fair. 
We all knew we were taking a chance with covid but limiting the numbers was I believe very helpful and 
may have not only made the fair a safer place but made the fair more enjoyable as there was an ease to 
moving around. 
 
Enjoyed the limited number of public attendees although I believe it can be increased a bit.  
 
Went to the fair this year and it was wonderful! Loved how it was not too crowded and we were able to truly 
take things in and wander. 
 
Would love to see the fair continue (in the future) to cap the amount of attendees. The fair was so enjoyable 
this year. There was room to move about and the booths seemed plenty busy even with the capped 
attendance.  
 
Loved the cap on ticket sales. Made it so much more enjoyable  
 
I realize we are also a philanthropic organization - personally I would like to see the event more balanced 
for a great experience & also raising some funds to donate. 
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Hello - Thanks for a wonderful weekend after a long hiatus! We all agreed this fair was especially great. 
Obviously, returning and seeing fair friends was special, but the reduced number of ticket sales was 
amazing. The ability to move around and have space was great. The business at the booth wasn't really 
affected. We encourage the board to consider continuing with that policy. 
 
Enjoyed the smaller crowds this year. Great fair :) 
 
Wonderful fair and I’d love the Board/Operations to consider continuing a reduced cap on ticket sales in the 
future.  This year’s fair of 10k ticket sales had more room to move, shop and explore and minimal traffic 
jams.  Compared to 22k/day in 2019 this felt amazing.  I wonder if others would also be interested in a lower 
ticket cap next year and beyond? 
 
Anecdotally, I’ve heard it was a very good year for vendors and crafts people - more serious buyers, less 
looky-loos.  I also believe it was potentially easier on volunteers:  less garbage & recycling, less wear and 
tear on our land, easier to provide assistance to our guests? 
 
I really appreciated and enjoyed the limited attendance, the crowds felt manageable and like I could find 
space to enjoy shows and shop at booths.   
 
The limited crowds were also amazing. You were able to get from place to place easily and you could 
actually see what craft booths were selling unlike other years that the crowds were shoulder to shoulder.  
 
Perfect crowd size on Sunday. Absolutely amazing fair. Thank you!  
 
Above all it was such a stark contrast to the last 10 years as far as crowding. I usually spend as little time as 
possible in fair during peak public hours because it has just become so unbearably crowded. That being 
said, this year was pleasantly manageable, and I think that has real tangible value to ticket purchasers. I 
hope management will consider raising prices and decreasing quantity of tickets sold.  
 
I loved the less crowded fair this year! 
 
I think attendance should be limited in the future as it was this year. The paths weren’t as crowded, and we 
still ran out of TP in the bathrooms. In the past, there have been so many people I’ve had to leave cause it’s 
too crowded.  
 
Capping the tickets at 10,000 per day made the fair much more enjoyable in 2022. 
 
I have been Fairing every Fair except the first one. Over fifty years, used to have a booth but have retired. 
This Faire was glorious and beautiful because it wasn't as crowded.  
 
LOVED the lower ticket sales! The peak crowds weren't so desperate looking. I asked a few venders who 
said they did well financially 
 
I loved that it wasn't as crowded. It reminded me of the early 80's all over again. I know that it may not have 
made as much money, but I feel like it was walkable during the daytime and for the last several years I 
didn't go in when the fair was open d/ t the large cry. 
 
The cap on the population was the best thing we can do. It was so nice to actually be able to SEE the 
booths and visit. The overcrowding is a turnoff for people I know in the community (and me) who come and 
do not want to ever return because of it. This year there were rave reviews. We need to consider the 
experience more than the money. Less people more fun! 
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Limiting tickets made the 8 SO MUCH SAFER AND EASIER to navigate! Sometimes I have a hard time 
with crowds, especially in bottlenecks, and moving around during the day was a lot better this year. I don't 
know if revenue can support reduced attendance, but I wanted to share my experience just the same. 
Thank you for hearing me out, happy fair! 
 
I think the attendance cap worked! It was lovely to be able to walk on less crowded paths. 
 
Please lower the attendance cap permanently. The lower attendance was still pretty crowded, but it was 
bearable. Thank you.  
 
I really enjoyed the attendance cap this year. I know that it was primarily for COVID reasons, but as a side 
effect it really boosted the accessibility of the fair. 
 
I'm neurodivergent (autism, sensory processing disorder, and ADHD) & even though I'm relatively good with 
crowds compared to some of my other neurodivergent friends, I still get overwhelmed at the fair every year. 
(Even though this year was so much better, I still had 1 meltdown. But I was also here all 3 days this year, 
so 1 meltdown for all of those days is pretty good!) I could barely even leave the booth in 2019, that was 
WAY too many people. 
 
I feel like I saw so many more visibly disabled folks than usual walking/wheeling around, too. The paths 
seemed so much easier to navigate for everyone. And folks who needed to stop along the path (whether to 
rest OR to look at booths/food) were more able to do so without causing a major traffic jam. Benches/seats 
were actually available most of the time. Ex. This is the first time in years I was able to sit down to eat my 
food without having to go back to the booth first! 
 
If I had my way, I'd like even less people than this year's attendance cap. I made pretty much all my 
purchases after-hours because it was so much easier to actually SEE the booths without all those people in 
the way, crowding the paths & crowding my brain with sensory input. But I know we have to balance that 
with making enough money to sustain the fair. (I almost wonder if there are diminishing returns on higher 
attendance, though... overcrowding undoubtedly makes it more difficult to find booths, see them, stop at 
them, etc.) 
 
One idea: I know that these days, some grocery stores will do ""sensory friendly hours"" for folks like me. I 
wonder if something similar could be implemented for those who find crowded paths inaccessible? Ex. one 
day with a lower attendance cap, but leave the other days higher? No idea if that's feasible, I'll leave that up 
to you. :) Just brainstorming!" 
 
I hadn’t been in over a decade. It was lovely.   Crowds weren’t bad, it was easy to see what the vendors 
had, and lines weren’t too long for food. We enjoyed ourselves and wanted to express gratitude to all who 
made it happen!  
 
We need to continue to cap attendance. I did an informal poll, and many vendors told me it was their best 
year ever, or one of their best.  
 
The love energy was more profound without the crowd stress. "It feels like the 80s again" was a frequent 
comment. 
 
Loved the smaller crowd size!  
 
Keep the fair smaller, maybe charge more if you need to. 10,000 still crowded but manageable. Your site is 
small; overcrowding is unpleasant and unsafe. 
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Loved that you kept the fair attendance lower to 10K through the gate.  It made the fair much more 
enjoyable. We were able to see more and enjoy the vendor booths and not feel pushed out or carried away 
as part of the crowd. The main stage area was still over packed, and we had to avoid that. I think the lower 
crowd helped to keep people on the worn path and helped prevent damage to the ecosystem and green 
areas. Thanks for a great event! See you in 2023 
 
Great fair.  Really great sales. Uncrowded paths. My opinion is that the ticket sale cap being lowered is a 
good idea.  At least to 13,000 or so.  
 
I really appreciated having fewer people in attendance this year. I have been coming to the fair since I was 
a kid (my parent's used to have a booth). It has become so crowded that is difficult to see the booths, 
navigate paths, wait in extremely long lines. I now have young kids of my own and I came without them this 
year, because the prior years were too overwhelming for them with the sheer number of people to navigate 
around. If the fair continues to be capped at a lower capacity, I would love to be able to bring them, as I 
think it was a much less overwhelming environment and family friendly.  
 
I loved having more space! It felt like everyone could breathe, be themselves, and pass on the great vibes. I 
didn't feel anxious about crowds, but the space felt full. The love was definitely there. I support a cap on 
ticket sales for SURE.  
 
I’ve been attending since 1991. Thank you for limiting ticket sales this year; made it much more pleasant. 
Still crowded at junctions. I spent a ton of $$; fewer people meant it was easier to shop and interact with 
vendors. A wonderful experience (I attended Friday). 
 
The population cap created the perfect combination of energy and space.  
 
I loved the ticket cap! It was so nice to walk through the fair and only got a few traffic jams. My friends who 
had never been to the fair never complained about how crowded and intolerable it was.  
 
I loved the less crowded more relaxed feel.  Best year ever! 
 
YAY FAIR! I just want to add my voice to the many who are saying this was the best Fair yet because of the 
attendance caps. The ability to move around, strike up conversations with other Fairgoers, peruse the 
wares and chat with the makers, find a place to sit and eat while listening to buskers - IT WAS AMAZING! 
The proof? I spent over $1000 on food and crafts because there was room to consider, to look, to think, to 
connect, to interact with the public and share the joy with them. 
 
Please consider continuing with the attendance cap (maybe upping daily by 2000-4000 more at most)! So 
mellow in the security world, far fewer crises, fights, medical emergencies, etc. I was dreading the thought 
of attempting to get from Far Side to my shift with the memory of shoulder-to-shoulder Saturday crowds 
moving at a snail’s pace. Being able to move freely everywhere, as someone with an orthopedic 
impairment, was amazing. It also helped me keep track of my young kids. It was truly glorious. 
 
Please keep the visitor cap. It made my first experience magical and transformative. 
 
Loved fewer tickets/people at fair. It opened up space and felt like some years past when access to events 
was much easier.  
 
Fair is always incredible. This year though, took us back to years past when maneuvering through fair was 
much more enjoyable with space to move. My husband is now in a wheelchair (very active still) and was 
able to get through the 8 with ease this year. Thank you.  
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First timer with mobility challenges. Friday crowd size made the fair very manageable for majority of the 
day. Crowd surge around Main Stage after 4 made it all but impossible to navigate to booths/food in that 
area. We departed as late afternoon arrived.  Parking access was great! Entertainment excellent, good 
value and tasty.  Keep the cap. Maybe a ticket lottery for the general public. 
 
Our booth had good sales still, less than 2019 but still good. We enjoyed the 10k cap and felt the paths 
were much more manageable. The bathrooms were cleaner and better stocked. We got to enjoy more of 
fair it seemed, maybe we were just happy to be back. Overall great fair and I think the 10k cap was good.  
 
Loved the ability to experience fair, it hasn’t been this pleasant and magical in years. I attend almost every 
year and was able to eat from more vendors and shop more because I could wander the 8 rather than be 
pushed by the crowd. Hopefully y’all made the money you need from ticket sales to keep it smaller in years 
to come.  
 
I loved the smaller crowd. It was so much better!!!! 
 
I loved that less tickets were sold, it created a better environment in fair that wasn’t overcrowded, and I was 
able to walk around and see everything without any issues! In 2019 it was definitely more packed and not 
as enjoyable as this year.  
 
2022 was the best.  By capping the number of tickets sold we were actually able to enjoy several different 
shows and have a little room to move around in.  Please, please, please consider a cap on future fairs as 
well.  We always purchase tickets for all three days, but I would happily give one up if it meant more people 
could come and it be less crowded each day.  If the vendors and artists did well with 10 thousand people a 
day, why make it miserable for fair goers by overcrowding?  Of course, I am not privy to those numbers. 
 
For the first time I walked the eight mid-day without being overwhelmed with packed crowds. Could actually 
stop at any booth I wanted, when in years past I passed many by due to serious overcrowding. Thanks for a 
magical fair and I really enjoyed the smaller crowds. Hope the vendors still did well!  
 
As an alter abled person I found the lower foot traffic made venturing out from my booth actually doable. I 
am concerned that a 10k cap won't support a more normal level of vendors, so maybe less that previous 
years but more than this year moving forward?  
 
Loved the ticket cap! Felt good to not be shoulder to shoulder every single place I went! 
 
I really liked the lower cap amount this year and spent more money than I ever do because I was able to get 
around from booth to booth and food lines were not as long.  
 
Loved having space to move, definitely helped with my anxiety disorder. Sometimes the combo of humidity 
and too many humans can freak me out, but this fair was perfect! I got in by noon and barely had to wait in 
any lines for entry. Everyone was so kind. It was so, so, so good to be home.  
 
We loved the reduced # of people at the fair! Please think about putting a similar cap for future fairs. I 
bought more from the booths since I could actually spend my time looking at items. Thank you for the 
consideration! What a magical event!  
 
LOVED the 10k ticket cap. It was easier to move around, felt like there was more clean air, and our booth 
sales were the best ever by far!  
 
Definitely keep attendance lower. 35th fair for me and it made it so much more enjoyable!!! 
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Having less tickets sold allowed for a more pleasurable fair. You could move around during the day easily 
and not fight a too overwhelming crowd. 
 
Smaller fair was so great! Was able to actually visit vendors rather than just hide in camp.  
 
I loved the lower attendance that the ticket sales cap and covid-related requirements created. The fair still 
felt full, but I was able to actually navigate, which is important for me, being a disabled person who does not 
use visible mobility aids. I also felt more able to enjoy all of the art because I could *see* every booth and 
didn't have to spend the majority of my time waiting in line or watching my step. I was afraid that having 
individual tickets for each day would slow things down, but it ended up being wonderful, and the lines to get 
in were so much better than usual. If the fair was more like this one in the future, I would be much more 
inclined to continue coming. After the previous fair (2019), I was pretty convinced that I'd never go again. 
Hearing that the tickets were capped made up my mind to go and bring my family (and a new fairgoer, as 
well, who loved it). 
 
THANK YOU SO MUCH for capping attendance.  Best Fair in years.  I've been 33 times. 
 
Been to fair five times. It felt soooo much better to have less people. I could move, breathe, and look at the 
artisans without being herded. It felt safer and I spent more money on art. Please, please, limit the number 
of people. It’s so much better.  
 
Loved the ticket sales being capped. We were as busy as ever! 
 
The population cap created a more pleasant place to be. 
 
Please keep the cap low on tickets. It was fantastic  
 
Absolutely loved the reduced capacity! It was amazing being able to actually stop and look at booths, enjoy 
performances, and take in the magic instead of being swept away by the crowd. Would happily pay more 
every year if it means limited attendance!  
 
LOVED the fair. Loved the lower population. Please keep it low.  
 
I loved everything about the fair this year, not being overcrowded was amazing but I understand if it's not 
feasible in upcoming years. 
 
Loved the attendance caps! Made it so enjoyable and I did actually spend more time and money at booths 
because there was mental and physical space to do so. This was the best year I’ve ever had at the fair!! 
Wonderful!!  
 
Keep the capped attendance.  
 
Awesome year; loved the occupancy cap. Best fair ever! 
 
Thank you for returning this year!  I just want to leave some kudos for the entire crew and to mention that 
the crowd size greatly contributed to my positive experience this year.   
 
I hope we can keep it where it’s at. 
 
First time and loved it.  But more crowds would decrease the ability to roam shop and dine.  Great 
experience.  Thank you. 
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We loved the lower attendance numbers. It made for a much better experience for our crew and the public 
that was able to attend. Not that it lightened our workload. We had record sales which we didn't think 
possible after 2019. We had to increase prices slightly due to costs, but we still sold more breakfast and 
cookies than ever. Please consider keeping future attendance closer to 10K than 20K. It will make for 
smoother operations and happier fairies. Btw, knowing how strapped and inexperienced some of fair crews 
were, we experienced far better interactions with staff than ever before. Trust me when I say that is a big 
deal. Vendors, even generous nonprofits like us, have not always been treated as fair family. Thanks for a 
great year! 
 
This year’s reduced numbers made fair so much more enjoyable. I am unable to participate in fair at night in 
the 8 due to cigarettes and incense so it was great to be able to meet family that came in with the public. 
We easily strolled the 8, sampled multiple foods, and shopped. I haven’t walked the 8 on Saturday for a 
long time. I had a massive anxiety attack last time because I felt trapped smashed against people for over 
20 minutes trying to get out. 
 
All of my vendor friends said they did better this year. I also saw alter abled folks easily maneuvering the 8.  
 
I personally enjoyed the smaller fair. I was able to walk around the fair drying the day, which is usually next 
to impossible.  
 
I LOVED the smaller crowd this year and would highly recommend limiting the number of tickets again, as 
long as vendors don't feel like sales suffered too badly due to lower attendance. Fair felt cleaner, more 
breathable, more family-friendly, and I was able to see more because I could move faster around the 
grounds. This was my 5th year and I'd love to see a smaller fair again. 
 
Fair felt like it had some old magic back. Please cap tickets at 15k/day at most. It was so much easier to 
shop, I spent more money on food than I ever have because it didn’t take an hour waiting in the heat to get 
it! I know one vendor who sold everything he had made so far this year at fair. Everything.  
 
I walked barefoot again. There was space to move my body and dance again. I didn’t have to take anxiety 
meds at fair. As it should be! 
 
Fair thee well and see you next year!! Hopefully barefoot!  
 
I was actually able to spend money on crafters this year! There was room to see booths, go into booths and 
talk to the artists.  Spent more this year than ever before for that reason.   We actually have space behind 
our booth to relax.  What a gift.  
 
I have been coming to fair for almost my whole life and it can say that this was the best year. Having fewer 
people made it much easier to enjoy every bit of it. Please keep the Cap. 
 
Loved the lower numbers of people. It made such a difference. So much easier to see and connect with 
others, access booths, travel to various stages and areas, fit in at stages.  
 
Great fair!  Much better with less people.  Easier to get around, less log jams than usual; seemed like less 
dust too. Definitely encourage fewer ticket sales in future, as it made shopping and vendors have better 
results.   
 
It was a wonderful year. I enjoyed it not being as crowded. Thank you all so much.    
 
I enjoyed the smaller crowds and having more room to move around fair with the ticket cap. 
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Great time-4th year-. Loved the 10k cap. Could walk and see!  
 
Limiting admission capacity and consider adding Thursday or Monday to make up for daily limit (similar to 
the Aloha festival).  
 
The fair was amazing with lower attendance.  People ALL were happier!! Please CAP THE TICKET SALES 
for future years too!!  Thank you!!  
 
Loved the amount of people that were there! Anymore and it’s not as enjoyable. Normally I always say the 
more the merrier but being squeezed in between people and waiting so long just for food or basic needs is 
not fun! I’d gladly pay more for my tickets if it meant selling less of them. So many good vibes and I’m so 
thankful for the people that make this magic happen. Love and blessings  
 
Loved that the tickets were capped; crowds are difficult for me, and this year was perfect.  
 
I really enjoyed that there was a cap on tickets sales with more room to move around fair (I have high 
anxiety in dense crowds I cannot maneuver). 
 
Fairgoer for 30+ years. My annual Mecca - I never miss it. The cap was lovely - there was room to move 
and breathe and see and be. I could see raising the cap from 10 thousand a day, perhaps to 12 or 13, 
maybe even 15? I don’t think it should ever go any higher. 20 and 22 thousand people a day noticeably 
diminishes the magic of the fair, especially for those with young children, people with disabilities of all types, 
and our elders. What a blessing to be home again this year! Thank you for keeping the magic alive. 
 
I loved the smaller crowd.  
 
Please keep the cap. I attended in 2016 and had a claustrophobic experience because it was so packed. I 
returned in 2022 and it was magic. 
 
This was my third time attending the Oregon Country Fair, and it was by far my best experience! There 
were plenty of people on Sunday, but no traffic jams or bottlenecks happened at all. Going forward, I think 
that keeping the allowed attendance numbers lower would make a joyful Fair for all! Thanks for everything! 
 
Loved the smaller crowds this year! I've never spent much time in the booths as they've been overcrowded 
easily in the past. But this year I had time to talk to the artists and they made me feel comfortable making a 
lot more purchases. The shows were fabulous as well! And I actually got food at the faire as lines weren't 
too long! 
 
The reduced attendance was WONDERFUL! Best fair ever! I hope the vendors did OK, but the food booths 
definitely did great. I am in favor of keeping lower attendance caps in the future.  
 
Keeping an attendance cap at 10-15k for daily entry will help those attending be able to enjoy fair.  
 
I would continue to cap out attendance. Crowds were already overwhelming at that number- would not be 
enjoyable if any larger than this  
year. Thank you for a fabulous fair! 
 
Loved, loved, loved the attendance cap of 10,000 people. I'm not sure how that number was decided on, but 
it was fabulous. If that was a number that was mandated by the OHA or city/ county/ state government and 
is lifted in future years is there a possibility that the number could stay between 10,000 and 12,000 the Fair 
would be much more enjoyable for everyone.  
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I loved the smaller numbers, was great for sales. Best I and my booth partner have sold in years. Hear other 
vendors did well also. 
 
I think the cap on ticket sales was great because it allowed more freedom to move as well as made it easier 
to actually see all the booths and try lots of food! All in all, I had a magical time :)  
 
Cap ticket sales at 12k/day and raise the price $10/ticket. The less crowded trails were the best, you could 
stop and look at crafters wares and not get pushed aside.  
 
I thought the cap on attendance made it easier to get around the fair in the day, it felt less crowded, and the 
lines were better. It was easier to sing for your food and left space for performers like myself to busk on the 
paths.  
 
You know, i don't think i would have come if there were larger crowds as in the past.  I cannot tolerate being 
one of a mob of people and from the sounds of the FB posts, neither can anyone else.  Smaller is better.  
 
I enjoyed walking the 8 and being able to SEE the booths. I greatly enjoyed not being shuffled along 
shoulder to shoulder as I have in the past years. The music, food and art were easier to access. It was an 
enriching and satisfying fair experience because of the lighter crowds. 
 
Please consider future attendance caps, maybe not as pleasant as 10,000 forever but the last fair 2019 was 
so crowded you couldn't move making it a very unpleasant experience. This was the best fair experience 
yet for me in 20 years. 
 
Loved the cap on public attendance this year and that’s all I heard from everyone who took a shower during 
the fair. Maybe slowly raise it by 1k people (or some other low increment) over the next 5 years, but I think 
limiting the attendance to below pre-covid levels will be wonderful for everyone!  
 
I loved being able to walk through the fair not touching shoulders with everyone. I think the cap on sales 
was wonderful. It was better than that last 3 years before covid. Thank you so much for making this year 
happen! 
 
Loved the limited ticket sales!  
 
This year was one of the best. I believe the low number of attendees helped in all areas. Venders did better 
because customers could get to the merchandise better, food lines were shorter, crews like ours could run 
with fewer volunteers, and the general vibe was very stress free. I’d like to see a lower cap on ticket sales 
than the previous (before COVID) years.  
 
We loved the smaller size. It reminded me of days gone by. It’s the first fair I have left the booth during the 
days in years. It’s grown too big and crowded. It’s awful and this year reminded me of how sweet it can be. 
Thanks for all you do. Let’s cap attendance for the future. 
 
Lovely fair! Really liked the ticket cap, felt I could move around much easier. Didn't feel too busy, always 
found lovely, shaded spots to chill.  
 
This year reminded me of the 80s and I really hope we can keep it this way. It makes the Fair more 
accessible for every kind of person, whereas before there were a lot of people not going in during the day 
for a multitude of reasons. It shouldn't be just about the public and making money, it should be for 
EVERYONE to enjoy. Staff should be able to enjoy daytime just as much as nighttime, and for me, this was 
the 1st year I felt that since the 80s.  
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I loved the cap on attendance. Having room to walk and shop comfortably made it my best fair to date. On 
Sunday my sister and I brought her kids and having room for the wagon made it an enjoyable first fair for 
the kids. Having vaccine or recent test made me feel safe. 
 
Please keep the cap. 10K was absolutely PERFECT. I shopped and bought more goods and more food 
than I even have. The paths reminded me of my childhood when kids could safely run in groups to the 
circus without their parents. I walked thru the 8 many times with both of my children for the 1st time ever. 
We made it to several shows and there was actually room in the audience to sit. I was able to go into booths 
that are usually to crowded to even look inside. It seemed to me like more people were shopping instead of 
just walking by. Main Stage was walkable all days. 
 
Also want to mention, the bathrooms were never overfilled, and the recycling centers were always clean. 
That's new.  
 
Thank you, Kirsten and Management, for making the cap, and PLEASE PLEASE keep it. " 
 
Thank you for making a wonderful, safe fair this year. The cap on ticket sales made a huge difference in our 
experience. Please continue to keep the crowd from being overwhelming. 
 
Please keep attendance capped. This was the first year I was able to attend in which I didn't feel myself 
either fighting or actually having a panic attack due to the sheer number of people. Previous years have all 
been SO claustrophobic making it difficult to navigate or enjoy the space. I beg you, please continue to keep 
attendance down for future years.  
 
YES! Magical Fair. It was my baby's first Fair, and having a smaller crowd made such a huge difference for 
enjoying the 8 during the day.  
 
I've been hearing suggestions to cap the total attendance at Fair and wholeheartedly support that idea. So 
mellow, sweet and walkable this year. 
 
I am very much in favor of the attendance cap. The fair was 10x's more enjoyable this year than previous 
years when I could barely walk around and the wait for food was usually close to an hour. The fair is 3 days, 
which enables many people to attend even with a cap.  
 
Maybe the cap means that someone can't get tickets for all 3 days, but it also means that MANY people 
with crowd anxiety or small children CAN attend. All events have a maximum capacity. Setting the cap at a 
level that makes it enjoyable and safe for attendees, and manageable for the staff just makes sense. Don't 
let the OCF become Disneyland where you wait for hours to park and to enter, and then it is just huge 
crowds pressed against each other so that no one really has a good day, all in the name of huge 
attendance numbers.  Keep the cap. 
 
Fair was amazing. Loved the smaller crowd 
 
Loved the cap on attendance and family positive energy  
 
Loved the attendance cap! Could walk around with space to breath, my tween/teen kids were comfortable 
and not overwhelmed by crowds.  
 
Thank you! It was a wonderful time. I love the lighter crowds. I worry if we keep the attendance too low, we 
will price folks out. What about some subsidized tickets? Grants if you will. Those who can afford can 
contribute or businesses can support them. Thanks for all you do! 
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I felt it was a safer experience for my teen and felt more comfortable letting my kids wander the 8 together. 
Audiences at some of the vaudeville shows seemed pretty light and I felt bad for the performers but OCF 
staples like Girl Circus, Rose City Circus, UMO were packed as usual. I shopped more and bought more 
food because lines weren't terribly long; cell networks weren't as overloaded so I could use a cc and people 
were cheerful and happy to be there! It was my most enjoyable OCF yet!! 
 
Best year ever!  The smaller crowds made the event so much better.  This was the first year in a long time 
that i even bothered to venture out during the day.  The ability to shop and buy food, toilets clean, recycling 
centers clean, feeling safe with kids in the 8 during the day, ability to walk around comfortably, all made the 
event worth attending.  Please continue to limit attendance.  The land and everyone else involved thanks 
you! 
 
Keep the ticket sales capped at 10,000. Maybe 15,000 max.  
 
I’ve been going to Fair since my college days in the late eighties and this Fair was the best experience I’ve 
had.  Having a cap on attendance was the key and I hope that continues in the future; Covid is here to stay 
unfortunately so from a health standpoint it’s a really good idea.  I would be willing to pay more for my ticket 
if it keeps the overall numbers lower.  Thank you for a wonderful Fair!  
 
The cap on public was very nice. Having the ability to move with a stroller was a first. I felt safe with my kids 
in the eight while the public was there. I say we keep it at 30000 people. 
 
Definitely loved having the crowds capped at lower numbers. It was just right; you could actually move 
through the Fair at a decent pace and make it to shows on time. I noticed a lot of vendors making a good 
amount of sales even with the lower attendance. And it HAD to have helped lower Covid transmission rates 
too, because everyone was spending less time breathing all over each other, since we were not packed in 
like sardines in the 8. We should keep crowds at these numbers for the foreseeable future. It’s a safety 
issue during medical emergencies as well; for instance, it would allow someone having an anaphylactic 
reaction to get to White Bird way faster. 
 
This felt like a much more comfortable amount of people compared to 2019. I could actually walk the eight 
without feeling like I was in a cattle chute, the lines weren't too bad for food or bathrooms. Definitely would 
be happy with a lower ticket cap going forward. 
 
Please cap tickets in the future. Being able to move freely makes festivals more enjoyable.  
 
Keep the cap! This was one of the best fairs yet, and that was due in large part to the cap on ticket sales. 
We could actually walk around and enjoy the fair instead of being crammed in like sardines. I’ve been 
attending my whole life (36 years) and the cap on ticket sales is one of the best choices I’ve seen the board 
make. 
 
Attendance cap was incredible 
 
I had a great time, thank you. This was my first time and the crowds seemed large, but not overwhelming. I 
was pushing a 1.5-year-old around in a stroller and managed alright.  
 
Our first year and we fell in love. You can find my post in the FB group by searching my name for my FULL 
experience.  
 
The reduced capacity/population/attendance was paramount to our fantastic experience. We stayed away 
from main stage even this year to give an indication.  
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To feel the fair family here I need to experience fair with my immediate family. It almost feels more important 
to me to ensure my children grow up with this magic and love than even myself. With the reduced 
attendance they were able to have space and time to see and explore and discover and engage. Their 
safety would’ve taken all of my energy if the fair had been any more crowded.  
 
We attended 11:30am to 6:00pm on Sunday and have begun saving and planning to attend all 3 days next 
year and stay at Zumwalt most likely.  
 
We felt at home.  
 
One of many who enjoyed the smaller crowds on the paths and at the stages. White Bird seemed to be less 
busy as a result of the attendance cap as well.  
 
Please, please, PLEASE limit ticket sales to 10K again next year!!!   Thank you xoxoxoxox 
.  
Capped attendance was the very BEST!!!  Been many moons since we've been able to stroll, shop, watch & 
listen without feeling ran over.   
 
I liked the cap to how many people could attend this year, it allowed for a much more enjoyable experience 
traversing through the 8, the lines for the food and bathrooms exponentially less than normal (as well as the 
cleanliness of said bathrooms), and it lessens the cleanup  burden of trash/ recycling that those crews have 
to usually put up with. All and all, it was a very enjoyable, albeit different, fair this year. 
 
Beautiful fair. Loved the smaller crowds.  
 
This was my first fair ever, and I absolutely adored it! I was with Leia Young (a person in childcare, and a 
14-year veteran of the event). I felt like the crowding was just about perfect (good enough to make sure that 
I could see the items, but also definitely times where it was tight and shoulder-to-shoulder).  
 
I didn't have to wait for the public to leave to enjoy fair.  It wasn't claustrophobic or stifling when all bodies 
stopped at the same time, being trapped until the crowd began moving again.  
 
I was able to enjoy buying food at the booths during fair hours. I was able to make the purchases I wanted. 
Previous years I gave up buying items due to it was overcrowded. And by the time I got off crew and rested 
a bit from being on my feet all day the vendors and food booths were closed. I was able to walk the 8 and 
see the booths I wanted to make purchases at without mobs in front of them pushing forward, it was an 
absolute delight not having to leave fair without my intended purchases. I was able to sit down and rest 
pretty much anywhere in the 8, while enjoying fair in unison. 
 
I liked having fewer people, I could see selling 12,000 or something. Not as many as in past years but a little 
more than this year. Hard to balance wanting to be able to include as many people, but also still have 
everyone have an enjoyable experience! Finding a quiet path/area allowed me to appreciate the trees, the 
booths, and the other people around me more than in past years. I hope ticket prices don't go up next year! 
I don't know if I would attend for the day if the price is more than $40, which was still a lot for me. It was a 
lovely experience yet again.  
 
Loved the ticket cap this year!! Please, please make that a regular thing!! We could actually walk around 
and see things very comfortably. 2019, I felt like the crowds were packed in way too tight.  
 
I attended Fair on Saturday and thought the flow of people was perfect. My father was able to attend with 
underlying health conditions.  
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Love the attendance cap! Please keep it! Such a great year! 
 
Big year for sales, seemed to be easier for people to see us with the smaller crowd.  
 
2022 was a great fair. Loved the smaller crowd. Hope it can continue to be capped in the future, if not at 
10,000/day, maybe at 12 or 15,000 a day. Just created a more relaxed, joyful vibe. Was able to enjoy the 
vendors, get up to their booths and shop so much more than with the crushing crowd. Same with food 
booths. They were still busy, there were still lines, but they were reasonable and the people watching 
makes a bit of a wait part of the entertainment. Looking forward to 2023. Hope the smaller crowd was a 
win/win for all! 
 
The cap at 10k public ticket sales was a dream come true! Keep it! Maybe we can go to 15, but it made 
everything so much easier, and I heard vendors actually did better because people didn’t feel pushed 
around by the crowd. It also made for a very mellow night with the fair fam not feeling over stressed. I work 
midnight security and really saw the difference!  
 
This was the first year that I, and many others I spoke to, were not completely overwhelmed by the public. I 
was able to browse and talk to booths and to purchase things and try food that otherwise would have been 
too crammed or pulled by the flow of traffic. It felt much less stressful on everyone involved.  
 
Best OCF in MANY years! I have been attending for a very long time. Love the OCF! Saw the Dead in 1982, 
I was a young 22 years old at the time! A benefit for Springfield Creamery, who still has a booth! Met Sue 
Kesey via my Organic Certification work she is a delight! Now she uses my daughter's cookies to make ice 
cream sandwiches! Those connections are invaluable. 
 
Might I suggest you somehow keep the fair attendance limited as you did this year.  I actually quit vending 
or attending at all because the crowds had become unmanageable. Unsafe in fact. Not being Fair Family 
there was never any place to sit at any of the shows. If you need to charge more, no problem.  This year's 
OCF reminded me of the days when one had room to move about. I live in the country I need some space 
like we had in the good old days. Is this about the experience or the revenue? 
 
Loved fair this year, keep the cap/ keep less ticket sales in general and the same price for tickets, extend 
the public to be in from 10-8. If ticket sales this year was 12,00 go up to 15,00.  
 
Keep the cap - I’d love to come back 
 
Loved the smaller crowds this year. Please keep ticket sales capped again for 2023. 
 
Loved the cap, much easier to get around during Sat Sun. Spent more money, shorter lines, great music 
and food.   
 
The ticket cap relieved sensory anxiety, freedom of movement and expression and allowed us to purchase 
from a selection of beautiful items instead of what was left over. Please, smaller attendance.  
 
It was such a nice fair to have the total tix at 10,000 on Saturday. As a volunteer, it made me want to walk 
around during the day and meet people and not just chill at camp to avoid the oppressive crowds.  As a 
result, I spent more money at vendor booths than in years past. I encourage the board and fair to continue 
with a smaller size limit, let’s keep prioritizing community and human connection over profit.  
 
I LOVED capping attendance at 10k. It made the public hours feel roomy and enjoyable and like we could 
connect with and hear each other better. Absolutely spot on. 
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I enjoyed the smaller crowds.  
 
I will say that with sooo many people it can become very crowded and overwhelming. I loved this year 
because I felt I could actually walk around without bumping into people. It made fair so much more 
enjoyable. Keep the cap!!  
 
I am so happy the Fair limited the public to 10K a day.  It was so much more of a community event that we 
could feel from the heart.  My booth is educational, and it was even easier to take the time to share 
information.   
 
The attendance cap really let people explore and holy moly it is amazing how less spicy porta pottys are 
with 10k less folks!  
 
Glad to be back and for an incredible fair. The smaller crowds made for more relaxing and pleasant time in 
the 8 during the day. In previous years it was difficult to be in the 8 when it was open to the public due to 
huge crowds. It was nice to be able to explore the craft booths and try out all the delicious food during the 
day. 
 
I loved this year with less ticket sales.  
 
I did like the smaller crowds during public hours.  Felt like more opportunities for the public to enjoy.   
 
I really like the population cap. I shopped and ate more than years past due to less crowds. 
 
The fair was so much nicer without being overcrowded...so again I must suggest a population cap. Thanks" 
 
I actually had stopped going to the fair and doing my job because it just got too crowded attendance was 
too high it was too hard to get around and then covid hit and I decided to go this year because I knew the 
attendance would be lower I hope it stays that way it was enjoyable for all the guests coming in and for all 
the volunteers working I had one of the best no stressful Fair since the early nineties before it got so 
overwhelming with way to many people 
 
This was the best Fair experience my family and I have had in a long time!! Smaller crowds and all-around 
decent conditions made it so much more enjoyable. I definitely feel like the smaller crowd sizes made such 
a positive impact on our overall experience!! Feeling full of love and Fair magic!!  
 
This was my first year at Fair and I was fortunate enough to get a staff position. I don’t have anything to 
compare it to, but the number of people this year felt wonderful, safe, and fun. I am strongly in support of a 
cap, and I’ve been to burning man.  
 
We absolutely LOVED that attendance was capped! The crowds were not overwhelming as they had been 
in the few years before Covid.  
 
The entire Fair experience was enhanced, and we had time and space to walk, shop, dance, eat, and 
commune with our fellow fair family members without being pressed into a tight corner simply to escape the 
packed crowds.  
 
The cap on attendees made this the most pleasant and accessible fair in memory. Shorter lines for 
bathrooms and food were a big deal for families. I suggest in future years keeping the cap but tying ticket 
sales to IDs (like we do for fair family at registration) to prevent reselling tickets for higher prices. This can 
keep the fair affordable and accessible.  
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I didn’t realize before going that there was a cap on tickets sold so I avoided Saturday thinking it would be 
very crowded, as people have complained in the past. I went Friday and Sunday. It was pretty ideal! I’d say 
maybe the numbers could be slightly higher, but it felt relaxed and roomy. I danced almost the entire time  
and never felt too crowded - I was up at the front of main stage and it was packed but I could have moved 
back for more space if I wanted.  
 
I have been Fair Family since 1988. I did not attend this year due to the vaccine policy. I have been reading 
all the comments on how lovely it was with less crowds. I never really gave it much thought but once I did 
think about it, I realized that over the years I have mostly stayed in my camp during public hours and 
ventured out at night. I think a lower cap might be a nice change and a higher quality event for all! Hope to 
see you all next year!  
 
Limit the public. This was the first time in years that I spent time inside, during the day, wondering and able 
to shop and spend money gladly. I have been volunteering since 1996, and each year the crowds grow and 
make it so uncomfortable to be inside supporting the booths 
 
Overall, it was a great experience and I'll definitely be coming back next year! At first, I thought it was odd 
you weren't selling tickets at the fair, but I totally understand the cap limit now! For safety, I totally agree with 
limiting the number of visitors. 
 
Love the smaller crowds! Keep the cap!  
 
I loved the cap and hope you'll somehow keep it. I actually got out in the day and shopped instead of hiding 
in camp and hospitality outside of when I sang. 
 
Been coming since 2013, am alter abled, first time I have ever been able to use map because paths were 
clear to see ground, and less people made it possible to see path signs, with feeling more space/less 
crowded was able to enjoy more and found my way around fair for first time ever using map! Less crowding 
made it easier to see vendor booths and I spent more $ this year on wearable arts!! I wouldn’t mind paying 
extra for tix to keep the crowds down like this year was perfect!!! 
 
Keeping it capped is fine with me. I do a number of festivals all summer and OCF is really a lot of extra work 
for the money. I'm happy to come and have more time and space to enjoy the magic of the event. It's a 
good show for income, but that's not the most essential thing for this one. Also, my booth is close to main 
stage, so when it's fully crowded, I'm on a highway where shoppers can't even get to me. Why not cap it for 
the next couple years and see what happens? It can always go back to full capacity later, right?   
 
I support reduced numbers of ticket sales- feeling less crowded was good for everyone, let us breathe and 
have a little space. Even if you decide to raise the numbers of tickets in future years, please limit that 
expansion and keep the overall numbers lower than in the past. It felt good and right. 
 
Keep the attendance low! This year’s size felt so good without the crowds.  
 
I have grown up in and been attending fair my whole life and I just would like to provide feedback on how I 
felt this year’s cap on attendance greatly improved the experience this year.  
 
The more recent years past have become nearly unbearable to walk the paths during public hours. This 
year I was able explore more than ever and shop more crafts and food. I also felt much safer with my young 
children navigating less crowds. 
 
Please consider implementing a cap next year to preserve the magic of the fair. 
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BEST experience LESS people!!!  
 
I would love to see all future fairs limited to 10k or fewer attendees, even if we have to pay more to attend. It 
was so lovely to have a bit if space around me while wondering and to not have to wait so long in food 
queues this year! 
 
This was my first time back in almost 25 years and it was so great, and I think limits on tickets is brilliant!  
 
Over and over, I was told I got lucky this was the year of my return. I have many vendor and performer 
friends who said how in recent years people were packed in, the easy strolling lanes packed with traffic. 
This year the freedom of movement and laid-back feel was a welcome and needed change. The vendors 
said they actually did better, and everyone was in better spirits.  
 
Hopefully the organizers and stakeholders feel the same, that this year's size limits improved the fair all 
around and move forward with limited capacity as the blueprint. 
 
I LOVED the cap and having less people at the fair! It was much easier to get around and a lot more 
enjoyable in general. It was a fantastic fair this year! 
 
I actually enjoyed walking the 8 during public hours - it’s been years since it didn't feel like a chore to 
navigate the crowd. The capped attendance was a dream! My children enjoyed themselves, my grandfather 
got to walk comfortably. Please, please, please make this the new standard!  
 
Really enjoyed the cap on public attendance. I actually went out to the eight on Saturday instead of hiding. 
Also, glad to have seen a drag show at fair. It was awesome! 
 
Thanks for a great year. 
 
I liked the attendance limits; it made it nicer to be there. 
 
I love the lower attendance. If there is any way at all to keep that, I think we should. The vendors I talked to 
seemed to like it too because more people could stop and shop and were in relaxed moods. There have 
been countless times in the past I wanted to stop by a booth but couldn’t get to it because of the people 
river. This year was different. I actually got to shop and buy things! It really was so much better.  
 
Please continue capping attendance. I have been attending since ‘96 and it was the best fair yet! It was so 
nice being able to move more freely and shop without feeling overwhelmed. I purchased more things than I 
have in the past because I felt like I had the space/time.  
 
Let’s please cap! It was such a better experience for us and the general public! 
 
The attendance cap was a HUGE success. Most pleasant fair in over 20 years. I hope we never go back to 
the crowding we've had pre-covid. Everyone I've talked to agrees that capping the attendance was a terrific 
improvement in terms of fair magic, sanitation, and quality of experience. I'd like to see ticket sales capped 
at 10,000/day. I also think we need to figure out a way to cap the number of camping passes. 
 
I did enjoy the smaller crowds, but I do not know what a reasonable level would be financially. 
 
I and my booth partner made more sales than ever before in this spot (1996 I believe was the first year of 
Chela Mela). Please keep a cap of some kind. I have to say I discovered booths that have been here for 
years and never could see them because of the herds of people trying to just get through the crowds.  
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I really enjoyed having a cap on the # of paid admissions.  
 
I've been attending OCF since 2009 and been on Info crew since 2018. This was the most comfortable and 
flowing fair that I have experienced. Limiting the number of attendees had a wonderful effect on virtually 
everything. Perhaps the fair can devise some other means of raising funds to offset the loss in revenue 
caused by selling fewer tickets. 
 
This was definitely a special Fair for a lot of reasons, including the weather. Here are a few things of note in 
my opinion, good things and feedback for adjustments: 

1) with the reduced public numbers, the paths felt more like in the early 90s or prior when we could 
actually breathe and walk around, stroll along and not be herded like cattle, and SEE the crafter 
booths!  THANK YOU for limiting tickets to 10k!!!  

2) because of this, I actually spent way more money than usual, was actually willing to walk about 
during the daytime and shop, and I didn't feel cramped or clusterf*k-crowded except on East 13th by 
Energy Park where the food lines inevitably all ways go out into the path. 

 
Capped attendance is the only way I can attend this (indescribable in words) event, due to my sensory 
issues/neurodivergence.  
 
Environmental concerns aside, this is my entirely selfish reason for supporting a cap going forward. I would 
gladly pay a higher ticket price and/or make other concessions as needed. Thank you so much for your 
leadership and hard work. Love to all. 
 
Please keep the Fair capped at this year's 2022 #'s.  The Fair is waaay too crowded at the normal 
attendance cap. 
 
I really appreciated the spaciousness.  If a cap is possible, financially, I am all for it. 
 
Maybe 15K a day?  You would know best where the numbers pan out financially. 
 
It was easier to get around. Way fewer incidents to deal with. I didn't feel crowded out of venues. I ate at 
booths I normally don't due to some favorites being closed, and this was delightful and expanded my 
experience. I enjoyably ran into people I knew everywhere I went, which I guess happens no matter how 
many people! But seemed even more frequent. It was a great experience! 
 
I appreciated the cap on attendance and would like it to remain in future Fairs 
 
I loved having fewer people. Keep the cap but have a few more food booths so the lines are shorter. It was 
relaxed and open, easy to walk the 8 and get from stage to stage. Loved it! Just like the old days. 
 
Loved the attendance cap! So much more enjoyable and we could bring your kids next year if the cap was 
continued.  
 
The smaller cap made the daytime at fair feel more accessible with my chronic pain it wasn’t just standing 
achy trying to get anywhere. I def think if feasible financially a smaller cap going forward would be good 
 
Like many, it was my first time at the faire. I am diabetic 2, chronic pain, disabled. Anxiety ridden as well, yet 
I felt fine at the faire. The crowd was at an acceptable limit. I didn't feel the need to say, "small person at 
your side", and that in of itself was fantastic!!! 
 
Please keep the cap. Thank you. 
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This was technically my first year, I went a day when I was about 10, I'm 21 now. But I think it's a great idea 
to have a smaller public capacity for future fair years. Less foot traffic and it would make it a bit easier to 
move and get around. My water crew shifts were always in the evenings from 7pm to 11pm so I can't even 
begin to imagine how much more difficult getting through crowds during public hours was.  
 
Keep the cap on tickets!!!  Less people are SO much better!!! 
 
I loved the attendance cap set at 10000/day. It made my job easier and fair more enjoyable. There was 
room to walk around, and I spent more time on the 8 during the day than I have in years. I was even able to 
enjoy mainstage during public hours! It felt safer and to be frank, I spent way more money at vendor booths 
because of the shorter lines.  
 
Keep the cap! Usually, I limit time on the 8, Main Stage especially, during the day. This year I felt like I could 
really shop the 8, and I did!  
 
Please keep the cap on attendance! This was the best Fair I’ve ever experienced. I had almost given up on 
the event due to the overwhelming amount of people.  
 
Total day ticket caps. 
 
The attendance cap was great! Having room to move along the path I had the space to look at the crafts. I 
could go to shows. It overall felt better. Please keep it at 10k. 
 
The porta-potties and hand washing were much better. I imagine in part due to covid as well as less 
population. Thank you!!!  
 
Love the cap so much, this year was my fav 
 
Please keep the cap! 10,000 a day is so much better than 15,000. 
 
Fair was amazing. I'm so glad that we could pull it off this year. I think that the positive things I have to say 
about fair is that the lack of numbers really, really allowed for fair to be easily traversed this year.  
 
The lower numbers of people this year made it possible to actually enjoy the Fair during the day which was 
SO nice! I was pushing a double stroller around with my children and could actually go places without 
getting completely stuck.  
 
I like the smaller numbers; it still felt super crowded.  
 
Keep the cap on number of tickets sold!!! 
 
I've been coming to Fair most years for the past 35, brought my babies to Fair (now in their 20s and still 
attending), and have introduced lots of friends to the experience. It was fun to hear my 25-year-old daughter 
telling her friends about having grown up going to Fair and showing them all the things, she's loved since 
she was little. My family and I were very appreciative of the vax requirement and the capped attendance. 
Being able to enjoy Fair without being claustrophobic and getting stuck in crowds that weren't moving was 
phenomenal. I was able to stop at more booths, I purchased more items (food and merch) than usual, and it 
was amazing to be able to get a spot to enjoy the music at Main Stage. The lower attendance really allowed 
me to relax and enjoy the experience, rather than having a constant low level of stress that a super crowded 
Fair can elicit.  
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Capping this year’s fair attendance had numerous benefits from an internal security standpoint. People 
were able to find water fountains, remain hydrated, people didn’t hit pinch points on the paths which in turn 
made people feel less anxious. I noticed people were able to get into the booths and buy things. We had 
less lost parents, less phishing out on the paths, less collapses, overall, less calls for intervention/support. 
The calls that did come in were addressed quickly. Being on internal security is akin to being a lifeguard and 
you have to be able to see the swimmers at all times to ensure safety. Drowning happens quickly. This year 
I felt like I could see the swimmers, see the people needing attention, etc. overall fantastic fair, return to 
magic!  
 
I liked the more relaxed feelings with operations and security. 
 
Great fair, everyone seemed in a good space, was thrilled about limiting numbers, made everything easier. 
Let’s brainstorm about haw to keep numbers low and keep financially solvent. PLEASE DO NOT GO BACK 
TO 18,000 or more per day. 
 
Keep the cap! 2022 was the most enjoyable fair for many years. I was able to talk the path during the day 
without feeling like I was caught in a stampede of cows. I shopped more than ever and ate more varieties of 
food than ever. I enjoyed more shows!!! From what I have heard, vendors and entertainers liked it better too 
and had equal or better sales than past years. Maybe 10k Friday so families with kids can get around. 13 to 
15k Saturday and 12k Sunday. Let's work those numbers and see if it can work financially. I think booth 
fees and admission could be raised as well. 
 
I want to keep the cap.  Maybe go up to 12,000.  I loved the passable paths, the happy crafters, the cleaner 
potties, and the shorter lines at food booths (sometimes) and potties (always.)   
 
I really enjoyed the more open feel of the 8 with the capped attendance this year - it was a relief and so 
much more pleasant to move about!  Overall, it was still amazing in all ways, of course!!!  
 
the capacity cap helped tremendously in bringing the fair back. it was so much easier and so much more 
desirable to go into the fair during the day. 
 
#KeepTheCap. 
 
Loved the amount of people moving freely and SMILING!!! Not only was this year more profitable with more 
access to vendors, with less lines and more opportunities to speak about the products and connect with 
people! What I feel fair is all about- the CONNECTIONS WE MAKE. I personally felt very anxious but less 
stressed overall. I cannot wait for more years to be kept intimate so as we can all remember the many faces 
we pass by at the fair, VW a sea of blurry angry faces passing hurriedly by. THANK YOU TO EVERYONE 
WHO THOUGHT WE NEEDED A FAIR WITH LESS PEOPLE AND DOUBLE THE LOVE! Here’s to many 
more years of planning ahead and getting those tickets early!!!! 
 
I liked the smaller crowd size; it did not impair any of our performances.   
 
#keepthecap 
 
OCF was great the weather perfect!  Missed some of our favorite food booths but loved the lack of crowds 
of people. 
 
I believe this year's experiment in keeping ticket sales to a smaller number worked well and that it would be 
good to continue that into the future. The Fair has been way too crowded in the past and that doesn't serve 
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anyone. The paths have become so crowded that the general public can hardly move at times and are thus 
unable to really enjoy what the fair has to offer. 
A much more reduced ticket cap was exactly what the fair needed. Seems that most vendors also enjoyed 
the many benefits. We all actually had the space to enjoy ourselves when we weren't on shift. At this point, 
the only reason to increase the cap would be out of sheer revenue driven ideals rolling downhill from the 
board who doesn't have to deal with crowds like we do. Here's the chance for the board to actually listen to 
the people who do the physical labor to put this magic into motion. Keep us happy, or you may see 
unionization in the future. I've heard a lot of conversations that lean that direction lately. Prove you hear us 
by working with us to maintain a positive experience. After all, this is the Oregon Country Fair, not the 
Oregon State Fair. 
 
Such crowds also generally hurt the vendors as no one can really get into the booths and are just shoved 
on by. The same goes for the performers along the paths. Less is more! 
 
Resounding positive feedback for having lower daily ticket sales. I run E 13th's food booth compost route 
and every day heard what a great year it was for folx, both in sales and in enjoyment for all.  
 
Was great to be back! Smaller population was a delight.  
 
One more vote for charging more to keep the crowd at this size next year. 
 
This year was amazing. The smaller crowds made it feel much more COVID safe, and gave more time to 
shop, watch shows, etc.  
 
LOVED having fewer people meandering the 8!! Smiles were abundant, joy was evident, frustration levels 
were negligible, and participation was smooth and easy. You could see the booths better and get to them 
and through them more easily. You could make it to the show you wanted to see that started ""in 15 
minutes!"" and then there was room to breathe when you got there. Our booth had a steady stream of 
participation but wasn't overwhelmed. That was key to making sure folks were still smiling when it was their 
turn for a photo. :) 
 
Please keep the attendance cap near 10,000 per day. If more folks want to come, they can come on 
Sunday (which still had tix available, correct?). 
 
Among the other pleasant results of having a reduced cap, and the efforts of the hero Recyclers, was 
having the recycle barrels usable all day, every day, never overflowing.  We never had to recruit young 
people to climb up onto them and jump up and down so we could get more recycling in. 
 
In regard to the ticket sales in 2022. The reduced numbers this year made for a much better fair in my 
opinion. It was still plenty crowded but not so much that it felt dangerous. 2019 felt dangerous to me. There 
were way too many people packed into the grounds. The reduced number made it so you could actually 
walk around during public hours. Let’s make this event about gathering together and not making as much 
from ticket sales as we can.  
 
The Fair was lovely, and I enjoyed having a smaller cap on attendance.     
 
Having less people during the fair actually allowed for some room on the 8 to walk and enjoy viewing booths 
more comfortably. The first time in years I actually enjoyed being able to walk through during public hours. 
Hoping it can be considered to maintain a less dense population. 
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My booth is located near the top of the eight and I noticed fair goers were much less exhausted and 
stressed after walking all that way. My sense is that the lower attendance made it much more pleasant for 
our public visitors. Also, sales seemed to be up for everyone!  
Really enjoyed the added breathing room and perceived intimacy that the limited public capacity provided. 
 
I grew up coming to fair - in the 80s and 90s. It’s home. Last time I went to was in the early or mid-2000s. It 
was so crowded that I couldn’t even enjoy it. It broke my heart. It has kept me away. I’ve been following the 
fair on Facebook and my heart swelled reading about how this year with less tickets sold people felt like 
they could move freely through the magic. I have children of my own now and next year will be their first fair. 
Please, please, please keep the number of tickets sold low! Stay beautiful & see you next year! 
 
Reduced capacity is the way of the future. Fair felt full at 30% reduced capacity. Our 501c3 status allows 
that we don’t put profit first.  
 
Access was readily available to the public who planned ahead. COVID-19 vaccine checks should be a non-
issue moving forward! Love & Gratitude 
 
Keep the Cap!  Wow - can't tell you how wonderful it was to not have a gazillion people on the 8. So nice to 
not be crushed by a stampede of humans. I saw booths I have never seen before (who are decades long 
vendors) because I could actually see them. Spent a ton of money on beautiful things that I love...all 
because I was comfortable walking, looking and shopping. I am sure vendors will report record sales, too. 
So much better! So much more comfortable! Keep the Cap!!! 
 
I enjoyed the ability to walk the paths this year. The cap on ticket sales made for a very enjoyable daytime 
experience. 
 
I think the fair should continue to limit the attendance. It was much more enjoyable with less people. 
 
Me and my family really appreciated the limited numbers of guests. We could actually enjoy the fair. Thank 
you 
 
Fair was absolutely amazing this year! It was not too crowded, and it felt like everyone was VERY ready for 
it since we had 2 years off.  
 
Extreme gratitude to everyone!  
 
Keep a cap on attendance for future fairs. Loved being able to get around much easier.  
 
We don’t need 20,000 per day! 
 
Having less people at the fair was kind of amazing!! I could leave my booth and go somewhere in the 
middle of the day and make it back within a reasonable timeframe. Incredible. Also, I had my best sales 
year at the fair! Even with less people.  
 
This fair during the day was a much better experience than 2019 since the number of tickets was capped to 
10k! I hope the vendors made enough money with this attendance because it made a huge difference being 
able to walk around freely and get food in less than half an hour. Plus, bathrooms were not as gross. I think 
a ticket cap between 10 and 15k would be awesome. 
 
I loved the lower number of attendees this year.  
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I loved the cap on admission. I went out in the eight more during public hours, enjoyed standing in shorter 
lines for food and didn’t have to compete for dance floor space at concerts. I didn’t have to stand in lines to 
go to the bathroom very often.  
 
The capped attendance made such a huge difference in the experience during the day. It felt safer, less 
chaotic, more connected, more space for the magic to really take hold. I hope the board and ED run some 
numbers to explore what a permanent downsized ticket cap looks like (increased SO passes, varying ticket 
prices for Saturday versus Friday and Sunday, other revenue streams).  
     Also, because of the lower numbers and increased investment in sanitation, this was by FAR the 
cleanest honeybucket fair ever. And for a mom camping with small kiddos, that really matters. For all of our 
health, it is critical.  
 
This year’s Fair was absolutely wonderful! We were able to move around so much easier and actually were 
able to shop more. Please consider limiting the attendance in future years as well. Happy Fair!!  
 
The cap on ticket sales was divine. It made my job so much easier and more enjoyable - 2019 was horrible 
for security. Will call was easy and short lines (except Sunday for a bit). There were open places to sit and 
rest throughout fair, the lines were shorter, the toilets were cleaner, everything was better.  
 
Second time. Coming back next year! Keep attendance capped at what it was this year please. Great 
bands. My fav fest I’ve ever been to! 
 
It was fantastic to have fewer people this year!  I spent all day in fair and did more shopping than ever! 
 
Great experience this year. I’m in full favor of capping the attendance at 10000 for future fairs. There was 
actually room to breathe and make connections and feel like a part of a community and not a mob. The last 
time I attended it was too packed and honestly gave me anxiety. This time felt more like coming home. And 
personally, less people meant more opportunities to explore vendors  
 
My sales increased by 30% this year over the last year I vended in 2018. I sold 80% of everything I brought, 
it was an epic year! I believe that reduced attendance gave people more time to look around and shop. 
There was also available seating for short breaks to rest so they could continue exploring all those fair 
offers. By far my best fair ever (I’ve been going for 15 years but this is only my 3rd year vending).  
 
Working on pre-post was so much better this year, though obviously that has to do with fewer fair family as 
well. Traffic went much more smoothly since there weren't as many cars trying to load in and out, which 
meant people were less frustrated with the process. My only interaction with the public while on crew was 
sweep, and that was also much easier since there were fewer people to herd out the gate.  
 
On a personal level, I absolutely loved the lower numbers and hope that continues! If the revenue is 
essential, how about adding Thursday?  
 
I Had an amazing time at all three days of Fair and would love for it to be capped in the future as well 
 
It was our first fair, and we loved it! I feel keeping a cap on amount of attendees is a big plus. Was quite 
overwhelming at times with just half the usual amount of people. Having twice that many seems way 
unmanageable. Will be back next year for sure.  
 
Enjoyed the lower cap this year with less people. Was still congested around food vendors and usual areas 
but easier to get around with health/disability issues and would be willing to continue higher ticket price to 
keep it lower.   
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Please think about doing this again next year! <3 
 
I liked the cap on ticket sales being lower and it wasn’t overwhelming.  
We like the cap on ticket sales. 
 
We had a wonderful fair this year and enjoyed having a little more room to walk around since there was a 
cap on attendance each day.  
 
All I heard all weekend long from stuff and the public was that this is the way it should be. Although capping 
attendance would obviously impact revenues, I think people are willing to pay more to actually be able to 
enjoy the experience and shop. The general tone of fair was also very patient. Between the weather, the 
ability to move, the clean toilets, and reasonable lines for food, I think attendance caps and a price increase 
are worthy of significant consideration. 
 
Love it with less people, we have been going since 1985 
 
Most enjoyable was the ability to be present at the fair. No one pushing you along and time to stop and 
really enjoy what was going on around you. All the attendees that I spoke with agreed.   
 
The lower ticket sales were a welcome change! 2019 was overwhelmingly full and created an almost 
anxious environment (definitely did for me! I left early). 
 
Smaller fair and less people is better  
 
It was good to see people have the room to get their OCF STRUT on 
 
The smaller crowd was much appreciated.  
 
I liked the cap on numbers.  I don't know if we can cap numbers in the future, but it made for a lovely fair. 
 
If you want to cap the attendance, I would recommend that tickets NOT be sellable or transferable, or 
refundable. That will delete any chances of scalping.  
 
Crowds: Much less crowded. Easy to get around. People could shop. I hope the vendors made as much 
money as they are used to making. The ones I talked to seemed to. I hope permanently that only 10,000 
folks be admitted each day. It was also nice not having every booth open, people could stand and talk in 
front of the booths that weren't open, also making it easier to get around. Having less booths open probably 
also contributed to less people being there, even in the evenings. I heard some redundant crews were also 
eliminated, that could help if it’s true on the fair being less populated. The ambiance due to it being less 
crowded was wonderful!! 
 
I hope you all keep the capacity limit, so the fair remains accessible and inclusive for people with 
disabilities. 
 
I like the attendance cap. Much easier to navigate the paths, shop for arts/crafts, & enjoy the stages. Much 
less dust to deal with. 
 
The reduction in population created a MUCH BETTER experience! I actually went out on the 8 during the 
day Sat. something I swore off years ago due to the horrendous crowds. I was able to get around (though 
still gridlocked on Main Stage side around Community Village and where Frisco's traditionally lives). 
Because the crowds were smaller, I was able to look around more and to make more purchases.  
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Another bonus was the cleaner portos which mostly seemed to continue to have paper! Wow! I think it 
would be great if we did not go back to the pre-pandemic public numbers.  
 
I'm sure that it's not a good sign for the budget, but the event was much more pleasant with fewer tickets 
sold.  Not sure that there's any way to change things, but it would be nice to get back to the time when we 
had fewer staff and more public; at night there's almost more people than we used to have during the day. 
 
Greatly enjoyed the smaller crowds - I was out more, the vibe was calmer, and I shopped more.  Often I 
avoid the fair during the hours the public is present.  It was one of my favorite fairs - in large part due to the 
smaller crowds.  I've been coming since the early 90's.  
 
The single most important feedback I have to offer is that the 10,000 cap on daytime public attendance was 
incredible and wonderful on many levels-- some of which I could not have predicted. I am aware that the 
BOD has a cap of 15,000. I think this is too many.  I strongly suggest that the daily cap on tickets be 
lowered to 12,500 going into the future. Here is why: 

• Spaciousness felt good. My body felt better. My mind felt better. My heart felt spacious. 
• Sales were great! And not just for me, but for every crafter I talked to.  
• The quality of my interactions with folks who visited my booth were amazing and I am still feeling the 

warmth, energy and encouragement of those connections.  
• People took time to peruse. People took time to interact. People were not in a hurry to try to get to 

x,y, or z stage on time. They didn't have to contend with gridlock. For the most part, they could see 
into the booths from the path and didn't get stuck in a mass movement of people focused only on 
going forward and "getting through." The physical space and ease of movement took away the 
anxiety that I typically witness in my booth when one person is tugging on another that it's time to go. 
We knew we could get from point A to point B in a reasonable amount of time. 

• 12,500 is a compromise between what the BOD set and what I believe many of us actually would 
prefer (10,000 like this year)  

I would like to know if part of the spaciousness was a lower nighttime fair family attendance? I would like to 
know how the fair penciled out in terms of revenue/ expenditures and if there is a sweet spot of ticket sales 
and rentals/ infrastructure/ contracts? I would like to know if the fair had too few volunteers this year to 
function well and if so, what lessons can be learned? Did some crews have fewer people and function just 
as well and others not?  
     I was not aware of any glitches or mishaps that affected the quality and functioning of the event. I am 
sure there were some, if not many, but they were not so major as to affect everyone.  
 
The lower audience cap made the Parades easier, less stressful, and more fun for band and audience alike.  
No need to force our way through overcrowded paths.  I hope this lower cap on ticket sales continues. 
 
I enjoyed the low volume of traffic on the paths. I'd like to see us try to find a happy medium between raising 
the ticket/wristband/SO/Booth Fees, etc. and raising the attendance numbers by 25-35% day dependent. 
 
The population cap seems to have pleased most everyone. Whether such caps pose a danger to the Fair's 
financial balance is not known ... I will be interested to hear about it. 
 
The numbers this year were great! Being able to actually enjoy being out during the day and move about 
the fair, see shows etc. made the experience so much better. I highly suggest the public ticket sales cap 
stay between 10K and 15K for day tickets in the future. 
 
Thank you for hosting this year's Fair.  I realize there were many variables to address.  I want to especially 
share my gratitude for limiting the attendance to about 10K. I spoke to many vendors who said this was the 
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best Fair they have had, financially, in many years...mostly due to the visitors being able to get to the booths 
to look since it was less crowded. I also spoke with friends who were daily visitors and they raved at how 
much 'user friendly' the Fair was this year.  Thanks again for all you do!! 
What a great fair!  I did not mind the smaller crowd; my sales were the highest they have ever been in 29 
years! 
 
I loved the limitation of 10,000 folks per day.  It made everything far more productive. I have spoken with 
many folks still crafting and they said their sales were just as good if not better than with 30,000 people in a 
day.  Please leave the limitation in place. 
 
The limiting of ticket sales resulted in one of the more pleasant Fairs (population wise) in decades.  I have 
heard from numerous sources that the booth revenues far exceeded the revenues of the 50th which was 
immensely overcrowded.   
 
It was great to be able to walk the paths without so many people during the daytime.  Capping numbers 
should be considered. 
 
Fantastic fair. Thanks for bringing it back, thanks for having the balls to protect our elders and those with 
health concerns with the vaccine mandate and thanks for limiting the numbers. I want the whole world to 
see the magic of the fair and yet less is more! 
 
I wanted to say that I really appreciated the smaller more relaxed feel of the fair this year.  With the smaller 
crowds I was able to have a much better quality of interaction with my customers, and actually sold more 
crafts than in past more crowded years.  I realize that this may not be the case for everyone, particularly 
food booths, but for me and the others in my booth, this was the best fair experience in years.   
 
Having only 10,000 tickets made the fair be enjoyable. We should look at that number or very close to and 
see if it can work with our budget. Attendees were able to shop and eat without feeling like being in a cattle 
stampede. 
 
This year was a wonderful experience at The Fair. The number of attendees being down allowed people to 
freely shop and not be pushed by the crowd. We heard from three vendors (one food) that this was their 
best fair ever. Thank You Oregon Country Fair! 
 
Loved the smaller fair this year! As long as vendors and fair itself made enough money, I’d hope we can do 
a smaller one for the next years coming :)  
 
Love the restricted numbers.... 
 
Fun Easy Fair! 
 
Mostly, we loved the limited fair goers. We were able to visit with attending folks more intimately and we 
made more sales than the total sales of the prior 5 years of active fair. We actually ran out of inventory.  
 
THANK YOU for capping the attendance! Really enjoyed the more relaxed vibe, shorter lines, more 
tolerable Honey Buckets. I know there are numerous factors to consider, just hoping you'll find a way to 
continue this practice.   
 
Loved the attendance cap. It felt like everyone had more capacity to attend to the public needs as well as 
our own to stay hydrated, grounded, and safe. 
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In general, it was an incredible homecoming after three years away!! I'm in favor of keeping the cap, the 
paths were crowded but manageable -- the energy was abundant without the mounting frustration of not 
being able to navigate to where you were going and just feeling like a hippie toy on a conveyor belt. 
 
I liked the smaller crowds this year. I vote to keep the numbers down next year. 
 
I appreciated a smaller crowd on the path during public hours.  A significantly reduced staff as well as the 
10,000 daily cap on admissions both contributed to this.  How to make this sustainable will be the question 
the community will need to grapple with.  That size was lovely. Just because we can grow doesn’t mean we 
should. Focusing on humanistic sustainability is needed. Internal relationship management. Do you know 
what your volunteers give for this event? Is it so big that you may have lost touch with that? For example: I 
took the E camp host job 10 years ago. It was 260 tents. It’s now 500 on a footprint that hasn’t changed. 
Let’s make it better instead of bigger. I love you all!  
 
This Fair was the best I've had in years. I know that people's hearts were open, and everyone was excited 
to be back and with their Fair Families again. It showed. We missed some of the old anchor booths, but it 
was also exciting to see so many new vendors with fresh energy.  
 
Fair magic was strong, and wristbands, peach cart, FART, were all spectacular every time that I interacted 
with them. I think that one of the major factors in Fair magic being so visible was having reduced numbers 
of tickets sold each day, and by such a significant amount. It really improved the overall Fair experience for 
everyone. I know that there must be goals for how much money needs to be made off the event to support 
other OCF priorities, and I also want the tickets to be affordable to the broader community and not just to 
those with deep pockets. But, allowing fewer people in each day really let the Fair be special again and 
spontaneous interactions were much more prevalent when not stuck in masses of people, shuffling down 
the paths, feeling claustrophobic. I do not know what an ideal number is and could definitely see that the 
Fair had capacity for maybe even several thousand more, but the numbers that were allowed in for the 50th, 
and the handful of years preceding it, were just too many to truly experience the magic of OCF. Thank you 
for giving us this window back in time to a Fair before the huge masses on the path, and I hope that the 
leadership will consider keeping the cap lowered in order to preserve some of that experience for Fairs to 
come.  
 
Please continue to cap the number of people at fair or have at least one day that is capped that prioritizes 
the needs of people with disabilities. Capping the limit is much better for people with disabilities, including 
people using mobility aids, those with hypervigilance from PTSD (which crowds can be a huge trigger), 
people with sensory processing challenges, and anxiety disorders. It was a much easier fair for me and my 
partner due to having fewer people. More seating options for people who can't sit on hard surfaces/need 
support or can't stand/sit on ground for long periods would also be great! 
 
This year was absolutely amazing. Having less people allowed us to connect on a deeper level. Through 
this we were able to come together and provide a vital service to those in recovery from alcoholism. Many 
deep and heartfelt thanks to those who helped make the space available for AA meetings to happen. I know 
of several people who would have relapsed without these meetings. For most of us with the disease of 
alcoholism, relapse means death. I believe having a less crowded Fair directly contributed to the success of 
these meetings. I do not know how to overcome the financial hurdle of having a cap on attendance; 
however, I firmly believe that we, as a community, can find a way forward that supports everyone. 
 
The population size of this year’s fair was PERFECT! Paths weren’t so crowded that you couldn’t stop and 
reconnect and chat with people, I bought more things than ever because I could actually see them, it wasn’t 
so overstimulating that all I wanted to do was hang out at camp. 
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I loved the cap on attendance! I went on Friday and found it to be WAY more enjoyable than when I went in 
2018. I was still able to dance, visit booths, get food, and more and just vibe with people. it was awesome, 
and still felt like it was filled with excitement! 
 
I loved having room on the paths, need to maintain limited ticket sales.  
 
I was so impressed by how much art was sold at the booths - shelves looked empty on Sunday! I really 
think that the reduced attendance helped. I think people stayed longer and shopped more. The Stage Left 
hat take was also as much as a full-size fair, I think. I know extending the Fair to a second weekend has 
been tried and failed, and it might make things complicated for people like me with limited vacation days 
flying across the country, but it would be so awesome if we could have fewer people per day but still let 
everyone who wants to come! Then again, maybe with the vaccine/test requirement there weren't too many 
people who wanted to come but found tickets sold out. However, many festivals do sell out months in 
advance - that's not what happened at Fair even with the cap. Perhaps with a cap, people will elect to buy 
single-day tickets instead of three-day tickets because they can get the whole experience in one day, 
instead of the Fair getting so full that they want to leave in the afternoon.  
 
This is the first time in YEARS I’ve been able to actually put faces to the names that come thru Reg. I spent 
over a thousand dollars on food and crafts. I usually spend next to nothing. The trash was not 
OVERWHELMING. Our footprint was smaller. We need to find a way to meet in the middle to both enhance 
the experience we give, while still improving that experience for our vendors. One thing it seems we all 
learned is that artist and their clients prefer that face-to-face relationship.  
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VACCINE POLICY & PROTOCOL 
The vaccine policy obviously did not protect us from covid as many are testing positive this week... so... 
hopefully there's a new and clever way to cap things that is based on something unrelated to vaccinations 
next year.  
 
My family and I were very disappointed with your vaccination requirements for attending the fair this year. 
The Oregon county fair which we really enjoyed attending in previous years turned into a real clown show in 
2022. Your “Fair” was not fair at all to say at least. Absolute disgrace! You lost the support of my family 
forever.  
 
Lame covid requirements.  
 
I was unable to work and/or participate at fair this year because of the vaccination requirement for 
vendors/staff/ etc. I hope this unscientific policy is abandoned next year. Thank you. 
 
I really hope that the BOD or whoever will review/withdraw the vax policy now that the event has passed. It 
would be great to attend the picnic in August to see family and the grounds. In addition, it would be 
beneficial to know whether to prepare for 2023. It is very confusing to many fair supporters, un-supporters, 
me and even those who have only heard of the Oregon Country Fair that an event such as ours with our 
history would limit human freedoms based on what our government (WHO, CDC, Etc.) has to say. Plus, 
there is the hypocritical aspect of putting so much emphasis on DEI in the past couple years and yet it feels 
to many fair families, as well as our public patrons that the current vax policy has created Division-
Exclusion-Inequality amongst our group. I have attended fair for 35 years of my 40+ on the planet and for 
the first time I haven’t been allowed to go home; even in 2020 and 2021 I was able to step foot on the 
grounds. I had every intention of enjoying the fair this year as a ticket holder with my negative test, but 
illness (not COVID) kept me from attending. This makes me sad beyond measure, as those three days were 
my only opportunity to get onsite so far in 2022 without a vax card. I am all for keeping people safe, 
unfortunately this vax does not do that for everyone and has even caused harm to some of our loved ones. I 
love fair, I grew up at fair, my son has grown up at fair. I believe our elders are wise and important, I believe 
our children are treasures, I believe our land is sacred. I want to be welcome to come home!  
 
We've enjoyed the OCF for more than 30 years, and our son attended his first fair as a baby.  This was the 
first year that we haven't been able to attend, due to the UNscientific "restrictions" put in place.  It was sad, 
to say the very least. W 
      What is especially funny is this:  since virtually everyone who attended had the covid vax, and all the 
non-vaxed folks tested negative, why would there be large outbreaks of covid among attendees?  It is as 
many scientists have said: that VAXED people carry and spread the virus.  So, all that you managed to 
create this year by keeping healthy people with healthy immune systems out was a super spreader event!   
     PLEASE SCRAP all of these silly restrictions for future fairs.  This year was very UNfair to everyone 
else, especially those who had previously had covid back in 2020.  Ironically, unlike EVERY vaxed person 
we know, no unvaxxed person we know has gotten covid again.  Food for thought.  
     I hope you consider carefully all that I have said.  My husband and i are natural health professionals who 
know our business very, very well; and we have always stood for the beautiful values of the hippie culture. 
 
As someone who has attended and enjoyed the Oregon Country Fair for many years, I am sad and 
disappointed to see that vaccine passports are being required for entry this year. Given that COVID-19 
vaccines do not prevent infection, transmission, nor the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, it is unfortunate 
that unvaccinated people will be irrationally discriminated against attending the fair (unless they pay $70 
dollars to get a negative PCR test 24 hours before each day they would like to attend the fair - which is 
ridiculously cost prohibitive for most people). I hope that OCF reconsiders their COVID-19 vaccination 
policy. 
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I found your vaccination card or negative Covid test requirement for entry to be an uneducated and 
irresponsible one. Those who have taken the shots can catch and spread Covid. Possessing a vaccine card 
does not demonstrate that a person is any safer than a person who does not have one. If the organization 
was truly concerned about keeping it a Covid free environment, and I am assuming that was the motive, 
unless it was a virtue signaling move, then a negative Covid test would have been required of ALL 
attendees. This lack of logic leaves me with a negative feeling about the fair. I will never return as I will not 
support establishments that have a vaccine card policy (even if a negative Covid test negates the card 
requirement). I have grown up with the fair as a beautiful way to escape mainstream culture and conformity. 
It is no longer that place.  
 
I am outraged by your COVID-19 vaccination policy. Of all places, I would not expect this from such a free 
loving, free spirited place as the OCF. Many establishments and events in Oregon have dropped these 
ridiculous mandates. I've been attending the fair for over 30 years and even though I am vaccinated, I will 
not be returning this year because of this nonsense. It's heartbreaking and makes me question what the 
OCF has become. Please reconsider for future years. 
 
I've always loved the country fair. But come on. Covid19 vaccination required? Most people who go 
probably don't have any other vaccinations. I know I'm not the only person mad about this. Please 
reevaluate what it means to be a hippy. 
 
Drop all mandates and testing 
 
It’s sad that fair decided to go with vaccination proof this year when vaccinations aren’t even scientifically 
proven to stop the spread nor prevent infection. I felt as though I was discriminated against for not getting 
the vaccination, and I believe now that I have no home at fair. I feel that fair has died a bit in my eyes as it 
has segregated rejected those it claims to love.  Our booth has held a position at OCF for over 35 years. 
The fact that you made this political stand really disgusts all of us.  For the fact that even if you’re 
vaccinated you can still get Covid you did this for absolutely no reason, and I hope you feel ashamed of 
yourself personally feel your hypocritical over and political antics this year. 
 

************************************************************************* 
 
First of all, congrats to pulling off a wonderful fair in such trying times. We appreciated the VAX requirement 
adding a layer of safety.  
 
Consider that this virus isn't leaving us alone. Perhaps make masks mandatory, continue requiring proof of 
vaccines and limit attendance in the future also.  
 
Appreciated the vaccine requirement, 
 
Appreciate the COVID policy.   
 
We have had multiple people on Water Crew report positive COVID tests (including myself), and that makes 
me all the more grateful for the vaccine requirement. Knowing that there's small chances of anyone dying 
from COVID after attending Fair is a consolation.  
 
Thank you for requiring covid vax. I hope this continues in the future. 
 
Appreciated several things: COVID protocols, 2/3 ticket sales, reduced dust (thanks spring!).  The vibe was 
good, even Saturday one could find a little space and quiet¦ best fair in a long time, but I’m an elder so 
sometimes memory fades. 
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Still waiting to see if i was at a SuperSpreader event - i masked up most of the time. I could count the 
masks i saw on my fingers and toes. 
 
Thank you for requiring vaccinations. 
 
Liked the Vac requirement. Put me at ease and means those who do get sick won’t be hospitalized or die.  
Comforting. 
 
Bravo for admitting only vaccinated people. You are doing a great job. 
 
Though I know *many* who got COVID from the event despite the precautions so something to rethink for 
next year if COVID is still a concern.  
 
The additional concern for the health and safety of fair goers in these times of Covid is commendable and 
appreciated. Vaccination and capped attendance were very much appreciated. PLEASE continue this 
practice. 
 
I also appreciate the Vax policy and it was very fair! Idiots whining about it could just get a neg test but 
instead chose to complain.  
 
Thank you for keeping the vaccine mandate 
 
Also, love the vaccine policy and masks in porta potty requirements.  
 
I had huge concerns about the checking in for volunteers arriving Wednesday and Thursday. I heard it went 
great; no long waits as expected 
     And BTW we have 1 positive and 1 negative for Covid so far. I hope the fair makes an effort to gather 
this information. Nothing the fair can do or really know if the cases are fair related (ours are-we were on site 
for a week), but I think it would be good to know. Thank you and be safe out there 
 
I appreciate all the hand sanitation stations. If I could make a suggestion, there's one needed at the hub.  
 
Please keep the vax requirement and lower capped attendance! 
 
Wish we had less Covid.  
 
Thank you dearly for supporting public health in its entirety. 
 
I did notice that there were many people I know to be anti vaxx present at the festival. That was confusing. 
Before fair, I was invited to vend at the Good Times festival which advertised as being “a festival within a 
festival.” I later realized that those participants had full access to the fair somehow. I hope protocols for next 
year bring us closer today not further apart. 
 
Thanks for the vax requirements, would not have attended if that were not the case. 
 
I’m also greatly appreciative of the vaccination policy. Y’all likely have grumpy people about that. 
Remember it is their CHOICE to remain unvaccinated and not testing for entry.  
 
Great job with the vaccine requirements.  Of the 12 people we camped with, so far 3 have covid.  Mild 
cases but that is the whole point, they were vaxed, so the cases are mild.  It is a relief knowing that most of 
the cases are going to be mild.  So thanks, your requirements were SPOT ON! 
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I witnessed people passing on their bracelet’s when they were done at the fair 2 others that were not 
vaccinated.   
 
Really enjoyed the fair this year. Was nice to get back. The only caveat is that many people from the fair 
including myself contracted the coronavirus. I tested positive yesterday. And so did my daughter. And so did 
many people at the fair. I’m wondering if you guys are keeping track. I heard the sauna was slammed pretty 
hard with covid.  
 
Thank you for the vaccine requirement; we are older, so may not have come otherwise.   
 
So far 3 people from Ashland who attended the fair tested positive for Covid on Mon & Tues. after returning 
home. Luckily all boostered.  
 
Thank you for the strict vaccine policy & the masks there. Are you tracking how many contracted Covid 
while there? 
 
COVID mitigation was not enough. Anecdotally seems like huge numbers positive after the event, including 
myself who diligently masked and distanced. I was really bummed to see the rest of the Fair Family mostly 
ignore general common sense mitigation strategies. I likely won't return next year without dramatic 
difference in COVID or in protocols and I've been coming to Fair my whole life. Makes me sad, but the risks 
associated with COVID infection, and the lack of community care have me rethinking my risk assessment. 
 
My only complaint/concern is the seeming lack of data collection for Covid 19 infections reports post Fair. 
It'd be a good data point to see the levels of spread.  
 
Hi there, we're getting a lot of requests to post peoples' questions and comments about Covid. (FB) We've 
not accepted most of these posts feeling it would lead to a can of worms. There have been calls for OCF to 
create a poll around this which could be useful to OCF, or not.   
 
Your event became a super spreader event because you didn't test. You ignorantly believed the vaccine 
would stop the spread despite all the science saying this wasn't true. You intentionally created prime 
conditions for a super spreader event. Y'all should be ashamed  
 
COVID thoughts: I wish that the fair had insisted that everyone who went to the fair either overnight or for 
the day be fully vaccinated and boosted and have a negative COVID test. For staff they should have tested 
at least once a week. Maybe OCF could have had a testing site at fair. And probably the sauna shouldn't 
have been open, though it’s such a wonderful part of fair it seemed like it was one of the hot spots as far as 
COVID.  
 
Fine fair but COVID super spreader. Who and where is this being tracked? 
 
For the record, I got covid @ Fair, probably around Sunday of the event. Many in our camping pod did too. I 
did wear a mask in the portapotties. I managed to avoid catching it until then (1st time w/ covid). This is all 
just FYI in case anyone is keeping track. 
 
Considering the times, I think the OCF struck a good balance regarding Covid precautions. 
 
Thank you so much for making such a huge effort to keep everyone safe by requiring vaccinations, and 
screening everyone. The word on the street is that OCF was a Covid super-spreader...........but we hope 
that is not true. I'm sure the World Athletics was much worse because they didn't even require vaccination 
proof!! 
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We had a ton of brand spanking new crew this year. I know this was an exceptional year, but good grief! 
some of these people were less than useful even when they showed up. The crew camped next to me had 
a newbie with 2 OBVIOUSLY very ill children. They were coughing all night long and having difficulty with 
breathing. Not only were we concerned for the sick children; it was also not beneficial for anyone else to be 
around that illness. I didn't say anything as it wasn't my crew and sat way on the other side of my camp, but 
I really feel the COVID protocol should have been followed by ALL CREWS. Maybe fewer people would've 
come down with it. Just my 4 cents. lol. 
 
Re: COVID. Have to say something about this. The board's December 2021 COVID policy did not reflect the 
reality of the omicron variant and subvariants for which vaccination may limit the severity of disease but to 
my best understanding does not lessen infection or transmission rates. A PCR test for everyone -- fair 
family and public and regardless of vax status -- would have been more prudent. Not sure how that could be 
done in a practical sense, but......clearly a lot of people arrived at fair with COVID. 
     There is anecdotal evidence that many who took Sauna at Ritz contracted COVID. While I know there 
were disclaimers and notices about entering at one's own risk, I think as soon as it was clear that Omicron 
was different and the surge was beginning (about 3 weeks before Fair I think), I think the Ritz should have 
voluntarily opted not to have the sauna open and just to do the open air showers, campfire, stage. I know 
there is a lot of money to be lost in such a choice, but protecting the community is more important. If we are 
still contending with COVID or something similar next year, perhaps the Fair should consider whether sauna 
should be open if it does indeed pose a high risk. 
 
It was wonderful to be back at fair and in a lot of ways it was a beautiful year, I know so many people 
worked tirelessly to make it happen and I am so grateful.  
     However, the vaccination requirement was a joke. I work booth registration, I wristband hundreds of 
vendors every shift and check their credential to be at fair. At no point was there clear communication about 
how, when, or if we should be checking people’s vaccination status. We were told conflicting information 
about whether we were checking vaccine status in order to give them wristbands, the wristbands that were 
supposed to indicate that their vaccination status had been check and cleared. First, we were told it wasn't 
our job, for weeks, then halfway through the day on Wednesday, after we had already banded thousands of 
people, we were told it was out job. It was also unclear and continually changing what it was supposed to 
look like when vendor's vaccination status had been checked elsewhere, first another wristband, then a 
stamp, then an entirely different stamp in a different color, then they were just showing us their vaccine 
cards all over again. It added chaos at a time that is already particularly chaotic every year, it slowed down 
our lines, it led to complaints, and to zero confidence that this was actually being done in any sort of 
effective or functional way. I saw several people at fair that I know personally, and I know for a fact are 
unvaccinated. The current system did not work. We should have been submitting Vaccination information 
into a database to cross referenced with state/national records and ensure validity.  
 
Lots of Covid cases reported post-Fair -- I know of at least 30 people among Vaudeville performers from all 
parts of the Fair, as well as the Marching Band, who tested positive. 
     No follow-up from the Fair -- I requested that the Vaudeville Coordinator send email to all booked 
performers post-Fair alerting them to the spread and encourage everyone to quarantine and test.  Still have 
not heard anything from Fair management. 
 
COVID precautions were almost zero and I felt very let down that we weren't even able to get COVID tests 
at White Bird. The fair was not COVID safe. and proof of vaccination requirements were so lax and 
disorganized. I've already been contacted by three people who have tested positive. 
 
We limited our movements around the Fair this year, primarily because of a foot injury, but also to avoid too 
much contact with others. We saved ourselves for a couple of shows at Main Stage........and wore our 
masks! 
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For the first time since the early 1970s, I did not attend or camp at the Fair. Yes, I was concerned about the 
reports of Covid that I heard in the volunteers even before the Fair started. Thanks for continuing your good 
work. I do think that it was appropriate to hold the Fair this year. There are many people who enjoy the fair 
who are younger and not at risk for serious disease if they get Covid. As always - Peace & Love,  
 
I also very much appreciate the diligence of the volunteers checking vaccine cards, even though it took a 
while for me to find where I had packed mine in the van.  I felt much more comfortable waiting in line and 
going to the Ritz knowing that my fellow fair people had their shots.  I had the opportunity to bring an old 
friend to OCF for their first fair, and the things I mention above made it a great experience for them.  In fact, 
they are looking into volunteering next year, and exploring more ways to get involved in the OCF. 
 
We missed the people who chose not to come but the decisions made and stuck to by the board and 
management regarding Covid restrictions were sometimes discussed but almost never with the bitterness 
expressed online (of course, excluding the non-vaxed from participation help with that concern).   
    Dr. Cooley's advice regarding both the presence of Covid infection at the Fair and the ability of the Fair to 
enforce more complicated entry requirements seems to me to have been sensible and I'm glad that the 
board held fast in supporting her in that.  
    I was one of many people who came in through Entertainment who left with Covid. I don't know how 
widespread it was outside of that group. 
 
The mask request on the porta potties was also a great idea.  
 
So many people got covid afterwards. Fortunately, I did not, but I personally count at least 46 cases among 
people collectively in the marching band, in the shows at Stage Left, and among other vaudeville 
performers. And that's just a tiny fraction. Will there be any attempt to do any follow-up with the general 
membership about this? I'm not sure what could have been done differently, but it seems important to track 
it and examine it.  I heard anecdotal reports of some people who were not. 
 
Re: vaxx status before getting their wristbands; I was properly vetted for my vaxx card. I appreciate the 
effort that went into checking. 
 
Even with this adjustment to the 2022 Fair (population cap), & despite our taking precautions such as 
masking & not camping this year, my partner & I got Covid shortly after Fair.  We were vaxxed & boosted.  
We greatly appreciate that you required participants to show proof of vaccinations. I did wish there were 
more sanitizing stations.   I know it was a risk to go ahead with Fair this year, & that the SUP was a factor.  I 
would like to know some numbers as to how many people got Covid afterward.   
 
Crews were told just days before Fair by Alex that he/they may not be able to provide the full quantities of 
the PPE ordered. Some crew and elders were wrist banded without being COVID screened.   
 
It was hard to see staff not following covid protocols and hearing now how many are sick. Seemed we did 
not practice what we preach.  
 
By the way, I really support the vaccine requirement for staff and the requirements for attendees too. This 
Fair was the closest I had been with large groups of people, and I felt very safe (though I didn't do the 
Sauna at the Ritz just in case.)  
 
I think it would be SUPER HELPFUL if the fair put out a google survey asking to report if you tested positive 
for covid during fair or within 14 days after fair.  My family had been onsite Tuesday - Monday (wearing 
masks 90% of time) and one of ours has just tested positive. 
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My partner and I came out pre-Fair to work so we were Covid checked and received our Covid wristbands 
at the greeter shack. not wanting to wear the wristband for several weeks we got laminates at QM. coming 
to Fair Wednesday morning we were surprised that there was no Covid check on entry. We did see the 
Covid check and stamp tent, but it looked sparsely occupied considering it was Wednesday. Out of curiosity 
to see how things would go I left my Covid laminate in my pocket when I stepped up for my wristband at 
Elder's admission. with no Covid check stamp and no Covid check wristband and no reason for the person 
banding me to know that I was fully vaxxed and boosted, I was promptly banded with my camping 
wristband.   
    The folks banding seems to be in little rush, conversing with the Fair staff they banded, the lines weren’t 
especially long, no pressure to hurry folks in.  
    Wasn’t it their position to insure that only vaccinated Fair family got banded?   
    Just curious as to how many unvaccinated folks slipped in and can’t help wonder how this contributed to 
what appears to be, by anecdotal reports, the significant percentage of Fair family who have tested positive 
for Covid. 
 
As the COVID pandemic marched on, I was disappointed by the lack of mask-wearing at the Fair and view it 
as a missed opportunity by Fair management and organizers. The Fair might have been more creative and 
energetic about encouraging Fairgoers and staff to wear masks. For example, making masks available at 
entrances, encouraging on-duty staff to wear masks, announcing mask themes for each day, having mask 
decoration stations throughout, or making public announcements from performance stages where crowds 
were thickest. Instead, the general theme, proclaimed from Main Stage, was, “isn’t it great that things are 
finally back to normal.” (There were exceptions, such as the signs on porta-potties until they were ripped 
down.) That sentiment was understandable. Except that things are not at all back to normal and may not be 
even a year from now. I know I was not alone in avoiding the performance venues and, as much as I could, 
the crowded paths. When I did venture out, I wore a mask, but I saw virtually no one else wearing one. It 
would be nice to think that this issue will be moot by next July.  But I would encourage the Fair to start 
planning now for a better approach just in case things are no better or even worse than they were this year. 
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AAAA 
Huge thank you to the Alter Abled crew. Our daughter has a disability and walking around the fair is just not 
accessible for her. They loaned us a wheelchair, which gave her full access to the fair. As well, the capacity 
limit was a HUGE accessibility improvement. We didn’t hit one person’s ankle or have someone fall into the 
wheelchair. She also got to experience all the booths. In recent years past, using a wheelchair at the fair 
was not a great experience. 
 
I have attended the fair since I was young, as both part of the general public and a volunteer. I love it. I’ve 
shared it with my husband and am excited to share it with my now 1-year-old daughter.   
    A little over a year ago my husband was shot in a drive by shooting while in our garden. He is now 
paralyzed and uses a wheelchair. As a result, I see the whole word differently. Particularly as it pertains to 
accessibility. It turns out, very little in this country is accessible; ableism is the forgotten ism, but I know that 
the OCF can’t fix the world, as much as I would like it to, so I have a few observations and areas of 
improvement that I would love it if you could make happen for the next fair.    
    My husband didn’t come this year, partly because he knew it would be too emotionally and physically 
draining to navigate. But I did and loved it but with my new “is this accessible?” lenses on, I noticed some 
areas of improvement. One thing in particular was how stages do not have a place for folks who use 
wheelchairs to go. Instead, they have to look at people’s butts moving and shaking in front of them instead 
of the stage. It would be wonderful if you could create an area where folks who use wheelchairs and their 
families could go so they can see the show (the planned show not the butt show).  Please contact me if you 
have any questions. Thanks for what you do! 
 
I strongly recommend you don't call your accessibility booth a place for the "alter-abled." All of those 
alternative names for "disabled" are fluffy euphemisms. Most disabled people prefer the word "disabled" 
because it gets right to the point, and in many cases it's a word to embrace and be proud of. A word like 
"alter-abled" makes it sound like "disabled" is an icky, bad word. It is not; it encompasses people's lives! 
 
Train your staff/volunteers who are stationed in areas for alter-abled people about hidden disabilities! I didn't 
feel I could ask for accommodations because volunteers looked at me and assumed I'm able-bodied and 
directed me to the regular entry for transportation. 
 
ADMISSIONS 
Would prefer option for weekend pass to get discount or free parking. Would like and option to stay at night 
and not have a sweep.  
  
One thing I would change is make digital tickets. I don’t have a mailing address. Saturday sold out before I 
could go to Eugene and get my paper tickets. Will call and all that was very unclear until the very last 
moment. Just an idea... 
 
ADVERTISING 
My feedback is to consider impressing upon the public the importance of bringing cash, as many people  
that came to our booth were surprised that they couldn't use their cards with most vendors. The ATMs are 
certainly helpful, but often if you send someone out to go get $$ the sale goes with them. Maybe it's already 
written on the site, but I did have some folks mention not knowing this so they came prepared; so perhaps 
sharing that info on the site & on an Instagram post can go a bit further & make a difference, as the 
commerce affects so many merchants & patrons alike.  
 
AFTER HOURS 
Please consider a way to put out the word as to what's happening after hours. We work very long hours & 
don't always have the time or energy to walk endlessly trying to figure out who might be playing where. 
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Even if details are light &/or subject to change, some sort of central info exchange would be so appreciated 
by everyone who enjoys the after-hours music & festivities. 
 
One thing that was really nice is that maybe because a lot of people didn't stay Sunday night it was dark on 
the Mosquito Coast with many people playing acoustic music.  Been a couple of decades since it's been 
possible to meander without bright lights everywhere. 
 
I would also like to request that a "nighttime" program be created so that those who worked all day have a 
chance to plan ahead to see a band on Friday or Saturday after hours.   
 
The evening entertainment/ambiance at the Love Lounge was wonderful. 
 
So loved the Fair this year!  I do wish that at least ONE NIGHT we'd have acoustic music only. (It would be 
fine with me if every night there was no amplification, except at Main Stage.)  No boom boxes ever - except 
for the silent raves, which are a great idea (I know we didn't have it this year) Overall the Fair has become 
too noisy, with overly loud amplification every evening, even pre-fair.  Sunday night being acoustic only 
would be a magical way to end the Fair. 
 
Lastly and most important was the horrible disturbances at 4 am with electronic bass blaring loud music like 
a radio station static....really awful. So extremely rude. Main stage by food booths is like downtown all-night 
party and sadly we cannot sleep at all anymore...I accept music til late and love it but 4 am??? really? So 
upsetting.  
 
Wish there are more musical activities (such as disco) every night so that staff can have a fun experience 
late into the night instead of while public is there.  
 
The event was wonderful, and I enjoyed all the vendors and music. However, for an organization that prides 
itself on transforming culture and providing enriching experiences, the model of shutting off so much of the 
event to people who are not staff or part of the in crowd seems pretty exclusionary. Creating a culture with 
fewer private parties, and a more open environment, would be more aligned with your mission. 
 
AMBIANCE 
Ambiance did an amazing job! 
 
There was also a good amount of path entertainment. I saw lots of stilt walkers and other path ambiance 
that makes the fair truly special. We really know how to throw a good party! 
 
There was an amazing amount of nighttime lights and fun things to see but they were almost all in 
Xavanadu. It would be nice if we could spread some out around the fair so Xavanadu is not so crowed at 
night and there are not whole areas of the fair with no art.  
 
Drum tower was dead this year.  
 
I missed Odyssey of Sound but loved this year’s art installations in Xavanadu. 
 
Narwhals rule! 
 
ATMs 
My only issue was how quickly ATMs ran out of $.  Vendors lost $$$ when they couldn’t use Wi-Fi for a 
couple hours too.  Figure it’s something you’re aware of already but wanted to put it out there.  I was trying 
every way to buy a $300 stained glass and couldn’t because of cell service issues I think on Friday (the 
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days blend together).  Felt so bad for our amazing vendors but it was fixed pretty quickly.  But for ATMs 
running out at 2 pm, def a prob. Maybe two more machines at each location would help. 
 
BOARD 
If this is going to the Board also, please make sure that you, the Board gets your act together.  It is not ok to 
do partisan switches and not be see-thru in your actions. If i lived in Eugene, I would attend your next board 
meeting and tell you in person. Since I don't - please realize GOOD Sanitation is ViTAL! Transparent 
behavior, both in and out of your meetings is absolutely crucial. 
 
BUDGET 
Food prices continue to go UP. Food vouchers have not increased. My voucher allowance purchased 3 
meals as most meals are now costing between $10-15. A little more would obviously be helpful. I mean 
Cafe Mam is charging $4 for a cup of coffee now... perhaps a voucher could cover the cost of a cup of 
coffee at least? Just a thought.  
 
Food voucher worth should increase for fair staff as food prices have increased and food booths should 
consider offering staff specials besides a dollar off a coffee. Volunteering at the fair is a privilege in the 
sense that you have to have time off of work, work a flexible job, or dedicate yourself to the fair. Let's 
compensate our volunteers more fairly and show actual appreciation beyond just a wrist band and few 
dollars off very expensive food. 
 
Food vouchers should have been worth more than $3.00. Time for them to go up in value.   Impossibly long 
lines at Main Camp and too crowded once inside.   
 
We desperately need a higher food voucher amount, or an increased quantity of vouchers. Most of the 
booths serving food cost 10-15 dollars. Even slices of pizza were 6-7 dollars.  
 
BUS 
Please, please, bring back the night bus for fair workers! I needed to do a lot of back and forth into town and 
driving in and out is a nightmare.  
 
Would love to see more bus transportation early in the morning (like 7am) and late at night (like 1am) for the 
folks needing to get back to their homes in town!  
 
We rode the bus from town all 3 days and made it very easy to attend. 
 
CAMPING 
Still having great frustrations with inadequate camping space behind the booth for all crew members 
(approximately 10x15 feet of space) as we are pressed between two food booths.  
 
I didn't like my camp being split and moved due to mud and think we should mow earlier if possible.    
 
Also, another thing that brought surprise stress this year is that SCOF lot was suddenly a different dynamic. 
We drive in on Tuesday and were really worried we would lose our camping spot again (after being driven 
out of Piggy's a few years ago.) My mate and I come in one van but are 2 crafters with 2 separate booths 
.  
Artists should not have to stress about getting a parking/camping spot in a wide-open meadow - it should be 
organized for us. No space to tent behind our booths, no space in Piggy's anymore, and suddenly the threat 
of no space on SCOF? Just book us space for a van and a tent so we can rest easy. And SCOF is 
blessedly quiet - that's the ultimate luxury. Please keep SCOF quiet and book it for artists. Thanks! 
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Entertainment Camp in and Out. Great job with assigning spots and keeping the area moving. They would 
greet people and help them to their camp spot. The in and out was great. EC camping crew - great job! I 
think it was new coordinators. They were tracking performers, so it was easier to track them down when we 
needed to check in with them. Nice work and very nice new check in booth. 
 
A big concern for next year is the new county camping regulations.  We're not going to be able to fit in our 
camp next year if everybody comes back.  And we're in no way the only ones based on discussions with our 
neighbors.  Really need to figure this out well in advance of the next event. 
 
No camping in Pirates Cove, Sunday baseball is played there (labyrinth classic) 
 
I was hoping to bring down my little 17-foot, Vintage Camping Trailer to Fair this year, but when I tried to 
discuss it with QM, Camping, and Registration this last week, No one could or would help.  I was referred to 
different people who just seemed put off or confused as to why a person with a booth would think they could 
camp in Piggy Lot.  It was very disheartening.   
 
I thought Piggy Lot was for both Crew and Booth members.  
..... it seemed as if no one wanted a booth person in Piggy Lot and really did not want to help me figure out 
how to be permitted to be there.  I was never given a true answer and no one wanted to give me the contact 
information of who is in charge of the situation. This kind of disregard towards booth members seems 
common these days. This is not the first time I have dealt with such attitude, I have sat in groups of crew 
members during pre-fair and have overheard their bad mouthing of "Boothies" (not knowing I was one). I 
have heard plenty of other stories as well. 
 
Unfortunately, as a booth member, I have often felt disrespect from crew staff, and found them to be 
unfriendly or they feel that they are "above" us. Even my children have been treated poorly by the children 
of crew members, due to the fact that they are booth kids.... So, it is obviously being passed on. It takes all 
of us to make Fair happen. We should all be treated equal. 
 
One of the camping crew was mean to my wife and that made me feel sad. It was an email he sent pre-fair 
in response to a request she made about camping in Killgallon Acres. It's not that he said "no" that upsets 
me but just that he was really rude and grouchy about it. I don't really need a formal response to this, just 
wanted to note it. 
 
Paxton was an extremely gracious camp-host, and I love him 
 
Finally, regarding our camp host in 2019 who had been my brother's camp host for several years prior to 
2019. I emailed him with questions and proposals about our space, possible new members, and tried to 
open a conversation about possibilities. I offered work and help to make the camp ready-to-use for 
everyone. I was stonewalled and ultimately rudely ejected from the camping area he is in charge of. I was 
told I was too assertive; families aren't really welcome in that camp, that there wasn't a Booth Reg presence 
in that area, and the space that my brother had occupied for years was potentially no longer available. My 
brother couldn't come this year but had reached out to him to have us hold his spot this year. We decided 
not to pursue mediation because we didn't want to camp with someone who would treat us (or anyone else) 
in such an un-Fair way. I suppose my concern is that I am unclear how someone gets to have that much 
power over our camping areas that we all need to use and care for? If any camp host isn't being a good 
host and not using Humanistic Intervention methods in their interactions, then that camp seems to have a 
problem. 
 
One small piece of feedback.........there were many vehicles parked in Alice's throughout the Fair. Way 
more than previous years. In and out unloading areas were blocked with vehicles and tents. An RV was 
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parked next to our campsite, and we heard that was a "favor" given by the camp host. We would all like to 
park our vehicles next to our camp, but we don't. We go and park them in Outer Limits! Our concern is 
safety and fire lanes being kept open 
 
The trailer at Alice's that was dumping their gray water (5 buckets) in the sink by cow palace should be 
removed from OCF. There is no dumping. It is in the Guidelines. It leaked to the ground. Children walked 
through this water. The kitchen for hospitality uses those Honey Buckets as well as campers and they got to 
walk through the grey water mud. I know it was reported to Fair Central, but that camp needs to 
acknowledge the F-up.  
 
CARTOGRAPHY 
Check the map and vendor numbers. The numbers listed for some vendors were not on the map at all and 
the vendors were at completely different numbers. 
 
Can you PLEASE put a clear (poly carbonate or glass) front on the maps?  They disappeared every night... 
and again on Sunday before noon.  Exacerbating.  Can a solution be brainstormed on this? 
 
Street signs to match the fair map. Not a big deal really, but it would make wandering a breeze, relieve any 
stress. You could even do a minute’s range walk meter from stage to stage.  everything else was perfect! 
 
The map in the Guidelines is incorrect. The maps were so late, and pre-fair crews needed them. Even the 
operations map has errors. Instead of spending hours gluing imported items to fair maps, maybe correcting 
the maps that crews need might be a better use of cartography crew. 
 
I often cannot figure out from the map where I am--no sense of direction, and not even slightly high so that 
wasn't my excuse!!  Just an old hippie who is more sensitive to heat and dehydration than I used to be.  
 
CARTS 
Your cart helpers almost need loud bells, music, or a megaphone. I saw many people in their own world in 
awe of everything, almost get ran over lol 
 
The cart-central move to near registration pre-fair and back to near dragon meadow post was a stroke of 
very-stable genius. 
 
Cart access on the Farside would be helpful, especially since someone stole my wagon out of my campsite 
while I was working my shift 
 
CHILDCARE 
I don't know what the Fair offers for childcare these days, I just encourage as much quality Fair childcare as 
possible. 
 
CHILLVILLE 
Pre-fair kitchen uses the refer until Wednesday prior to fair.  Up until a few years ago, the refer was ready 
for us to clean and map out for food vendors by Wednesday at noon.  This is no longer happening on that 
timeline, which makes the transition to fair food vendor storage more difficult.  It would be great if this could 
be coordinated better.   
 
CIGARETTES 
Also thank you for making an alcohol-free event. And for the smoking areas! It made things very enjoyable.  
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Something I continue to feel terrible about is smoking in the clamshell by the Ritz.  Is this a Smoking Area?  
It's not marked as a Smoking Area in the Peach Pit.  And yet I never saw it free of cigarette smoke, day or 
night.  I'm sure it took a mighty effort to free the theater seats of smokers--could that effort be extended to 
the clamshell? 
 
Smoking: Nice to have the smoking areas separate from the areas to get water and have a break! More 
people seemed to be taking smoke breaks in the smoking areas. I still wish it we were a smoke free fair.  
 
I was really pleased that because of supply chain issues our containers of imported dust didn't make it on 
time.  Most breathable Fair that I can remember.  Although tobacco smoke seemed worse than usual.  
Would prefer a tobacco-free Fair. 
Please don't allow cigarette smoking in the Eight.  Fairgoers and Staff need to go outside of the Eight to 
smoke their cigarettes not in a designated smoking area.  It is really difficult to enjoy Stage Left and WC 
Fields Stage when there are cluster of people cigarette smoking while enjoying the performances.  
     I had my sister come with me to the Fair for the first time and now do not want to return to the Fair 
because of the cigarette smoke. I wanted to enjoy and share seeing the Mud Bay Jugglers with her, and 
she refused to stay with me.  Meanwhile, there was Staff near their camping area right behind the stands 
smoking their cigarettes.   
     I was distracted from the performance as I saw my sister go towards the cluster of people in the back.  I 
was concerned that I would not be able to find her after the show.   
     We went to Stage Left and I saw the designated cigarette smoking area right behind Fair Central.  We 
were sitting in the stands.  I was sure that the cigarette smoke would not bother her, but it did.  There is no 
reason that a Fairgoer comes to see a show for an hour or more that they need to sit where cigarette smoke 
drifts in the direction of a performance stage. 
 
I appreciated the smoking sections, as a nonsmoker it was nice to have some space. 
 
I enjoy musical jamming at the clam shell across from The Ritz in the evenings.  Every night someone sat 
near me smoking a cigarette.  I didn't want to argue, I left.  On Sunday night I asked at The Ritz if this was 
cool, and they said No, the clam shell is a designated No smoking area.  I walked back over to the clam 
shell, and there in the fireplace was a No Smoking sign, where no one could see it easily.  Later someone 
started a fire there and took the 1-2 signs and hid them behind the clam shell.  The designated No Smoking 
area should be well signed so if someone starts to smoke there, anyone can point to the sign, and they can 
be invited to leave.  I know this Covid year was short staffed, but this needs to be properly signed and 
enforced.  If you want my help posting signs in No Smoking areas, I will do so.  I'm just asking the Fair 
follow through on your existing policy.  Fair guidelines state that non-smoking areas are in effect at all times.   
 
COMMEMORATIVE SALES 
It was extremely disappointing that the sweatshirts only went up to an XL. This leaves out a lot of people 
and feels fat phobic.  
 
Official souvenirs were lacking this year :( no stickers and the quality seemed lessened. Better quality and 
charge more please. I come to support fair and the vendors. I don’t mind paying for quality (time and items) 
 
The amount of merchandise that was available was a bummer. I showed up at commemorate sales at 9:30 
am on Friday and they were already sold out of my size of hoodie. Why do we not print more, especially if 
they are a profitable item? It was also extremely upsetting the hoodies only went up to an xl and it was a 
small xl at that. There is a huge population of our fair family that wears above an xl and there is no reason 
to not stock sizes that will fit more people. 
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COMMUNITY VILLAGE 
I love the women's grounding circle, but I feel troubled by the practice that begins it of calling in the 4 
directions. My understanding is that is a native American practice and as a white woman I don't feel that I 
can authentically participate. I'm not sure if any of the women leading the circle are native American but if 
so, then I think naming their tribe/explaining the tradition would be helpful to participants.  If no one leading 
the circle is native, then I think a land acknowledgment seems more appropriate. I found this article helpful 
in understanding the impact of using native ceremony in white circles. Thanks for listening 
https://www.mainewabanakireach.org/wanting_to_be_indian_when_spiritual_searching_turns_into_cultural_
theft 
(Note – the opening is based upon pagan ritual practice, not a native-american practice.) 
 
Closing the Village with angry rock acts felt off-key to me as well, but I'm also open to the possibility that I'm 
just getting old and I'm kind of a stick in the mud. 
 
Community Village Music? What happened there? The closing act at the Village all three days was angry 
punky rock. Maybe fun and I am all for music diversity, but it just didn't really feel very "Village" or even very 
"Fair". I avoided the Village during those shows. From the path, the volume of these angry shows was 
enough to drown out Main Stage when one stood between the two sound sheds. All in all, a total miss for 
the Village and I will be sad if that vibe continues. 
 
CONSTRUCTION 
Double gate separating our camping area from Xavanadu disappeared. Construction came by Thursday 
and dropped off (2) long 2x4s and a roll of cloth and were going to come back later that afternoon to build a 
barrier (not gate).  Never showed up, so I had to build a wall and gate Thursday evening with the help of two 
other people in our camp. 
 
Bridge to Farside should be wider to accommodate 2 carts (one in each direction) otherwise we had major 
backups when one was coming through consistently all weekend.   
 
Biggest issue is not enough seating for all the food booths...People sit and cover the ground from our booth 
to the garbage and it is unsanitary and hard to watch as the dust gets worse each day...people are stepping 
over others just to move thru.  Some short benches placed throughout the area would get people off the 
ground whiles others could get to the booths...Also expanding the seating in Graceland and even better 
would be to relocate the garbage to the opposite side of path...Please consider this. 
 
CRAFTS 
We'd rather be called artists, not crafters. 
 
I initially was coming on here to find out some info about next year, booth shares, open booths, etc. I'm also 
excited to be able to give my input & am happy to answer any questions if you'd like to hear from a newbie. 
 
I came across a booth vendor who was selling tin foil hats and there was an info sheet on what they protect 
against. Included in the list was protection from “Jewish space lasers”. I believe that the hats were a bit of 
an ironic joke, but it was difficult to tell. This is obviously an anti-Semitic joke (if one at all) and I feel has no 
place to be represented at OCF, a place that intends to be open and accepting of all people. Just thought I’d 
give some feedback as someone who wants all people to feel safe. Much love!! 
 
I loved the variety of things for sale, and that there were a lot of new crafters.  
 
I enjoyed seeing so many new crafters this year.  
 

https://www.mainewabanakireach.org/wanting_to_be_indian_when_spiritual_searching_turns_into_cultural_theft
https://www.mainewabanakireach.org/wanting_to_be_indian_when_spiritual_searching_turns_into_cultural_theft
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What’s with the manufactured items and drug related items this year? That used to not be allowed and this 
year there were several booths with cheap trinkets and pipes.  
 
It seemed like a lot of the craft vendors did, or nearly, sold out of their wares. 
 
There was a redundancy of tie dye booths. Got bored.  
  
Something has to be done about booth ownership. 5 years to get a permanent booth is way too long! The 
whole shebang needs a rewrite. We came in as a one year and thank Travis and Justin for all their help and 
attention. For us, it was smoothly done, and we had the perfect booth for our craft.  
 
I definitely missed some of the regular vendor and food booths, but I found new ones this year.  
 
Something needs to be done about the jury selection process. The jury needs to be balanced with OCF 
members, artisans and people with an art background i.e., gallery owners, art teachers, and collectors!  
Who chooses the jury?  
 
When I asked the price of a knife the old man who appeared to be the owner of the booth said that he 
wasn’t interested in money, he wanted “gratification” in the night. I felt uncomfortable and unsettled that he 
seemed to be suggesting trading sexual favors for wares, and a nauseous feeling stayed with me for a while 
after I walked away from the booth. 
 
Just wish there was more oversight on making sure craft booths aren't perpetuating cultural appropriation 
and are selling authentic handmade items. For a majority white space there needs to be more care here. 
Thank you!!  
 
Also, it'd be really nice if everyone who is juried in & has somewhere to land were allowed an S/O. The 
family whose booth I was a part of was super kind, helpful & generous, but I didn't want to ask too much for 
anyone to watch my booth while they had their own things to attend to. Again- I'm new, so perhaps this 
dynamic is determined by the main booth holder? 
 
OCF should create an online marketplace featuring juried crafters and invited entertainers where folks can 
purchase and support year-round. I heard something like this was in the works but got squashed by 
traditionalists. Just like the need for online member voting, it’s time for elders in power to see how 
technology can evolve the fair while deepening our roots.  
 
Ran into something that I've commented on before.  I knew that one of my favorite vendors was going to be 
at the Fair and went to an Info Booth to find out where they were.  Problem is that the data provided to the 
Info Booth people by Craft Inventory only includes information on the booth reps.  The majority of crafters 
are not booth reps but are sharing booths.  It would be nice to have information on which booths they're 
sharing.  I'm sure that this information exists; let's make it available. 
 
I was very impressed with many of the fill-in crew volunteers who helped to make the event possible this 
year.  Not so with most of the fill-in artisans in the booths; can't think of a single one that wowed me.  I 
guess that means that I think that the normal jurying process is pretty good. 
 
CREW SERVICES 
Working out at Waul on Wednesday from 7:30am-4pm we received no food other than a 5-gallon bucket of 
strawberries. I had packed a good amount of snacks, not planning on much, but had planned on 
SOMETHING. By the end of my shift, I felt awful and wasn't doing my best any more due to the lack of 
calories at that point.  
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We had no water or coffee delivered to us on our early 6am security shift on Monday.  This was a long and 
hot shift, and we ran out of water early on. We heard the kitchen had to do inventory and therefore couldn’t 
bring water. 
 
Another issue we had is that once again crew services seemed to forget our entire crew existed on 
Wednesday. On our busiest day, when everyone on our crew is required to work double shifts in the hot sun 
in the middle of the parking lot we had no food, or even water or coffee, for at least the entire eight hours I 
was on shift. Our whole crew was hungry and dehydrated while trying to interface with thousands of 
vendors and do complicated paperwork and financial transactions. 
 
Hungry Wednesdays. Out at the sticker booth we (on Booth Reg) work 7:30-11. I was out there from 7:30 
until 4:30. I had packed some snacks, knowing that kitchen feeding us is often erratic. But this year was the 
worst. At 1:30ish, after no breakfast and no sign of lunch, someone down the booth from us managed to get 
a leftover bucket of strawberries to feed us. Finally, at 4:30 we had some delicious rice stir-fry and salad. 
Was it breakfast? lunch? dinner? Unclear. What is abundantly clear to me is that this must be better. We, as 
a crew, ate through all our snacks and personal packed food, sharing with those who had less than us. We 
cannot stay in Main Camp for breakfast. We are running our legs off all day long, from the moment we start 
setting up to far into the evening. We need calories, especially when we have been told we will be getting 
them.  
 
What happened to Crew Services this year? Is there a reason all of the hardworking crew folk out in the 
heat of the day had reduced support during this Fair?   
    My experience is that we were delivered water on Thursday and Friday, and water, tea, and lemonade on 
Saturday and Sunday. I heard rumors of snacks. There was never any ice in the water that was brought out. 
Though environmentally sound, there were no water bottles. If the Fair is going to force crewmembers to 
bring their own water bottles, some advance warning is in order.  
    Every post I visited noticed the change.  
    When someone is working out in the parking lot in direct sun, and they are accustomed to having soda 
pop and snacks, maybe even ice cream, they notice when suddenly all they have is water.  
    This needs an explanation.  
 
As a member of a crew (Booth Registration) who works out at Waui for up to 5 days during Fair week, I 
would have very much appreciated a little more food and drink service from Main Camp Kitchen / Hospitality 
during our hours out at Waui. 
 
DIVERSITY 
I hope the Fair continues to work toward racial diversity in a way that isn’t tokenizing but is intentional. The 
rhetoric and egos on the issue - from both sides of the issue at the board/committee level was one of the 
most devastating things I’ve witnessed in years, and I believe board members’ behavior on Facebook 
played a massive part in fanning the flames of division. I was happy to feel that division dissipate once we 
got on site and noticed more diversity in entertainment and some staff. Collecting age, race/ethnicity, and 
gender information as part of the registration process for all banded participants should be a practice, rather 
than a voluntary census project.  
 
I also believe that if the fair is authentically going to engage in DEI work, the ticket prices need to stay a low 
and accessible amount. Similarly, if the fair cares about diversity, I suggest it focus on diversifying vendors 
and performers, not only having the rainbow bridge booth.  
 
The affinity spaces for BIPOC and the Queer community were spectacular, I love that both BIPOC and 
Queer voices are being uplifted and showcased. The drag show was AMAZING! I hope to see more of them 
in the future.  
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I appreciate the addition of the affinity spaces for queer and BIPOC fair goers. It would be nice if the area 
was more blocked off from public view next year, but its existence was appreciated. 
 
I would like the fair to be less white, I am concerned that we aren’t being anti-racist enough. In fact, I am 
concerned that the OCF board might be allowing racism to exist in board meetings and other leadership 
meetings. If racism is allowed, I am concerned that the Fair will stagnate and die.  
 
BIPOC and LBGQIA areas They were wonderful and I'm so glad the fair made safe for them!!  
 
Feedback on People of Color feeling safe at fair. A co-worker of mine who is Black - her I’d. When I 
mentioned going to Oregon Country Fair, she was very afraid for me. I'm a Queer person. She warned that 
Oregon isn't safe for non-white people outside of PDX. Like my friend got teary eyed warning me. Asking 
her more details she said it's POC common knowledge to drive through Oregon fast because they hate 
people of color; the Klan is strong there.  
    If you all really want safe space at OCF for People of color, you'll need to not only invite community yet 
create opportunities for safe travel to fair. This is an FYI. And maybe some insight on our marginalized poc 
perspective on OCF being a safe place.  
    It's with love and compassion we truly do change the world. 
 
My 26-year-old daughter came as the public and witnessed a black woman have her afro searched which 
she felt was culturally inappropriate.  
 
I'm uncomfortable with the way that both the "BIPOC Sanctuary" and "Rainbow Village & Rainbow 
Connection" were presented in the Peach Pit.  Especially the "Rainbow Connection” My queasiness is 
because once upon a time we were a community.  But, a side-effect of the uncontrolled growth that we 
experienced during Jack's tenure as Fair President changed that; now we're a collection of disparate 
communities.  Having exclusive spaces seems antithetical to our professed values.  If we're looking at this 
than from an equity standpoint everyone who wants to get away from something deserves their own 
exclusive space.  Years ago, we lost a crew member because their child had an intense fear of clowns, but 
we didn't respond by setting up a clown-free sanctuary.  I'm not in favor of exclusive spaces; I'd rather work 
on community building. 
 
Regarding the BIPOC takeover scheduled to take place on the front porch stage. I am African American and 
was curious as to what this takeover was going to be. As were many others. POC and allies alike. I am 
finding it hard to write this as I am truly furious. I would like to know exactly why nothing happened on that 
stage and who was in charge of this. I would like an explanation as well as a public apology.    
   The feelings I am left with are embarrassment, sadness, and anger.  
    I expect an answer to my inquiry. Whomever dropped the ball on this event needs to make it plain as to 
what happened. Harm was done and it needs to be healed.  
    With love and frustration, 
 
Lastly, while the arts and performers did appear (to me) to reflect greater diversity and I noticed more 
out/open queer presence this year (Yay!! Love!!!), I would like more transparency about the background of 
current Country Fair leadership (Board, leadership positions and any positions making fiscal decisions) and 
any current efforts to fill decision-making positions with a diverse population that reflects the backgrounds of 
staff, attendees and Oregonians (future attendees). Now is absolutely the time in our culture and society to 
ensure we offer a safe, inclusive experience for people of all backgrounds and abilities. Part of that is for 
people from marginalized communities to see themselves represented in leadership. Not only does this 
provide a safe path to escalate concerns and needs, but also provides visible champions for new, creative 
experiences for festival goers and staff alike. 
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Watching the 2022 OCF official promo video, the photos taken by the Photo Crew, and other marketing 
materials, I was struck by how oblivious the editors were to the lack of inclusion of non-white people. A 
person of color seeing these materials would think that the Fair is an all-white event, and that the only place 
for BIPOC folks is as a tokenized entertainer. I find it embarrassing, and most definitely not moving in the 
direction of inclusivity. OCF marketing needs to do better. 
 
The stated goals of increasing racial diversity doesn't seem to have accomplished the desired result yet. I 
saw no obvious cause for that.  
 
I observed a greater number of LGBQT individuals than I recall in the past...that was great! I loved the Drag 
Show (a first in OCF history), and all the creative folks involved in making the Fair great. 
 
The amount of racism, sexism, and homophobia I experience and witness at the far is far beyond what. 
experience in any other community I'm involved in outside of the fair. There's a lot of work to do here.  

 
DOGS 
As for my job I haven't worked dog control before this year, but it didn't seem very stressful. What I would 
recommend for future years is possibly more shade structure for staff standing out in the sun for extended 
amounts of time. 
 
ENERGY PARK 
Very helpful with farming information. Went above and beyond to connect and share their experience 
 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Please give the Drag Show a larger stage venue It was a blast.  Thanks  
 
Hi there, my daughter and I attended the country fair this past Friday and first of all, really enjoyed having 
the fair back again.  What I enjoy the most is the main stage music.   
 
Add a stage that houses the kind of music that Shady Grove used to house (folk Americana, mostly, I'd call 
it).  Don't let this get dropped! 
 
Loved the Robert Hunter set Sunday. Main Stage acts were great.  
 
Let's get Free Creatures (band) on Main Stage next year! They are blowing up and are such a fun band for 
the whole family to boogie to! 
 
Sreamo! Wow!  I don't criticize other people's music choices as my choices may not conform to others 
either. But at least they were LOUD! And Close! No!s 
Also, having a space of time between shows at W.C. Fields was an excellent idea. It allowed people to 
leave without the surge of people trying to get in.  
 
Fabulous work Famille du Caniveaux! 
 
Please give the Drag Show a larger stage venue It was a blast Thanks  
 
Performers were great!!  
 
The schedule line up was great. I enjoyed a lot of the shows and the variety of them. 
 
I loved the DuCaniveaux show. 
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As always, the Rose City Circus was a highlight and I actually spit out my water during the Bellini Family 
Circus’ midnight performance. Thanks for the memories.  
 
The Midnight Show was the best ever! It brought the roots and traditions of the show forward with inclusivity 
and high interest.  March Forth was amazing! 
 
The drum tower seems to be getting weaker and weaker every year, having an official drum circle crew that 
could keep watch over drums left there could be a possible solution.  
 
The one thing I wish for the future of the fair is that singer/songwriters could get a regular stage at the fair 
like the rest of the performers. It would be so cool to get a stage by one of the coffee vendors and have kind 
of like a coffee shop corner/ cafe style where people can grab a drink or some food and come sit in the 
shade and enjoy some more intimate music. We do that at Kesey stage already, but we aren’t allowed to 
promote our music or sell our CDs there. I love Kesey stage, but it would just be cool if there was a section 
in the submission process for singer/songwriter music without a full band. There aren’t many festivals 
anymore that have singer/songwriter stages and I want to keep that tradition alive at fair it has been so 
important for me in my musical journey and would love to see other singer/songwriters be supported in this 
way at a festival that really does seem to appreciate what we have to offer. Performing at fair is one of the 
most magical experiences. 
 
Just wanted to say it was great to finally have a drag show at the Front Porch that was during the day, so 
that the public like me and my family could attend.  The show was especially relevant to my two kids, who 
are both queer.  Thanks 
 
Give the drag show a bigger stage than the front porch! They need more space to really put on a show. The 
dancers had sooo many hazards there! It was unsafe. They need a full-on runway! And pay the drag show 
performers! How are you going to say you prioritize equity and inclusion, but your idea of highlighting queer 
art is to give them a tiny stage and benefit in marketing off of their unpaid labor? 
 
I really loved Mononeon at Main Stage, Savila at Blue Moon, and the Royale Famille Du Caniveaux, Umo, 
Girl Circus, and obviously the Stage Left set and show was *chefs kiss*. The Drag Show at the Front Porch 
was beautiful and soooo fun, and definitely deserves a bigger stage (it was totally packed even when 
people left at intermission - more people were just able to get closer!)  
 
Absolutely loved Melvin and the RH Tribute band. We spend tons of money and time for this thing that we 
love.  
 
No Opening Ceremony. This to me was very saddening. It was listed in the Peach Pit. Not a word from the 
stage about it. I really feel this essential to our culture.  
 
The lack of an opening ceremony was unsettling, as was the black hole that once was Altered Space at 
night. 
 
FARSIDE 
I camp in Farside takeover, which I love.  However, the amount of generators going is horrible.   I don't mind 
party's all night long, love falling asleep listening to everyone having fun. However, the noise of the 
generators is grating, and the smell is awful. 
 
FARTS (Fair Area Rapid Transit) 
FART schedules. I never saw any schedules posted, specially at the main FART stop near the main 
entrance, with the chalkboard for that purpose left blank. On Sunday evening when many people are trying 
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to get out to the far-flung lots to retrieve their vehicles, no one seemed to actually know what the schedule 
was.  I heard entirely conflicting things from various traffic volunteers within 50 feet of each other between 
7:30 - 8:30 pm, including "they stopped running already this evening", and "they will run until 11 pm", and 
other things in between.  No one even knew who to ask. For the young(er) and those with bicycles, they 
could run out there under their own power, but I really could not. 
 
My only suggestion would be to have the fart buses go longer on Monday after fair to help get people to 
their cars. We always help pick people up and bring them out because they are all hot and exhausted from 
the week. Keep up the great work! 
 
FOOD 
We need more food choices at night. There should always be a source of protein and coffee both uptown 
and in Xavanadu.  
 
The food booths were overwhelmed; get some of the missing ones back.... 
 
Please help the new food booths to be ready for the old success because when the crowds come back, 
they will be hammered (super busy). 
 
Can we please lift the ban on camping stoves at the fair? Food at the fair is extremely expensive and it 
really adds up over the 4 days the fair family is there. Of course, one could just eat cold food all weekend, 
but that is not realistic (especially for families). I mean, you can’t even make yourself a cup of coffee in the 
morning! (And at $4 for a cup of coffee even that becomes a significant expense.) Since most booths don’t 
offer silver star specials (or, if they do, it is only $1 off their least-well-selling item) the overwhelming bulk of 
our family’s expenses (and a significant amount of our free time at fair) went to food. We would have loved 
to spread that money around to the craft vendors. 
 
I was sad at the number of food booths and vendor booths that were not there, but it is completely 
understandable.  
 
Was very sad to see so many empty booths - I’d love to see those filled, especially the food booth at 
Community Village. Felt the lack of booths dimmed the lighting at night - seems less festive than in previous 
years. 
 
Thank you to whomever it was that produced the allergy/preferences key for the list of food vendors in the 
Peach Pit. That was a game changer! I actually ate at fair for the first time!! 
 
On Sunday, after the public left, one of the food booths purposefully fleeced fair family. They decided to 
raise their prices and lower their portion sizes because of "supply and demand"". Almost all the other food 
booths were sold out, so no one had much of a choice if they wanted to eat dinner. The prices were raised 
between $3-5 on all their menu items.  
     Every other aspect of fair was absolutely stellar this year. It’s just very disappointing to see fair family 
treating each other like this. There were a ton of people that got pretty upset by it. I’m hoping someone can 
talk about this with the people who run that booth. 
 
Please bring back Sweet Leaf or a similar whole food, non-processed, vegan food vendor. (Ideally in 
Xavandu or nearby!) I, my family, & many I know, can't eat at most of the booths, nor Main Camp kitchen, 
due to the fact that we're vegan, & actually allergic to, & have experienced more than once at Fair, cross 
contamination. I have had serious food sickness from eating at Fair. Vegan (junk) processed food (vegan 
dogs, burgers, etc.) does not suffice for 9 days or so on site. The tempeh place is ok, but they have almost 
no veggies in their meals. Vegan diet, when done right, is the most sustainable for the planet, kind to 
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animals, etc. Please embrace the goodness. There are plenty of non-vegan places to eat at Fair, which is 
great for those who eat that way. This is not a judgement of diets or people; this is a request for more 
consideration for your volunteers who eat a healthy vegan diet. THANK YOU for this consideration! 
 
Food Booths: I missed the food booths that weren't open, and the lines were longer probably due to that. 
Some booths closed at 7 making it harder to find food after sweep. 
 
Sucky, bland food.  Hey Food Committee - do you eat the same thing as the general public? Do you go and 
taste the food after the booth is allowed to vend? If so, what is up with the bland, flavorless food? Is it a 
requirement that you can't use salt or spices in the food that is offered to the public? Mexican Food without 
spice (that is just beans and rice and lettuce). Curry without any flavor (when the rice has more flavor than 
an Indian Curry, there's an issue) Dry Cheesesteak (only half filled with beef in the bun and dry as can be - 
WTF!) Mac n cheese that was dryer and more bland then playa dust (at least you got a big bowl for your 
$10.... But could not stand to eat it...and by looking at the trash, a lot of others felt the same). Clearly you 
have got to be as high as some of your youthful participants to find the food palatable. After the first day I 
brought by own saltshaker...and had people stalking me to use it - please tell your booths they need to 
provide salt to season their bland food so those that bring their own are not hunted down to use their 
personal shaker. I am not joking. It was freakin' weird. 
     $400 in food over three days for our family and the only thing I found worth eating was a $30 small slab 
of smoked beef. Thank God my wife had eaten with you before and packed snacks for us. She warned me. 
I had faith I could find *something* tasty, as I am not a picky eater and like all sorts of foods and ethnic 
styles of cooking. However, I was wrong. ... Like looking for the Holy Grail.  
     Best food in the fair was the excellent (and reasonably priced) fruit inside Community Village. I was 
thankful I saw someone eating a slice of melon and asked where to get one. 
     So many of your vendors were sold out of their prime items on Friday (good for them... Shitty for us to 
wait an hour in line in the sun to find out they sold out the day prior signs on the reader board would go a 
long way). I thought it was a requirement that booths have enough to for the 3-day event.... Many were out 
by mid-day Saturday. 
     And drinks - cups filled with ice and no liquid. We measured (thanks to my son) ... 12 Oz. cup with only 
2.5 oz liquid...  When our guest went back to ask, they provide more of the drink they were ""boo-hooed"" 
and called needy by the staff. Yeah. Fuck you, too. Never going there again and telling everyone we know, 
including you, about the experience there. Unfortunately, the ""all ice, no drink"" situation was more of the 
rule then the exception all over the event. 
     Very disappointed in the bland, unseasoned offerings this year.  
     I hope your food committee invites more folks to join the food happenings that offer flavorful, seasoned 
food to counter the bland *natural* culture that seems to prevail at the event. 
 
Rude customer service - Not one to bitch about a specific booth... But I was witness to someone getting 
heckled and shamed from my crew for asking for full serving of their drink order. Our team member bought 
a $3 drink that was not only filled to the brim with ice, but the cup was only 2/3rds full. Didn't even reach the 
oz fill marker line. Probably was less than 3 or 4 ounces of liquid. When our team member kindly and 
politely asked for their fair share of liquid in the cup, the female staff member basically screamed out 
"awww... aren't we needy today" Really? Rip people off and then attempt to shame them when they politely 
ask to have the cup up to the fill line...!?! 
     If it were me, I would have tossed that cup of ice and two slugs of liquid in the face of that rude, snarky 
woman. Our crew member just walked away in silence. Don't want to boycott this food booth or blast them 
on Public Media... But they should know of the absolutely unacceptable customer service (and drink rip-off) 
by their staff member. 
 
An unexpected side-effect of booths that took the year off was a food shortage which resulted in very long 
lines for both the public and the volunteers.  Especially on Sunday evening when many food booths had run 
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out of food, people were waiting in hour-plus long lines.  And it can't be a great experience for the public to 
come to the event that's only open for 8 hours to spend a big chunk of it waiting in lines.  Let's think about 
adding more food booths to support the growth that we've had. 
 
Fewer food booths made for longer lines, and many booths ran out of food on Sunday.  I was unable to use 
half of my Food Vouchers because there was either no time to wait in the long lines or no food left at the 
booths. 
 
There were not enough food booths or food options this year. By Sunday food was sparse and lines were 
very long. 
Obviously, there were not enough food vendors, lines were too long.  
 
Many food booths ran out of food by Sunday afternoon.  
 
The lack of food booths open after the sweep on Sunday was a real issue. I understand that many ran out 
of food because they came with low inventory anticipating low sales, but it was pretty bleak for staff who 
didn’t have food back at camp. Not sure how to incentivize them staying open late Sunday and Monday 
morning, but it feels important. 
 
From a Food Vendor: It might be great to add an extra column to the Peach Pit's "Food & Drink" section to 
note which Food Vendors offer "ORGANIC” as well as "ALL ORGANIC" options. 
 
The only downfall was not enough food vendors, especially open at night. I understand the factors and 
know this was just the start.  I wonder if having some food trucks set up in different spots could work. 
 
I was, of course, sad, that so many food booths were out of food by Sunday evening, but we were lucky to 
still have food in our coolers and dry box that we'd stopped eating Thursday at noon.  
 
 I would have bought more food if the lines were shorter.  
 
Unfortunately, the food lines still seemed to be ridiculously long. No one wants to waste an hour waiting in 
line, or more if heaven forbid you wanted something from more than one vendor. Folks need to eat and get 
back to purchasing crafts, seeing awesome live music, and both experiencing and causing delight! 
 
Big thing mostly just it seemed as though many food booths requested certain amounts of food and weren’t 
supplied with what they needed to have food all weekend (some who would normally go late night had to 
close not to lack of staff but lack of the supplies to make the whole meal planned to sell. 
 
Some booths were not offering change for vouchers. Is this a common or accepted practice? It does not 
seem fair to shortchange the folks who volunteer their time to keep fair running, so our beloved booths can 
turn a profit.  
 
Oh my god the Bahn mi from the cannery was SO GOOD! 
 
And I'm sure you've heard this a bunch; there were not enough food booths this year.  I know why, but get it 
fixed for next year. 
 
My only complaint is that the lines for food for fair family after the public left on Sunday evening were 
ridiculously long. 
 
Please let the food vendors know they need to bring more supplies!   
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Only thing I didn’t care for was some food vendors felt like they were price gouging. I realize times are 
tough, but 8 dollars for a slice of pizza is absolute madness. Other than that, absolutely beautiful fair!  
 
I do think more food options/booths were needed though. It would also be much appreciated if there were 
more gluten friendly and vegan options.  
 
I camped with many traffic volunteers, and I think it is difficult when food booths run out and actual fair staff 
couldn’t use their food vouchers to eat during fair. That happened this year. Overall great fair, but could 
there possibly be more ways to support the many crew volunteers with accessible meals post shift? 
 
Yes, the food lines were a bit long and I noticed many regular food booths to be absent. I suggest if fewer 
food booths are the norm - a cap is a must so those of us who work booths can get back to them in a 
reasonable time frame and our paying guests don't spend all their time in a food line - there is much more to 
do and see than standing in a line for food. 
 
Food booths: Queues were off the charts.  When working, we cannot spend 10 min dodging crowds & 45 
min in line for a meal.  Booths selling out of food, after you have been in line for 30 minutes. We came 
unprepared on the food front, as we have never experienced food shortages before.  Witnessed quite a few 
drugged and drunk people in search of food at night.  Not good.   
    Food variety.  The only vegan/GF food we could find (not sold out) was beans & rice.  At 3 different 
places, but what a huge disappointment. Impacted myself and other people with allergies.  I went to White 
Bird on Friday with allergic reaction to an ingredient, ugh. 
 
Maybe some more food will be back next year. Food lines were very long. 
 
Did not like the food booths selling out Sunday. No dinner. We brought very little extra food as we planned 
to partake in fair food as much as possible, and this was a problem Sunday evening.  
 
There were drawbacks, like fewer food booths causing longer lines at the ones open.  
 
Desperately needed more food booths.  I came prepared with my own food, but it was disappointing to not 
be able to get some of my favorites.   
 
It seemed like a stressful affair for the food booths due to there being less food booths than previous years. 
I struggled to find food to eat, either for to my gluten free needs or so many places running out of food.  
 
Food wasn't great.  
 
We didn’t have enough food booths, but you know that by now. I really missed my faves but was grateful to 
be there at all. 
 
Food lines were insanely long due to booths running out of ingredients and there not being as many 
selections. Wish we could charge food vendors more and then pay for more and better ambiance and 
performers with those funds.  
 
Food offerings in general were limited and caused lots of strife but the breakfast impact was the worst. The 
breakfast offerings were so limited that lines were incredibly long creating a frustrating experience for the 
booths and customers. Must bring more breakfast options next year! 
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GUIDELINES 
Can we have one last book of rules and regulations, please please, please. I loved those things! Paper, I 
crave relevant paper. 
 
HOSPITALITY 
Hospitality:  great effort as always, I wish there could be a 'to-go' window to pick up something simple, even 
rice in a tortilla.  Simple, instant.  I often end up eating nothing during each day because I don't have an 
extra half hour to wait in a long line.   
 
I think it would help, emotionally and practically, if pre-fair kitchen and hospitality had a formal moment of 
turnover. This year, a couple of the hospitality staff joined us in our midnight breakfast making efforts and 
that was amazing. But also, there are quirks of the kitchen equipment, supplies, recipe exchange etc... 
Hospitality is such a nourishing gift, and I was super grateful to be present more than once for gluten-free 
cookies. I wouldn't mind seeing more of those around. Good gluten-free cookies are hard to come by. So 
grateful so for so so much.  
 
ICE 
I want to personally thank Mark and Corey for making sure we had everything necessary to move ice this 
year. The process was improved over previous years. Our input on process was requested, heard, and put 
into action.    
 
Please offer BLOCK ice as well as chipped. I know food vendors can buy blocks, but I need them for my 
cooler as well. I buy them on my way on Wednesday, but they are melted by Saturday (sometimes Friday if 
it's hot), and I need to keep gluten free options cold in the cooler for booth people that can't get out food 
shopping during fair. Blocks are more environmentally friendly, as well as economic. Please offer block ice 
to all! 
 
INFO 
Community Village Info didn't get the info book with all the resources from info crew - that has happened in 
the past and it's very helpful. 
 
JILL HEIMAN VISION FUND 
I am troubled that as an organization whose purpose is to raise money for charity, ALL the vision fund 
boxes were gone by Monday morning.  What is up with that?  
 
JUNK YARD DOGS (JYD) 
THANK YOU for the Gators that bring us (and all our crap) in at all hours on Thursday. What a difference 
this has made in our lives, in our camping experience, in our integration experience, our moods, absolutely 
everything!!! Please keep it up AND we really needed more of them! When we arrived at 8:45 or 9:00 p.m., 
we actually had to radio to get some Gators to show up for people who'd been waiting there for an hour. 
Perhaps a good solution is to ensure that there is any one parking crew person at all times at the gator area 
until midnight Thursday. 
 
LABYRINTH CLASSIC 
My group of friends and I play a baseball-like game every year in the space near the Labyrinth on Sunday 
morning at sunrise. It is by far the highlight of fair for me. This year that area was fenced off and even had a 
few random tents and honey buckets directly in the middle of the field we like to use. I’d like to know who 
made this decision and why it was made? The placement of the fence seems to have been put up 
specifically to stop us from using this area to play our game. Thank you for reading this and in advance for 
your response. 
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My friends and I play a dawn tennis ball baseball game, usually by the Labyrinth (Pirate’s Cove). This year, 
Fair leadership put camping and a chain link fence through the area. I heard that this was due to a very wet 
Spring and uninhabitable camping areas in the woods (and we still found a spot to play our game). 
However, we would be much obliged if Fair could re-open that space next year. 2023 will be the tenth 
anniversary of our first "Labyrinth Classic" game, and it would be very meaningful to play there once again.  
     Additionally, I know that the Labyrinth is an important ritual space for die-hard OCF contributors like Site 
Crew, and having a fence bisect the Cove diminishes the magic. 
 
MISCELLANEOUS 
You want to encourage putting the cell phones away, I know I do, 
 
Would be nice to have a guided tour with a chance to learn some history of the fair to learn how to get 
around better. 
 
We're in the adaptation phase of the climate crisis since we haven't been able to stop the Carbon emitting 
Predators.  Encourage people to grow these types of fairs in their own counties maybe?  Hold workshops 
on organizing?  Spread the Love. 
 
MOTOR POOL 
The Arcimoto electric carts were too quiet and quick. Elders on my crew complained about not being able to 
hear them, and playing children didn't notice them 
 
Fair pipe dream - no internal combustion at the Fair. No gas gators or golf carts 
 
There were gators and cars in the 8 at nighttime, especially in Xavanadu. I saw several drive in both Friday 
and Saturday night, neither of them was marked as medical. On Saturday night there was a white truck 
driving through the Xavanadu area.  
 
As we were leaving Friday afternoon about 5 pm, I noticed that fair volunteers were drinking beer as they 
were driving 4 wheeled vehicles around just outside the fair exit to the parking lot.  I saw several signs that 
the fair indicating that the fair is alcohol free, but it is disturbing if fair volunteers are drinking beer and of all 
things, driving motorized vehicles.  This unfortunately has really tainted my perspectives on the fair.  It is like 
" do as I say, not as I do" behavior. 
 
I would also like to say that Sharklette, Xandra, and their entire crew (motor pool) did an excellent job 
facilitating equipment and troubleshooting with us. 
 
Gator and cart drivers are a hazard.  They make their own lanes, drive too fast and there are way too many 
of them. 
 
People walking all over the road and your gator entitlement crew creating dust, honking at walkers to get off 
the road to provide them easement for clearly non-emergency situations...all the while toting personal 
coolers, suitcases, and throngs of their friends to locations in the 8 as well as to/from areas outside the 8.   
    We have to huff it using Peach Carts...but clearly "Gator Crew" does not.   
    I understand playing favorites and using the tools you have access to in order to make life easier for 
those with privilege. The least they could fucking do is to drive slowly, not stirring up dust and not honk the 
horns at people just strolling the path in order to deliver beer to their station on the 8. 
 
Friday night, after dark at Hoarse Corral, there was a golf cart with unmuted headlights that was driven into 
the back entrance and left to sit there and blind everyone for at least 15 minutes or more.  
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There was a seemingly huge increase in motorized vehicles on the paths during the event this year. Multiple 
golf carts, a few gators and even a gator train on the top of the eight ahead of the sweep. I think this is a 
safety hazard and immersion breaking problem during fair hours. 
 
NRTS 
I think we should reach out to the neighbors more with day passes. I live on Suttle and never have been 
contacted by the fair with any goodwill gestures. My new neighbor was wondering if you would, and I 
thought it would be good for public relations.  
 
One more thing, not sure what you could do about this. The loud base from a couple camps outside the fair 
was so dominating and I’m concerned people will think it’s from fair. I’ve seen a lot of debate about this, so 
not even sure how fair would approach this. But, wow, that base was Waialae too loud. Not saying anyone 
should shut down, but maybe some friendly agreements could be worked out? Anyway, good luck! This 
year was fantastic!!! 
 
I live next to Vineyard Lane.  The trash that was brought in from the fair is attracting coyotes and other wild 
animals.   It’s a disgusting site to see.    This is no way acceptable.   You would not want to live next to this.  
I suggest we try a better, safer more environmentally friendly approach next year.  I truly love the fair when 
it comes around, but this, it a big no no.  Please go check out the pile for yourself.  I believe when you see it 
in person. You will agree.   
 
Good afternoon, as I look out my windows at the standstill traffic on Suttle Rd, listening to fair goers yelling 
obscenities it frustrates me to think about how I can’t let my child play in our fully fenced yard. How it is not 
safe for him to hear these awful words coming out of fair goers’ mouths and the trash that is piling up in our 
ditch that was not there before this event. I think about how inappropriate it is for some of these people who 
are barely clothed to bathe themselves in our ditch directly in front of our home. Unfortunately, my son came 
down sick over this weekend and with absolutely no cell phone service and too many people trying to use 
Wi-Fi I could not even use my monitor to keep a close eye on him while he tried to sleep. I say tried to sleep 
because there was loud music being played from a faraway distance that was so loud it was shaking the 
walls of our home and keeping him and us awake the entire night. It worries me to think of how I could not 
call his doctor which I tried and how if I needed to leave our home my driveway was always blocked. I 
noticed hand painted signs put up in driveways all around me saying do not block, no turn around, etc. I was 
told these are set out by the fair yet there was not one set in my driveway. Because of this it seemed like 
fair goers thought it was okay to use my driveway to sit in for long periods of time. I lost count of how many 
people turned around in our driveway only to end up sitting there because of traffic or people walking by 
unable to finish turning around or backing out into traffic causing accidents. It was near impossible to 
retrieve my mail from across the street and we also had problems with people damaging our property. In the 
past traffic seemed to be better managed. What changed? The only positive I noticed was the traffic 
flaggers added at the Suttle Rd/Territorial intersection. I am very thankful for the heavy police presence in 
the area, but I wish there was more. Extra traffic and loud music in the evenings is to be expected for such a 
large event but at some point, locals who have families and jobs need to be able to sleep and go about their 
lives as normal as possible. Locals’ lives should not be turned upside down. Inconvenienced maybe but this 
is too much. Something needs to change. Things need to be better. Thank you for your time. 
 
PARKING 
I had a service vehicle for the first time and the assigned parking was great. No worries when coming back 
from a run. 
 
First timer - was very nervous about where i would park but it went so smoothly!  Being an elder I was 
parked about 200 feet from will call. Thank you!  But in the future, maybe a map of all the parking available 
on the weekend of the fair would be helpful. 
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The parkers are GREAT but the system sucks.  So much room to have many parking groups yet we were 
all single filed and slow as slugs to be parked in 1 perfect row at snail’s pace.  How about parking different 
rows at once, alternating and always park from the right to left not left to right.  Also bad exit signage 
Sunday afternoon, drove in circles. 
 
The Otherside parking had a wonderful year and cannot wait to accommodate the staff, vendors, and SOP's 
next year!  We are one driveway west of Bus Rd.  Everyone was, as always, so kind and appreciative to 
park in our fields and we could see how much of a relief it was to have a close place to park with a shaded 
walk to their destination.  Again,  I could not find a single piece of trash left in our lot from our guests. Thank 
you all so much!!  
     We have an access gate onto Bus Rd and have a lot of OCF staff that walk from our lot into the top of 
the 8, Wherebarn, Farside, entertainment, etc. the fastest way to get there, without using Suttle, is using 
Henderson to Arrow and up to Chickadee, but this year it was almost completely blocked by a public ticket 
check/wristbanding station.  Staff was very friendly and allowed us and our visitors through, but it did put 
extra on them, having to direct people around the back because there was no clear path.   
     Several of our prepay guests turned before our entrance and were flagged into Bus Rd. While on-site, 
they were given multiple different directions for where to find The Otherside leading people all over the 
community causing more traffic issues.  Maybe a signpost could be posted at the end of Arrow for our traffic 
showing which direction to go for the different neighbor camps/lots.  
 
Some of the parking crew/staff was very unapproachable and kind of rude to people and I’m not sure why. 
 
PATH PLANNING 
Having reserved sections for people with sensory processing challenges that aren't next to loudspeakers 
and having ear protection available would be great. I need to sit in a chair due to nerve pain. I can't sit or 
stand for a long time and the only available seats at the drag show were right by the VERY LOUD speakers. 
 
I appreciate all the hand sanitation stations. If I could make a suggestion, there's one needed at the hub.  
 
The atm at main stage created a line that blocked spectators from watching the stage. 
 
I like having more hand washing stations, but we need more! Not just near the bathrooms, but maybe in 
other areas of camping sites (did not see anything of the like in the meadow. 
 
 A suggestion might be a few more shady spaces, especially in Xavanadu -- there are quite a lot 
everywhere, of course, but they get filled quickly. A few more canopied spaces for picnicking and resting 
would be appreciated in those blazing areas.  
 
I was slightly more than a little traumatized by the EDM situation inside fair this year.  My main concern is 
that dark, quiet places where acoustic music thrives, and people sleep peacefully will be unilaterally 
destroyed by super loud electronic amplified music.  Once that happens the magic of fair ~~ the 
participatory multi-generational magical jams~~ will be eclipsed by computers and high-powered sound 
systems.  I feel like having space for this type of thing (like in Chela Mela or outer parking lots) makes 
sense, but please for God sakes leave inner fair with pockets of quiet for the magic. please.   
 
There was a misting area near Shady Grove that got muddy & we witnessed a Fair patron slide there & fall.  
But you know about this.   
 
I heard food vendors were hard to come by. Hopefully next year more can come! I was surprised the food 
was so spread out geographically. I don't know if there was a list somewhere of what food was available but 
after walking for hours, I didn't want to walk all the way back to the middle when I saw how insane the lines 
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were for food at the main food hub area. Just a thought, it would be nice if the main food courses were all 
within the same area (drinks and desserts spread out of course). 
 
Please I implore you: please work with THOSE particular booths right there by Springfield Creamery to 
maybe guide the lines to form parallel TO and NOT perpendicular to, the path. Even on a much less 
crowded year, that was still an absolute bottleneck, and there's just no reason for that when there's easy 
solutions... It just needs creative solutions, not no no no but yes yes yes. I realize you can't dig a hole there 
in the path and add ropes, but signage to form a line towards Odyssey and food staff who redirect the line to 
do that about every 15 minutes would make a HUGE difference. If it can be done at the food booth between 
the Village and White Bird, it can happen near Energy Park. 
 
Bridge to Farside should be wider to accommodate 2 carts (one in each direction) otherwise we had major 
backups when one was coming through consistently all weekend.   
 
More family friendly seating in various areas, I know this is always a work in progress. Xavanadu is really 
wonderful, but even there I could see more options, same for Chela Mela. 
 
Cart de Frisco and one or two other empty booths could have been better used for seating, or at least 
decorated. Maybe if you have to block any off like that next year, even if there’s uncertainty up to the last 
minute, you could have an artist on standby who’s allowed to spray paint some art on the white material 
used to block them off? (Or if spray paint is too much of an irritant or not eco-friendly, they could use some 
other type of medium.) Or you could use a more translucent material and put on shadow puppet plays, ha-
ha! THANK YOU ALL SO MUCH!  
 
The food areas did not (as expected) have much seating or tabletops, but that's going to be an issue 
regardless of crowd.  
 
This might not be possible, but a few bathrooms spread out more would be wonderful as well. 
 
Our security team enjoyed the new location meeting under the tower. The space was well used.  
 
Make pedestrian walking path larger, 2 way and labeled better.  
 
Rest areas: I thought I would miss Shady Grove so much, but I was really impressed with the larger rest 
area due to there not being a stage there. Good work setting it up so last minute!! All the rest areas were 
very nice.  
 
Mellow space for folks with Autism; I wasn't able to find it, but I love the idea.  
 
PEACH PIT 
The vendors never got listed in the peach pit and were supposed to have a flyer at info booths. None!! and 
many people were having a hard time finding vendors. 
 
Lack of Vendor List in the Peach Pit: Okay, I get that the "list" may not have been solid, with so many 
changes ... but NO printout for patrons was a HUGE mistake.   
     By not giving them the tools, we took their empowerment away.  The scavenger hunt - the fun of 
searching and finding - Even if a basic list of types of vendors and names & instructions to seek out Info 
booths for last minute placement ... but giving them nothing, and not telling the vendors, really a rookie 
move. I spent an inordinate time giving lost people directions.  Confused people asking where specific 
vendors were. I had no idea either.  I kept sending them to info - but ?? who knows?   
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No craft vendors were listed in the Peach Pit- I know there were a lot of changes but those of us who replied 
that we were going to be there should have been listed. There could have been some sort of mention that:  
as of printing time these are the vendors who have confirmed. As I stated earlier- vendors pay a lot of 
money to the fair for the privilege of being here & we should have been listed 
 
 It would be nice if the schedule was ordered from north to south - say Main Stage on top, WC in the middle 
and Hoarse Chorale at the bottom.  
 
Make a PDF of the Peach Pit and allow fair goers to download it when they get their ticket confirmation 
email. On Friday I was working at the little Dragon info booth, and we completely ran out. Even though we 
had more later on, it didn't help when we ran out. This could also help save paper, since the only thing 
people really use the Peach Pit for is the map.  
 
Just wanted to urge more photos of people of color.  Of the 92 images of people in last July’s guide, there 
seemed to be 22 images that might have been of folks of color.  I’m glad to see each fair bring more faces 
which are more diverse, both in person and in print.  1:1 parity isn’t necessary, but more diversity in how we 
present and image ourselves and our fair is very important.  Thanks for year after year of wonderful Peach 
Pits and beautiful artwork!  Wonderful! 
 
PEACH POWER 
Peach Power! We need it. The amount of generators and gators and gas guzzling vehicles is embarrassing. 
Solar showers at camps instead of honey bucket generator run monstrosities. 
 
PERSONNEL 
As a volunteer with OCF family for almost 40 years, I am pleased to be a part of the philanthropic 
community where ethics and values, concern for environment, lifestyle & diversity are celebrated with art 
and joy.  It was (with cautious gratitude) a pleasure to return to the Fair this summer! 
    My deep concerns are reflected in the non-fairy world that seems to be eating away our precious 
connections. 
    Who is the newly hired Executive Director?  Who are the new paid staff?  What are the jobs these people 
are responsible to fulfill?  What salaries are they being paid? Who will review their work? 
   How do we find/where do we research this information? 
   How are volunteer voices/experiences/work and feedback to be compared?  RSVP 
 
I am quite curious.  I have been able to confirm that Sometime between the time our last E D was hired, and 
our current E D was hired, someone(s) made the decision and removed all the language in the executive 
director’s job description that the work is to be done in a cooperative and collaborative manner and style.  
There was no community wide conversation about this.   Removing this language is not in keeping with our 
values and beliefs as an intentionally alternative community.  Along similar lines, there is now a $70,000 
spread within our salary structure.  I know personnel decisions are not a topic of conversation beyond the 
board of directors, but this inequity is appalling and has no place within our community and family.  It has 
long been our custom to place a high value on sweat equity within our community.  Again, no community 
wide conversation about this significant change of course.  I find this quite disturbing and distressing.   To 
me these two actions are contrary to our core values of being a cooperative, collaborative volunteer 
membership-based event.   
 
PRE-FAIR KITCHEN 
I would like to see a new coffee maker for main camp kitchen  
 
Loved fair this year but def think a new sanitizer in kitchen would be good.  Broke down so much.  Also 
bigger gray water infrastructure at main camp. 
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What a glorious and wonderful privilege to be able to be a part of/support to the creation of such a 
spectacular event. I hope I have many years of pre-fair to come! It has been ages since someone presented 
me with a challenge like this one. I wasn't sure I could accomplish it, but the prior kitchen coordinators were 
confident in my background and skills and offered lots of support and encouragement. Also, all the people 
who have held this role in the past showed up either in person or remotely to help make my efforts 
successful. I can't express how transformational and inspiring the whole experience was. 
 
QM 
Several Vendors complained about lack of help from QM. One vendor helper knew the booth number, but 
QM refused to help them locate the booth. 
 
RECYCLING 
And what really caused emotion for me was the end of fair. This fair went down as the cleanest fairs I've 
ever seen and that will never leave the forefront of my mind. We truly can all be more conscientious of 
packing out what we pack in and do our best to consolidate the waste we each contribute to make cleanup 
easier for those that work hard to make OCF a reality each and every year by volunteering. 
 
The garbage kiosk in front of our booth (298) really needs some revising badly. First of all, the crow in the 
nest has seen its better days and needs to go. It looks awful above the garbage and blocks the entire view 
from the path. Maybe it could live somewhere else on the property now. tucked into some woods. 
 
REGISTRATION 
Registration Rocked! Love the online payment. Loved the helpful people who reached out to me at key 
times and who responded to my inquiries. Email and phone correspondence was great. Thank you, thank 
you, thank you.  
 
For crews such as ours who track inventory and log every wristband that we issue, the numbers on the 
2022 wristbands were VERY difficult to read in most light conditions. This made it much harder for us to 
keep track of who was getting what wristband. 
 
I initially was coming on here to find out some info about next year, booth shares, open booths, etc. I'm also 
excited to be able to give my input & am happy to answer any questions if you'd like to hear from a newbie. 
 
BIG thanks in bunches, but imo could be WAY better in if the payments i had made in advance to 
registration had accurately made it into my packet when we got there. i know it's a new system but as it was 
i ended up paying twice for a bunch of stuff i had already paid for just to get the passes to those who had 
paid me for them way in advance. 
    So I’m expecting (and am promised) a large refund but the delay in collecting it keeps a substantial 
portion of my profit for this year tied up for weeks when the cash to do it was on site at the same time i was, 
so the debt could've settled on the spot and i would have taken the money i earned home w/ me and not be 
paying for your mistake. 
    Forgive me, but it's totally unfair to hold on to so much of my money for so long while y’all sort out 
accounting mistakes made on your end.   
 
RIDESHARE 
As a cyclist who doesn't believe in driving, I continue to be appalled at the number of people who drive out 
to Fair by themselves from Eugene, or even from other cities, for short, frequent work parties pre-Fair. I 
wonder if there's a way to form a carpooling hub online, and then incentivize people to use it. Maybe people 
could earn a food voucher for every time they use the carpool tool and so then if they go to a bunch of work 
parties pre-Fair and they carpool every time they get more food vouchers to spend during Fair? Or of 
course, if they bike or take the bus! I just know most people would be more likely to carpool then to do that...  
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THE RITZ 
More do-able dream -an hour or so of womyns’ time in the Ritz Every DAY, not just Friday. Even after public 
hours. Let us get away from the male gaze. 
 
SAFETY 
Hi, I arrived on Weds. night and while up at the Clamshell I watched as 2 really souped-up motorcycles 
loudly entered the 8 - slowly making a shit-ton of noise. Is that really necessary or helpful in any way? I'd 
love to see that not happen in the future.  Thanks.  
 
This year like no other, I felt that safety was constantly threatened. Both for Fair volunteers and public 
attendees: 

• Crews were told just days before Fair that they may not be able to provide the full quantities of the 
PPE ordered   

• Some crew and elders were wrist banded without being COVID screened.   
• Fencing between Fair campsites and public campsites (Quiet Camp) was lightweight 
• Public campers entered through this fencing and easily cut  
• The water faucet strawbales at the upper 8 were decommissioned by 10:30 am on Monday morning. 

This is a critical time for Fair staff and vendors to stay hydrated as we load out.  
• After riding the FART to Outtasite to move my car closer into Trotters for load out on Monday, I 

realized the parking numbers were already gone well before noon making them useless. Probably 
causing many Fair Family folks to needlessly walk longer, tired and dehydrated, looking for their 
vehicle after volunteering all weekend.  (Having experienced this years ago, I now take a photo of 
the tree line when I beach my car – just like matching a puzzle piece to the picture on the box.) 

• When trying to be dropped at my car in Trotters later that afternoon we were stopped at the 
Greeters’ Shack and told we could not. No oncoming traffic from the road toward Trotters was in 
sight. We were sternly told by the Post Fair Traffic Security ‘person to exit Fair property, turn left 
onto the public road, then reenter at Maple Gate (bus entrance) which is typically locked at that time 
of Fair. As we approached the intersection to turn left, we realized we’d been directed into a very 
escalated situation where an altercation was taking place. (The Sheriff’s dept later had to be called 
in to help handle it due to the severity). We ended up having to make an awkward three-point turn 
only to head to Trotters via the route we’d asked to drive in the first place. 

Not a safety issue but heartfelt pain from decisions or neglect: 
• I don’t remember the fencing across the parking lots ranging from Outtasite in through Trotters and 

Miss Piggy’s being there in previous years. I’m not sure what the benefit of it was and wonder about 
rental costs for that much fencing. Visually it wasn’t Fair. 

• The Labyrinth was fenced off and unkempt.  
• New Port-a-Pots were near the fenced Labyrinth and private showers; not sure for who? 

Thank you for hearing our feedback. I’d like us to take a long, hard look at the current leadership’s efficacy. I 
love the Fair and have been volunteering since the late 90s. It has always amazed me in its resilience, and I 
hope this continues. 
 
What in the hell is going on with security and enforcement of driving at night on the 8 as well as the folks 
who drove gators going well over the 5-mph speed limit!?! 
     I saw 4 cars (well, 2 cars and 2 trucks) driving the 8 on Saturday night when we are all frying balls. The 
white Toyota Tacoma almost hit someone backing up trying to unload their personal shit into a booth. The 
Gator that has the reddish/black *horns" as the worst gator offender that I observed... Whose adolescent 
was driving that rig on Saturday??? 
     Yeah - the PM crowd was horrible. Inconsiderate. Entitled. Who kids are these and why where they 
invited to the party without being held accountable to the rules of safety 
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Lack of lighting everywhere but Wally’s Way and E13th. Along the river it was dangerous.  
 
I saw some serious safety concerns resulting from the time away from site that could have been life 
threatening. Here is an example: a 12' tall 5x5 post with a solar panel mounted on tip of it broke at the base 
from being rotted and the whole thing tipped over into a tree in to Xavanadu. Had this fallen the other 
direction in the crowded pathway, the solar panel could have killed someone.  There were lots of incidents 
of fences, benches, and structures that were rotted and unsafe. This needs to be a major checklist item 
before or during main camp next year. 
 
SANITATION 
it would be nice to have some low-key lighting at handwash stations, too many people don't seem to see 
them at night.  great to have more stations! 
 
There is a staff portapotty bank just inside Ho Gate off Xavanadu. Every year there is no trash can for paper 
towels and as the area's Camp Host I have to go to Fair Central with a photo of the ground covered in trash 
in order to get a can + service out there. It would be nice if in 2023 that location is included in the site 
sanitation plan. 
 
I really liked the full sink stations as well as new showers in the Miss Piggy camp lot. Very easy to keep 
clean and comfortable in the hot dusty fair. I also thought the increased focus on cleaning the chemical 
toilets was great and would love to keep a focus on sanitation going forward! 
 
Also want to mention, the bathrooms were never overfilled, and the recycling centers were always clean. 
That's new.  
 
Love the ladies room TROUGH!  THERE SHOULD BE MORE THRUOUT  
 
It was amazing to have clean toilets on Sunday afternoon! That was a HUGE plus (out in Farside).  
The porta potties all felt clean and safe. Thanks for finally treating all humans with the respect we deserve. I 
hope you continue this M.O. post-covid in spite of the additional cost. Thank you. 
 
The sinks in piggies’ lot were life changing! Yes yes yes!! 
 
The toilets across from the Ritz are still the worst in the fair, even with less people. Maybe more honey 
buckets could be installed there?  
 
Needed WAY more honey bucket servicing. 
 
No porta potty lines! And they were mostly always clean. Thank you!   
 
I appreciate how much cleaner the honey buckets seemed and the availability of soap and water.  
 
As a camper in the S. Woods, the honey buckets were really far away. I understand the mud issue, but by 
Saturday morning, there should have been some closer. It was a long walk and that will lead people to SHIT 
IN THE WOODS. We cannot have that. Thanks for a great fair, I’m truly grateful.  
 
Everything ran super smoothly and even the bathrooms weren’t nasty and never a long line!  
 
The bathrooms this year were often out of toilet paper, especially at night and into the morning right up to 
when the public came. The ones at CV, which are usually bad, were horrendous (feces in places you 
wouldn’t expect).  
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Many of the restrooms were out of toilet paper. Having toilet paper is a must!  I am sure there are some 
simple solutions to ensure that this does not happen in the future.  
 
New Port-a-Pots were near the fenced Labyrinth and private showers; not sure for who? 
 
I think we need to do better with sanitation as far as bathroom and handwashing go. I just got back from a 
huge festival in California and not one time were the porta-pots dirty or out of TP. The sinks always had 
water, soap and paper towels. I watched and noticed that they had a "service person" come by every few 
hours that had a bucket, sanitizer and extra TP and would go into bathrooms and freshen them up. Is this 
possible to do during fair? Also, the floors to the porta-pots weren't solid which allowed air flow, and 
anything missed in the urine not to collect on the floor which helped with smell and cleanliness.  
 
Honey Buckets nastiness. Pre event they were often filled and grossly under maintained. Hand washing 
stations often empty of water.  
 
I also loved consistently having soap at the CV/Shady Grove six-packs from pre-Fair through Monday, 
having them be almost always clean or very clean and almost always having toilet paper.  (Always would be 
better for the toilet paper.)  I loved being invited, after a mid-day cleaning, "Use them! Come on in and use 
them," by the proud Sanitation heroes.   
 
We tried everything we could think of for 5 days pre-fair to get a handwashing station at the bank of honey 
buckets across from Entertainment Camp on Chickadee. We called QM, Fair Central and even begged the 
honey bucket service folks. I was told we were on the SHIT LIST. Finally late Thursday night, Water Crew 
was gracious enough to stack some hay up and install 1 sink connected to the hose coming from their 
camp. I used up the 3 containers of handwashing soap, plus the giant bottle of Dr. Bronners I brought for 
personal use. All diluted several times over just to stretch it out. Finally on Friday I was able to speak to 
someone at QM who connected me with fair central who at 1st tried to tell me to ask around camp for and 
dilute Dr. Bronners. I told her how much soap I had been through, and she said she would have some bring 
up soap. We were told that there would be ample handwashing stations and sanitation.  
 
The next issue I have is that the honey buckets themselves weren't emptied at all from Sunday pre-fair- 
Thursday.   And again, from Thursday pre-fair until Saturday at 11AM. Most buckets were full and out of TP. 
On Saturday it was an emergency and luckily, I have 2 rolls of TP in my regular camping tote that I shared 
with my entire camp fam.  
    I don't understand why this happened. Why fair would allow things to get so bad. And why things weren't 
taken care of after being notified. 
 
Shitters absolutely disgusting in Alice’s AGAIN this year, how about pumping twice daily. Otherwise, great 
fair again.  
 
Sanitation provided a spare pack of TP to Village Info, and because of this Shady Grove 6 pack was better 
stocked than any year in the past. That was awesome. 
 
Shit. Lots and lots and lots of shit. Know how you tell your volunteer base, you know, those on Pre-Fair that 
donate thousands of hours to build your party they don't mean shit - by allowing them to fester in feces.  
     Not sure WTF was up with your shit sucker contractors... But abject failure to suck the blue boxes in 
Marshall's Landing (as well as behind Main Camp) sends a clear message to your volunteer base they do 
not matter. If we did... Maybe you would take care of the basics, like having toilet paper and a shit box that 
is sucked daily during the event such that the poop is not peeking out from the seat. If you did, someone 
would be on the phone with the contractor after the first complaint, let alone the 100th to take care of the 
pooh-canoes.  
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     Who at fair is responsible to ensuring the sucking contracts are actually kept by the provider?  
     No sucking on Thursday or Friday. Saturday night they came, then again on Sunday morning (why suck 
twice in less than 20 hours when the event is basically over but neglect for weeks prior???). 
     Lame AF 
     Superspreader for Covid... Wonder why all the different camps in Marshalls are coming down with the 
plague (camps that don't recreate or socialize together... Only thing we do together is shit and walk past the 
foul-smelling blue boxes)??? You could smell the rankness from the Marshalls shit boxes all the way from 
Sandra's camp. From Wren's Nest. From all the way to the freakin' Hub. 
     So much for the false promise from the Board that not only we would have more poop boxes with 
frequent sucking of those boxes to help curb sharing Covid. 
 
Earlier honey buckets and water and showers for Dubland. We had a long walk, and no showers for 4 days.  
 
I REALLY appreciated how clean the honey buckets were this year!! They were always stocked with toilet 
paper, and I didn’t go into a single one that was disgusting!!! Bravo!!   
 
Sanitation can be better. Not just pipe dream better, but there are actual companies that do a better job at 
special events.  I never had to wait in line for a porta potty, but I did have to wait in line for one with paper, 
so that’s the same thing. 
 
The portapotties by shower central were disgusting and had no toilet paper for far too long and our sink was 
out of water and soap Thursday and never refilled. In a year where sanitation should have been a priority 
not ok. 
 
Potties: Great to have soap at all the hand washing stations as soon as the potties were set up, even at the 
6 pack by Shady Grove.  
 
The toilets along Chickadee and including Water Gate and Chillville were awful this year.  They were not 
cleaned as often as they used to be, and they were often out of toilet paper.  We have a handwashing sink 
at the refer and as a policy we have all food vendors, and our staff wash their hands before entering the 
refer.  This sink wasn't serviced often enough and in fact was not on the Honey Bucket radar until I chased 
them down for service on Saturday and they added it to their list.  I think sanitation and food safety should 
be the highest priority at fair and with lower attendance, the toilets should have been cleaner than usual.  
Overall though.... great fair! 
 
The bathrooms should definitely be getting an overnight restocking, so they are ready for the people who 
are waking up early to cook your breakfast! The whole experience is a nightmare, trying door after door and 
finding only empty TP rolls and pyramids of poo (what kind of person does not lower the seat when they are 
finished?) Then, finding nothing, to have to hold everything in while you go off searching for the next closest 
bank of shitters.  It's almost like a slap in the face to wake up at the crack of dawn to serve our fellow fair 
family, only to be forced to improvise TP in a dark, reeking, filthy Honey Bucket :( 
 
While I am certain that Covid was the cause of the timing, the cleaning of the bathrooms after fair opening 
on Friday and shortly before opening on Saturday and Sunday was awful. It would be great if it could be first 
thing in the morning. 
Bathroom sanitation was horrible. Bathrooms didn't get cleaned once from Sunday (or even earlier) until 
Thursday night. And by cleaned, it was emptied and tp replaced. They didn't refill hand sanitizer or do the 
spray/wash down of the inside. We had to call several times and several people to finally get a hand wash 
station installed. This was done Friday evening and they didn't provide soap. Staff and entertainers had to 
supply their own soap. We had a crew who knew someone in QM who finally got us soap Saturday 
evening.... The bathroom sanitation was in my opinion an extreme biohazard situation.  
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Toilets didn’t absolutely overflow and only encountered no toilet paper a couple of times.  
 
Menstrual waste trash cans should be provided in portable bathroom areas.  
 
Almost everything was great, EXCEPT for the recurring porta potty issues... always being out of toilet paper 
/ overflowing.  I have been to the fair MANY years, and this was the worst I have ever seen.  Please make 
sure that this does not happen next year... avoid a shitty situation. 
 
Some Honey Buckets clean with handwashing stations. Also, many Honey Buckets filthy with no toilet paper 
and no handwashing stations. The entertainment camp toilet situation was appalling. Extra terrible because 
of the pandemic. everyone needs clean toilets and hand washing stations 24/7. 
 
Huge fail.  No ADA pots at registration. None in ADA lot Wednesday. 
 
This is not okay! It is how it has been for years though. I get it was an understaffed year but seriously. The 
honeypots people were not keeping stuff clean or stocked even after pumping. 
 
And the reality of placement of BOTH the ADA pots and Verizon relay are HUGE fails. 
 
I'm afraid we may have to end our relations with Honey Buckets. Porta Potties really weren't cleaned often 
enough. Specifically, ZennAchres, Xavanadu, the one I regularly used. 
 
Cleaner WCs and more wash stations were really good and appreciated. 
 
Toilet paper situation, YIKES- I don’t need to, say more. 
 
The portapotties needed to be pumped out more. Or more need to be added. Probably both.  
    Some of the bathrooms ran out of toilet paper pretty regularly. I guess the sanitation crew still needs to 
grow so more can roam cleaning and restocking as needed. 
 
I would very much like to see more toilets - with toilet paper, hand washing stations and soap set up earlier.  
Wednesday and Thursday are super busy days for set up - especially around main stage - and folks are 
prepping a lot of food.  On Wednesday am, there was no toilet paper in the porta potties near the Ritz.   This 
lack of sanitation is concerning! 
 
The 6 pack bathrooms next to our booth on Abby Rode next to River Loop info booth were clean and well 
stocked throughout the weekend. But I heard that other places were not.  
 
Porta Potties were out of water, soap, and towels at their wash stations. Towels I don't care too much about, 
but water and soap I do. Not all Potties were being pumped often enough. Honey Bucket needs a talkin' to. 
 
Another good reason for the limitation is the absolute dismal state of sanitation.  I had hoped the issue of 
smelly, unclean sanitation could have been solved by now.  Something needs to be done.  Porta potties 
need cleaning frequently.  More squat or trough areas need to be made.  It is not ok!!    
    This has been an awful state of affairs for a lot of years.  It is not ok!!  It is a disaster waiting to happen 
and you, the Fair Board will be financially and morally responsible. There is water on site - Use it to sanitize 
the bathrooms, hourly!!!  
 
The porta potties were extremely gross, not being cleaned out enough (by the ware barn, in front of 
entertainment camp), and often devoid of toilet paper. 
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SECURITY 
The security and band checks seemed very lax this year. I had a laminate pass and was only asked once to 
show both sides of it. I had another friend who had a laminate pass but hid it and got through several 
security checks with a hair tie on his wrist.  
 
Need more security for scoff lot. 
 
Theft! We had several items stolen from our camp inside fair. They even stole our water! Super lame and it 
made me not want to camp at fair. I’ve never had anything stolen at Zumwalt, Darling or Shady Rest. So 
disappointing!  
 
Some cross-training on emergency Security protocol at Chickadee/Moz Road would be helpful.  
 
Sweep was a little crazy but went well with new leaders and many, many new sweepers. The golden people 
and March Fourth created confusion cuz they didn’t lead people out of the Fair as we were sweeping on 
Saturday night.   A big thanks to Todd Jack for keeping in touch and being very accessible pre-fair. I 
brought in a new crew sweeper and my SO helped sweep and do a pre-fair shift. He wants to be on crew 
next year and should be! Young energetic and responsible they both were. The Fair at night was quiet and 
peaceful-aaaahhhhh!  
 
People on One-wheels zipping past at 2 to 3 times walking speed with no warning bell that they are 
overtaking you. These things are everywhere.  I saw one person riding one through the Eight Sunday night 
holding a lit cigarette at their side, right at a child's eye level. I can only assume that Quartermaster is okay 
with these devices, as I see them being recharged at Quartermaster. These one-wheel micro mobility 
devices are clever, and they are a great way to get around, but they have become the fastest moving 
objects on site and i therefore find them unacceptable around pedestrians in our campgrounds and in the 
Eight. 
 
As the Coordinator for the Dance Pavilion stage, I received multiple reports this year of patrons having their 
personal items stolen from the OCF provided storage shelves at the stage. Shoes, pants, bags and other 
items were taken. I do not know what the solution is for this type of theft problem but thought it should be 
reported.  
 
Security staff felt more loving than power tripping than in years past.  
 
SWEEP: Music on the stages was great but when the music runs over past 7 then sweep starts late and it is 
hard to hold the line for so long. 
 
I have a security concern regarding missing children. I've been on security crews at Fair over 20 years. I 
now work sweep and on (I think it was Sun.?) we were very briefly (and primarily without visual pic) 
informed of a missing female child approximately 9 years in age. No effort was made to ensure that the 
entire crew saw the girl's photo, nor were we told where she was last seen and where she was missing 
from. Further, once she was found, we weren't all notified. I know traditionally children at Fair are often 
given free reign. However, I feel the missing child policy needs to be updated given the way things currently 
are in the world. As a comparison, I also attend Burning Man. A few years back a girl age 14ish went 
missing. The entire city of 80K was put on lock down, no one in or out until she was found. Deeply 
inconvenient? Yes, but also a good safety lesson. While this may not be feasible for fair, I think a FAR 
BETTER effort could be made to keep a missing child safe. I would like to suggest OCF formulate an official 
policy to deal with this. Including things such as  

1) When informing a security crew of a missing child, make sure the crew is informed of 
who/what/where and if it exists make sure the full crew has seen the child's pic.  
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2) FOR SURE, all gate security should be notified and sent a photo. Perhaps we need some 
technology advancements near gate for this to be feasible or perhaps there should be a security 
crew alert system using everyone's smart phones.  

3) Consider the possibility of closing the entrances/exits until the child is found.  
4) Use some sort of public announcement system to notify more people. I have seen this done on main 

stage in the past when kids weren't picked up from childcare (using announcements for a reverse 
situation i.e., missing parent(s)). 

I would absolutely hate to see a child get abused or abducted at Fair. It is so easy to entice or drug a child 
in a magic-filled, seemingly safe environment. I don't think I'm being that paranoid. I don't even have kids, 
and this concerned me. 
 
On Saturday night I witnessed many gators and two trucks / SUVs driving through Xavanadu and the 8. It 
feels unsafe to have anyone but emergency services operating while it's dark and many people are under 
the influence.  
 
Saturday night after dark, probably around midnight, there was a white Toyota Tacoma being driven in the 
Eight. Also, there was a gator being driven in the Eight after I saw the Toyota. Not sure which crew was 
responsible for the gator with the big, forked stick stuck in the front bumper, but that is the one I saw. It did 
not appear to be an emergency gator. I've been going to fair for 20 years and it has never been ok to have 
vehicles in the Eight after dark. In fact, I've always found this to be a unique and cherished aspect of this 
event. I hope this has not changed but it seems it has. I feel like I just witnessed the corporate takeover of 
our event. Using a vehicle to deliver material things after dark in the Eight has become more important than 
the safety and sanctity of our fair family that's trying to enjoy the party that we've all worked so hard for. I 
know for a fact that we can do better than this. 
 
My one major complaint was the continued existence of the Fish traps.  I fail to see the justification.   Not 
only does it tax fair resources (additional passes, food vouchers, porta potty use, etc.) it severely disrupts 
the vibe we cultivate at night.   I was walking with 3 others through Xavanadu, and we had stopped in a tight 
circle to have a talk when a fish ladder member pushed his way to the middle of our group and demanded 
to see our credentials.  After providing them he asked in a very cop-like manner (demanded to know) where 
we were heading next.   We refused to answer that question as it was none of his business.    I have been 
told that their primary purpose and justification is to find wayward teens and make sure they are all right.   
That seems valuable, but why not focus on approaching teens, ask them if they are doing well, see if they 
need water, etc., and in the process also check to make sure they have a wristband.    It is a more 
compassionate approach and would focus their energy on that goal.   Harassing 50-year-old fair volunteers 
who already go through numerous security checkpoints seems like a waste of resources.    Why continue 
this? What’s the point? I am told that they only find about 10-12 people without credentials each year.    
How many folks get wristbands for this? I’m guessing it is more than 12.   Please defund the fish trap crew! 
 
Driving on the 8 at night. Who on Earth allowed all the cars and trucks on the 8 Saturday night???  
     Security allowed this. Playing personal favorites again? Entitlement Crew in full effect? 
UNACCEPTABLE  
     White Toyota Tacoma Truck delivering PERSONAL items to a booth near Phoenix Rising close to 
midnight  
     Silver or white Prius driving about in two areas Saturday nights,  
     Black, small truck (at least they had dimmed lights and were going very slow... But still on Saturday night 
when the 8 should be closed to everyone but Water and White Bird. 
    And even worse - staff driving Gators on the 8 at night. The one with the red horns was the worst 
offender - not with White Bird...but clearly a member of Entitlement Crew. Since when do we allow Gators to 
be used as personal taxi devices for crews during the night and wee morning hours? What official business 
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happens at 15 MPH on the 8? I have never been "chased" by a car on the 8 in my 20+ years of playing with 
y'all. 
 
SHOWERS 
Loved the new showers at Miss Piggy’s.  
 
Shower Central closed at 9:30. Guidelines say open until 10 pm. That 1/2 hour makes a huge difference to 
staff working until the gates close at 9pm. Please adjust so showers are open until 10pm 
 
My family are craft vendors, and we camp in Miss Piggy. We initially dreaded the move from the craft lot to 
miss piggy, but made it work. The fair has also helped with the transition, by providing numerous Porta potty 
and for the first-time washing sinks and a beautiful trailer for showers. This improvement was so 
appreciated by everyone I spoke with.  There was one small request I had. Please keep the wash up sinks 
and showers in operation until Monday around noon. Many of the crafters are tearing down their booths and 
don't leave until Monday.  To continue to keep clean until we all hit the road would be sanitary and relaxing. 
I know we could hike over to the sauna to get clean, but really, it's so much easier to clean up at our camp 
sites.  Thank you all for that you do, and I hope you will consider my request. Thank you 
 
SHUTTLE 
The yellow bus shuttle that ran during the Fair was great.  People appreciated it. 
 
SIGNS & BANNERS 
Street signs to match the fair map. Not a big deal really, but it would make wandering a breeze, relieve any 
stress. You could even do a minute’s range walk meter from stage to stage.  everything else was perfect!  
 
I appreciated the additional signage on the porta johns talking about being safe (masks, closing toilet lid) as 
it seemed to keep people from making a disgusting mess in the porta johns I went into.  
I enjoyed the Archeology Park; signage needs to be replaced. Most signs in the area referred to Loop, when 
they should say dead end at both end of the upper river no longer-loop. 
 
Please make signs for the general public, Starting at Trotters/Registration, which direct them to public Will 
Call. We had so many people come to the staff/crew registration booth (some waiting in line!) since there 
are no signs for the public that far back. Thanks!  
 
Better signage. Was difficult to find my way around as someone with a TBI.  
 
Working peach gate is amazing but we definitely could use some new signs from the sign barn to help fair 
goers know what we are (for example “welcome to peach gate, bag check, stroller check”) and possibly a 
sign near dolphin gate saying “staff entrance” to help from having to send all the staff back out the bag 
check line to dolphin gate to avoid the general entrance bag checks.  
 
While the fair was filed with many lovely booths and displays, in my opinion the overall organization and 
awareness of safety issues was sorely limited. If there were direction signage to guide persons through the 
fair area, they were not clearly visible. Most especially signs designating rest areas, medical or emergency 
care, restrooms and exit directions. We came on Friday in the morning with a special needs person in our 
family.  It was very difficult navigating the sometimes-narrow paths and when our special needs person’s 
tires were "caught" in a large group of persons and had no idea of the way out. A kind vendor pointed us in 
the right direction where at last we saw persons holding up "exit" signs. In most fairs or festivals at a 
minimum there are direction signs marking clearly the way out of the event. As a trained FEMA provider this 
event seemed dangerously unprepared for any kind of disaster which would require evacuation.  
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Signs and banners could have worked during the pre-fair mud days. Somehow, they thought they could not. 
They might have gotten some of the signs corrected. 
 
SITE 
Path maintenance was also exceptional this year. The fine gravel mix that was being used in various places 
did a great job of keeping the dust down. Breathing was so much easier, even in a mask :-) 
 
Fencing between Fair campsites and public campsites (Quiet Camp) was lightweight 
 
Public campers entered through this fencing and easily cut  
 
I don’t remember the fencing across the parking lots ranging from Outtasite in through Trotters and Miss 
Piggy’s being there in previous years. I’m not sure what the benefit of it was and wonder about rental costs 
for that much fencing. Visually it wasn’t Fair. 
 
The Labyrinth was fenced off and unkempt. 
 
We need to respect our land and care for all the beings-the trees, chipmunks, all the pretty birds, the rocks, 
the spirit and land ancestors who dwell with us and with whom we share this time and space. They are our 
relations and are worthy and deserving of our respect.  As are we all.  
 
My booth is 593, i did not want the tree that fell down behind my booth. She was peaceful and on my side. 
Her body has been hacked into chunks, i told her that wouldn’t happen, but my neighbor asked to have it 
done. It was not behind his booth. From now on please contact booth reps before hacking up their beloved 
tree friends. Remember, we are only there a few days, the land comes first, and Fair is about respect. 
 
SOUND / NOISE 
The overwhelming presence of electronica/booming bass on the 8 Friday night was disappointing. I love 
wandering with my musician husband looking for acoustic jams at night. There was no place to escape the 
thump, so no acoustic jams. I get it; it's the young folks' music. Is there a way to limit / strategically place 
late night electronica to allow space for acoustic music to happen? 
 
2nd issue is the over amplification of the " Spoken word " stage. Sunday it was crazy loud.  People in our 
booth were blasted. People that were attending a show at the WC Fields stage (unChumleyland) told us 
they left the show Sunday late afternoon because they couldnt hear it as a result of the loud " spoken word 
stage'.  Maybe this stage is identifying as Main Stage. - but it doesn’t work on our part of the eight. Please 
talk with whoever oversees noise.  Other than that, it was an incredible fair. 
 
I was slightly more than a little traumatized by the EDM situation inside fair this year.  My main concern is 
that dark, quiet places where acoustic music thrives, and people sleep peacefully will be unilaterally 
destroyed by super loud electronic amplified music.  Once that happens the magic of fair ~~ the 
participatory multi-generational magical jams~~ will be eclipsed by computers and high-powered sound 
systems.  I feel like having space for this type of thing (like in Chela Mela or outer parking lots) makes 
sense, but please for God sakes leave inner fair with pockets of quiet for the magic. please.   
 
The all-night bass music in the neighboring camp next to the site definitely hashed out some elders and 
others, and I understand why. I hope you all can have a conversation with other organizers to find a way to 
resolve it without having a knee jerk reaction that affects other amplified music late night that has become 
an important part of Fair (like Otter Camp’s Saturday night show).  
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The loud electronic music with bass that reverberated for hours drowned out the sounds from the Ritz and 
Main Stage to Entertainment camp. It even made it hard to carry on a conversation with fellow campers. I’m 
all for different types of music but the volume and buzzing vibrations non-stop made it hard to enjoy 
camping this year. Many people lost sleep when it carried on past 3am on Thursday. Ear plugs did not 
suffice. Thank you for all you do.  
 
The electronic music (which I’ve now heard filtered in from Shady Rest campground) was disruptive to the 
fair experience. It was inescapable and went on for hours. It wasn’t just an auditory thing; it was literally 
shaking the ground. If that campground is going to piggyback on the fair it seems the Neighbors crew could 
help them understand the impact they’re having. Worst part of an amazing fair. 
 
There was quite a bit of loud acoustic and bass music coming from adjoining campgrounds (private/not 
OCF affiliated) ...hope the Fair does not get blamed for it...it was awful, and someone should address this 
issue with those neighbors who offer camping, etc. 
 
How many nights did front porch have a sound permit?  I know it was at least three nights if not four.  It 
really impacted our neighborhood acoustic jams.  It seems like any one area of the fair shouldn’t have to 
work with amplified music every night.   In addition, it would be great to restrict DJ music to newer areas of 
the fair or set up in vastly different areas each night. 
 
The promises made when Main Stage was initially amplified has long ago been forgotten, and the resulting 
overlapping noise from 7+ competing amplified stages and the plethora of recorded electronic devices has 
effectively eliminated the opportunity for buskers to perform and is effectively altering the local focus and 
magic of the Fair 
 
I did not care for the extremely loud music on Sunday night.  Let's give those folks a place to enjoy that 
somewhere besides sleeping campers who have to work in the morning. I do miss the acoustic fairs. 
If the fair does not remember its history & policy about recorded music, we may lose some of our unique 
qualities.  The rule about people playing recorded music is being forgotten.  The fair should enforce this 
policy so that all of the wonderful musicians who come to the fair have the opportunity to play music 
together instead of us all listening to whatever recorded music some person chooses.  Also, the children are 
watching and seeing people play music together.  They could realize that it is something they are able to do.  
Recorded music from the should system at the stages is one of the worst.  Recorded music in campgrounds 
bleeds over to others and it's the same - it prevents live music from happening. 
 
Negative feedback boils down to IT'S TOO LOUD AT NIGHT - those of us who want to play acoustic music 
with others are fighting the electronica WUBWUBWUB music. I like that stuff, but can it be confined to 
Xavanadu or something? Leave the "8" for traditional acoustic jamming? And the last band on Sunday at 
Community Village was insultingly, obnoxiously loud. No excuse. The sound operator at the stage had no 
control over the volume, the band was on their own amps. I think the plug should have been pulled that was 
the most mismatched wrong entertainment for that stage - yikes! 
 
The CV Stage was Way. Too. Loud. Many years ago, Village decided to have amplification for the stage 
with the caveat that it be only the minimal amplification needed for acts to be heard over the crowd. It has 
gone way beyond that. 
 
I also really appreciated the overall peaceful vibe of the fair - thanks for keeping the electronic volume at a 
level that those of us on Abbey Road could actually have conversations and play music in our booth space 
at night. 
 
I feel that somehow there has been a tipping point where electronic "music" has totally taken over at night.  
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Amplified music from MorningWood and Dance Pavilion was unpleasant and made it impossible to play 
acoustic music in our camp in the evenings.  This has been an ongoing issue for years and continues to be 
a major problem. 
 
Camping behind booth in Xavanadu i was dismayed by very loud music going until 4am. It was serving very 
few people, perturbing very many, and obscuring the wonder of that meadow at night.  
 
Loud music late at night on the 8 makes it hard for booth people to get good rest and be up and ready to 
sell in the morning. 
 
Highly recommend limiting the canned, amplified, loud boombox type of music to be either only allowed in 
specific locations (Xavanadu, Chela Mela), and NOT ALLOWED to roam through fair disrupting all other 
forms of music such as live acoustic music jamming at various booths or stages.  Also, video and large TV 
screens should not be at the pathways in the forest (Love Lounge had a very loud electronic music & video 
going on- too loud & too close for the nearby booth musicians to hear each other and play acoustic or other 
non-amplified music!). We don’t want to exclude people, but it really drowns out the live musicians trying to 
just play real music in the moment. 
 
I still hope that there will be enforcement of rules against loud music after midnight or so, everyone needs a 
little sleep even at the fair.  
 
Love Lounge amplified music so late on Thursday made it hard for our area to play acoustic or even have a 
conversation. 
 
Can we please make a rule about quiet hours in the evening? I recommend a no amplified audio policy 
after, say, midnight or even 2am at the fair. My entire family (including our 6-year-old who can sleep through 
anything) was woken up at 3:30am by 80s music blasting from the drum tower one evening. Perhaps we 
could have a sound security crew that patrols during quiet hours.  I’m not suggesting the fair be silent during 
that time, just that no sound be amplified by speakers.  
 
How I loved the acoustic music on the paths Sunday night.  How I yearn for those years when we had that 
experience every night. 
 
This is nothing like just the old drum tower, when it was still possible to get some sleep. This stuff is so loud 
and repetitive, it drowns out everything else and (IMHO) creates a pretty negative atmosphere, you cannot 
walk away from it anywhere. Not to say that there should be no space for this kind of party scene; but a. that 
loud? b. that all the time (Saturday night it went until after 5 a.m. in Miss Piggy, by then it was too late to 
sleep)? c. everywhere? Granted, I am an elder, but have heard from many younger staff/vendors who are 
still recovering from getting no sleep at all while working all day (these are folks who have camped inside 
the 8 for decades). This seems like a fork in the path. 
 
WAAAAAAAAAAY too much EDM!!!!!!!! 
 
Camping was not possible because of the loud music until 4am. I just won’t camp as a vendor I need more 
than 2 hours of sleep. Thanks to all.  
 
The stunningly loud music blasted by someone with a boombox in Xavanadu very late Sunday night / early 
Monday morning was a frustrating way to end Fair. This went for hours up until about 4 am, with the bass 
easily felt in tents very far away from the speaker. Here and elsewhere, I wish that the people choosing to 
broadcast their super loud amplified sound were more considerate of other people's Fair experiences. 
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The biggest thing that I noticed and have been thinking about is the increased amount of amplified music.  
More this year than I can ever remember.  I'm not against amplified music but the big issue that I have with 
amplified music is the footprint.  For the most part, people can't compete with it.  Few start playing an 
instrument if they're getting drowned out.  The Front Porch music was so loud this year that nobody could 
play in our camp.  I think that we need to find a way to minimize the footprint of amplified music so that we 
don't foreclose other forms of expression.  While it's one of those eye-of-the-beholder things, I'd also like to 
limit amplified music to that which includes artistic expression.  A bunch of people dancing to someone's 
Spotify playlist doesn't do it for me.  Can do that anywhere, doesn't need to be at the Fair. I feel that we 
need to think about how it relates to the Fair's identity.  One of the Fair's big attractions to me is that we 
show up and entertain each other.  Being out with a musical instrument and been sucked in to playing with 
strangers or joining a parade is magical.  I don't want the Fair to be a place where people show up and 
watch a spectacle instead of engaging in participatory art; for that reason, I don't really care for the fire 
show.  There are plenty of big-spectacle events competing with us; I'd like to do what makes our event 
special. 
     All of this revolves around the question of what distinguishes the Fair from other events.  I don't want to 
limit things to what I like because diversity is important.  But I also don't want us to become like other 
festivals or to become a hippie-themed amusement part.  
     One thing that I'd really like is to ban boom boxes and their backpack equivalents.  I find it detrimental to 
the experience to be listening to someone play along the path and have someone walk through blasting 
recorded music.  This year I even experienced this at stages.  We put a lot of effort into ambiance and boom 
boxes wreck it, at least for me.  And from a camping perspective, like usual the Recycling Crew blasting 
recorded music from their trucks at all hours continues to be a nuisance. 
 
Nighttime amplified music was out of control bad. Thumpa thumpa thumpa. The concept of 'community 
agreements' is a sad joke, no one creating the amplified music has ever heard of them, much less created 
them or adhered to them. This needs policing. Even amplified live music would have been better than all the 
electronic music because, eventually, humans get tired and will get some sleep or go get something to 
drink. The tape machines will play forever, even if someone walks away while they are still on.  Seriously, 
this needs attention.  
 
Amplification, recorded, and electronic music are increasingly dominant in many areas of the Fair. I don't 
want the Fair to be merely a warm-up for Burning Man, and I should not have to wear ear protection 
everywhere I go at the Fair. (A career in construction and too much time doing sound and lights for my 
brother's band left me with tinnitus.) I would love it if it was possible for musicians to play without electric 
amplification and be heard. I have a great sound system at home and an astounding collection of recorded 
music, but I don't normally get to hear musicians playing live. I support the official Fair guidelines around 
amplified and recorded music and would like to see enforcement of those guidelines before a sound 
vigilante movement springs up. 
 
The issue with amplified music has been at play for a long time during the day. Many times, walking all over 
the fair looking for places to busk/jam without noise interference. This year was different in that the issue 
was also a factor at night, not only amplified live music but numerous booths and carts w/ someone blasting 
their playlist. That was funny in the past when all you encountered for recorded music was one disco cart - a 
novelty. This year it broke the magic for me; gone were the nights of encountering a wonderful group of old 
friends acoustically jamming together and welcoming others in to join up.  
     I think this was particularly hard hit for me as I had just gone to the Kate Wolf Festival. There artists were 
busting out of their seclusion to share new tunes written over the past few years. The passion was palpable, 
and the audience fed into it, honoring these artists. The country fair holds many talented musicians, and it 
feels like this year they were run over. I hate to sound old, but it feels disrespectful of the artistry of our own 
family. 
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We did have a few incidents Friday night the booth people on Strawberry Lane were concerned about. I 
would like to speak with the new manager about this concern. I told the others I would let you know. In a 
nutshell, most of us have been doing the Fair since the 1980s or 1990s. In 2019, a new permitted booth 
was allowed to have a RAVE Friday and Sunday nights. It went until 1AM and was so loud it literally shook 
my solid two-story booth. With COVID, the concerns were put on the back burner. In 2022 they were 
permitted to have a RAVE Friday night. It lasted until 2AM with a bass that was way above the legal decimal 
level. One booth across from me said he had "three pee spots in his booth the next morning". Even though 
none of us think it is a good fit for our area, I think that there would be fewer objections if they did an earlier 
thing, 9-11PM so the rest of us could rest up for our busy Saturday. The booth across from me had a Leave 
of Absence but normally have little children there. Please contact me so we can discuss how to resolve this 
issue. I am a strong believer that there are no problems, only solutions. We are all Fair Family and there 
should be solutions to keep our Fair the wonderful event it is.  
 
TEEN CREW 
Please provide some informational training for Teens on Teen Crew that are 18 and 19 years old. Please 
remind them they are adults, and they will be working with minors, some quite a bit younger, and that they 
NEED to be mindful of the appropriateness of their actions and words. One of my teens (15) confided to me 
during a shift that a 19 year old teen had relentlessly made highly inappropriate comments toward them all 
during their previous shift, going so far as suggesting they go back to the 19 year old's tent "to watch a 
movie" and suggesting they take photos of the 15 year old for a porn site, as well as comments about the 
"easy access" of the skirt they were wearing, among other things involving a snarky and badly veiled 
statement about pussy. UNACCEPTABLE.  
     Our crew leader handled the situation superbly, and I think the minor came away feeling heard, but also 
feeling that Teen Crew was leaving it up to them to decide to face the older person for an empty apology 
and decide their fate.  
     I'd like to give the 19-year-old some benefit of the doubt and feel they simply hadn't caught up with the 
fact that they are into adulthood and trying to be some cool, edgy, flirty teen isn't ok, but not really grasping 
the fact they were being inappropriate and making the other kid really freaked out. I had spent the previous 
day with the older teen, and they had mentioned how the pandemic had really impacted their social skills, 
which is true of many kids right now. 
     However, the other teen, the younger one, disagrees. They felt they were very clear & repeatedly 
reminding the older one they were in an adult/minor interaction and were basically acting like an A-hole, but 
the treatment continued. Anyway, I think 18/19-year-old teens on teen crew need some extra sort of training 
to remind them they are adults and can now get in real-ass trouble for their actions.  
 
TINKERBELL / TELEPHONES 
Also, might it be possible to include Cart Central in the Tinkerbell system and on the list of numbers 
distributed to Info booths? We had a situation Sunday evening regarding a cart with a flat tire. It took quite a 
while to get assistance to the person involved, partly because there was no obvious group to call. 
 
The lack of resources for my crew was really a strain on being able to communicate, function, and care for 
our wandering performers. I do appreciate that there were shortages everywhere on resources, but in the 
future access to communication and transportation resources would be incredibly helpful as our performers 
are not stationary and need to be transported/cared for throughout the fairgrounds. 
 
Water Crew needs to have our own radio channel, when we need to communicate about emergencies or 
shift check ins, we cannot be stuck waiting for other crews to finish their non time sensitive conversations. 
 
Water Crew needs their own radio channel on Day 1, please!  
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TRAFFIC 
The Monday morning exodus was much calmer, not sure if it was due to fewer of us or something new 
happened.  Nice to not have to deal with frayed nerves. 
 
Too many cars in the Fair on Monday. What if you have to present your Full Load Teddy to get back in on 
Monday? I know of one person who was hit and injured by a vehicle during the chaos. In addition, any 
emergency wouldn’t be very difficult to access with advanced care. 
  
One comment from today when we departed was there were traffic issues driving through the fair. In past 
years there was some limited traffic control and that worked well. Today, near the Ritz around 9ish, the 
Honey Buckets we're being cleaned, and the driver blocked the road. Several vehicles were stuck as they 
couldn't pass. If there was control at the top it would have prevented opposing traffic and prevented the 
congestion.  
 
Traffic: On Monday, it was mayhem.  Cars were driving into the chela from the usual one-way exit (I forget 
the name of the road that goes from Chela past the Hoarse Chorale was towing, and it was not good situ.  If 
the plan was to make a change, letting vendors know would be advantageous.  OR get someone on the 
gates, keeping the traffic going the correct way. When I got out there the very nice guy had no idea and 
wasn’t actually watching the gate. 
 
Traffic crew to work traffic on Monday, not leave it up to Security. 
 
On Monday after OCF, some idiots let vehicles drive east on Chickadee off Aero to access Entertainment 
camp to pack people out. People were exiting the 8 going west. There was no room for 2-way traffic. The 
people driving east did not yield. People driving east damaged the bladder at shower central. Vehicles 
driving east ignored the cones. I witnessed shower crew pulling cones out from under vehicles. The bladder 
is $1000 at minimum. There was no parking at entertainment camp anyway, what were those people going 
to do? 
 
People drove into the 8 on Monday to meet their friends for breakfast and left without loading anything.  
 
Traffic crew or whoever makes sure the 8 stays open for vehicle traffic for pack out Monday deserves an 
award! Best, easiest exit I have ever had.  
 
This is a perennial one, not specific to this year. For god's sake can we get some traffic engineers to figure 
out how to make the traffic pattern less Kafkaesque at the end of Fair? I would work on this if asked. Long 
long long long lines of slow-moving vehicles that did not need to be in the same lane - some only want to 
exit (we should make it supremely easy for people to LEAVE!), some want to go to Xavanadu or 
somewhere outside the 8, others need to get close in and park, or whatever.  And the mass transit (FARTs 
and whatever else) really needs a way to jump the line and be in an express lane.  
    For instance, a FART bus exits Outta Site or Dead Lot into the one lane going back towards the Fair, and 
then every single other vehicle exiting a row in Trotters gets in line in front of them, and then every vehicle 
exiting a row in Miss Piggy's breaks in front them, regardless of where they need to go, and so on, so the 
back of the line sits mired in exhaust for a long time without moving. We are smarter than this - let's figure 
out a way to make the traffic nightmare a little smoother and quicker. 
 
VOLUNTEER CONCERNS 
When the Square/Cash Wi-Fi wasn’t working, no one knew the status: Cliff’s working on it. A vendor 
standing in front of Doug at Registration called the main Fair number only to be directed to Doug at 
Registration.  
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      The vendor informed the person on the other end that she was standing at Booth Registration and No 
One on the crew was involved in any way with the Wi-Fi.  The person on the other end hung up on her.  
 
The lack of resources for my crew was really a strain on being able to communicate, function, and care for 
our wandering performers.  I do appreciate that there were shortages everywhere on resources, but in the 
future access to communication and transportation resources would be incredibly helpful as our performers 
are not stationary and need to be transported/cared for throughout the fairgrounds.  
 
Once again Pre/post was late by hours on Sunday night.  The shift ends at 12, Pre-post shows up whenever 
they like, often 1,2,3 in the morning.  It is unacceptable, and disrespectful. 
 
With the increasing cost of food, it would have been nice to see an increase in food voucher value. 
 
I wanted to touch base about T-shirts. I realize that printing the number of shirts we have is quite a feat, but 
these shirts look like they were screened one time and the print looks like it isn't going to last very many 
washes at all. A lot of crew tie dye their shirts and with a really thin screen print the tie dye process can fade 
and thin the print a lot. We work really hard and a lot of us keep these shirts as mementos and want them to 
last a long time, not just for the event. I am just requesting that we put a little more effort into the print jobs, 
so the quality looks better, and they last longer.  
 
I would like to add that I have several guys on my crew who are tall, and the Large and x Large T shirts are 
always too short for them. I know my crew is not the only one with this issue, so maybe adding in a tall 
option would be good so we can enjoy our shirts year-round.  
 
If shirt crew ever wants help creating the design I'd love to help! Tie dying before printing would be amazing 
too....  
  
The OCF volunteers are what makes this event happen. Although I do feel that OCF does do a lot to keep 
us safe during fair, I feel as though we are a second thought when it comes to budgeting. The food voucher 
per hour of work amounts have not increased in a decade while the price to eat has increased significantly. 
Around the time OCF should have been considering increasing the food voucher amounts they instead 
purchased the neighboring winery. Maybe taking care of the people who make this happen should have 
been higher on the list. I also think anyone giving up 5 plus days of their year to volunteer for this 
organization should be allowed to park, with the purchase of the winery OCF should offer any volunteer the 
ability to park. We work hard for you. The least you could do is allow us to park (for a fee) and pay a 
reasonable rate in food vouchers taking into consideration the rate of inflation.  
 
With inflation and the increasing cost of food, fair vouchers provided to volunteers covered very few meals 
over the weekend. I would like to see an increase in vouchers provided to our hard-working fair family.  
 
Con:  Not allowing +1's with backstage passes was very limiting, especially when crews were not given 
adequate passes, if they were given any at all.  
 
This year our crew received less all access and main stage passes than a typical year. As well as receiving 
fewer than normal, backstage passes did not work as a plus one this year. As a pre fair crew we do not 
typically receive vouchers so these passes are one of the few ways our coordinators and the fair can show 
appreciation for crew members that have worked above and beyond, many of us doing well over 200 hours 
of volunteering. 
 
Did think that the volunteers/staff were less lively than normal and boring however still professional and 
friendly when needed. Just figured it wasn’t usual volunteers due to vaccine issues.    
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I deeply appreciate everyone in management and other crews who took the time to answer our questions, 
share their resources, and support us during our many challenges. Looking forward to the conversations 
and plans to improve for 2023, and we welcome suggestions. 
 
The only feedback I have is the pre-fair work parties. I could only come to barrel washing because I live in 
Portland and they were announced without much advance, also were a couple instances where even if I did 
make it, I wouldn’t have been able to do anything because the supplies weren’t delivered (but that’s just fair 
sometimes!)  
 
I only saw one super drunk guy and he was crew. He was wasted the entire fair. (He spoke to me and told 
me he was very drunk.) It was interesting to notice him so obviously standing out in vibe from the rest.  
 
I had so much fun on the water crew this year and can’t wait to do it all again next year! 
 
The fewer volunteers did more than their weight of work. 
 
I was shocked to meet so many volunteers this year who had never even been to the Fair before...what is 
the future for those volunteers?  Will they be invited back?  How is that going to be decided? 
 
Also, is there support open to pre-fair staff during fair. (i.e.: is hospitality open to pre-fair staff during fair? for 
instance, the coffee or daily food at main camp?)   
    Additionally, after a certain number of (verified? approved?) volunteer hours, no staff member should 
have to work pre, during AND ALSO post fair. (for example, Ambiance Crew) it's exhausting and in the end, 
ineffective/inefficient. We're burning folks out and, in the end, it impacts the overall experience of our festival 
goers if burned-out volunteers don't show up for shifts.  
 
The volunteers as always did an amazing job even with the very challenging conditions and circumstances. 
  
The volunteers deserve more considerations and gratitude. 
I think first-years workers could have had more support regarding how to more easily do the move in 
process; carts by the sticker booth and parking in Trotters is a long, hot haul; that could maybe be a little 
easier for them. 
 
I had biked out to Fair to work on Monday, July 4th, counting on lunch being served only to be told that 
there was no lunch, only the 5pm BBQ, which was after my shift had ended and when I needed to be biking 
home again. I heard from others that that is what they normally do, so perhaps thought everyone would 
know that, however I was not the only person there working who expected lunch and was left working 
hungry. Maybe there could be a big sign posted with all of the food things so people can be more in the 
know? And then doing a better job of bringing food to those who are working and can't take breaks on 
Wednesday and Thursday. 
 
We arrived at Fair Wednesday, July 6, about 8:30 am. As expected, a greeter waved us by Aero to Bus Rd. 
where we found about a dozen cars parked on the shoulder and few more facing East on the other side 
waiting to enter. There was greeter and the gate was closed. Curious as to what was up, I spoke with the 
greeter. I mentioned the hazard of the cars on the shoulder and asked if she could open the gate and she 
replied that she didn’t have a key and didn’t have a radio to request help. She jumped on her bicycle and 
rode down to Aero. I saw her chatting with the greeter there and then he started waving cars down Aero to 
enter Fair. I turned around and turned onto Aero. At the Greeter Shack there were about 1/2 dozen tee 
shirts appearing confused around a Honey Bucket truck. One was repeatedly yelling out “anyone know 
where The Mothership is?” I replied in the affirmative, asked for a map and indicated where it was. The 
information was passed to the Honey Bucket driver, and it entered Fair clearing the backup.   
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    I was very surprised that, at Bus Rd, a greeter was stationed by a locked gate with no ability to open it. I 
was also surprised that at the Greeter Shack there was no one familiar enough with Fair to know where The 
Mothership was and since they were crowd sourcing its location, apparently no radio to call Fair Central and 
find out. As the commercial vehicle entrance into Fair on Wednesday, the Greeter Shack should be staffed 
with folks who know Fair and have radios.  
    I do commend them on allowing Aero entry until, I assume, the Bus Rd gate was opened. 
 
I was so excited. I was going to Oregon Country Fair after many years since my last visit. My friend was 
accepted as a vendor for the first time, and she secured for me a Dragon Voucher and day worker pass. 
The last time I attended, my friend Cindra Madison was there with her husband Tom and their kids. I 
imagined walking around the Fair and talking to Cindra and honoring her with my beating heart in a place 
she loved. Cindra lost her battle with pancreatic cancer and this particular admittance was going to be a 
hyphenated reunion.  
     I drove 83 miles from my house and was smiling ear to ear as I entered Aero Road where I was greeted 
by the volunteers wishing me a good morning, welcoming me back and telling me to have a wonderful time, 
and my favorite, “welcome home.”  My excitement grew as I knew truly, I was home.   
     I held my documents out the window: my proof of vaccination card, my photo ID and most especially, my 
Dragon Voucher/day pass. The very friendly young lady told me to pull ahead and talk to “that guy up there 
in the overalls.”  As I drew near this overall wonderful person in his overalls, I uttered my documents by 
handing them out my vehicle window and he regarded them as though I had done the right thing. It seemed 
as though I had fulfilled the requirements and went onto the next step. So he said, “Parking is $15.”  That’s 
all he said. I hesitated. He caught on that I had some confusion and offered, “Oh and you pay me here.” 
Being 26% autistic, language has to be very specific for me and I need all the words in the right order to 
fully comprehend what a person means when they simply say the words, “Parking is $15.”  I thought he was 
just giving me information and letting me know what was coming up. Once he said he was the guy to pay for 
parking, I understood what was going on, I handed him a $20 bill, he gave me a five-dollar bill back as 
change and off I went having satisfied, or so I thought, the presentation of my documents and paying for my 
parking spot. 
     I WAS TOTALLY STOKED! Sadly, I would later find out that I was also totally wrong.  
     The parking was magnificently organized and very well-orchestrated. I was directed to my parking spot. 
Having satisfied the requirement of presenting my documents, or so I thought, I left my Covid card in my 
vehicle because I didn’t want to take a chance of losing it while inside. The seven-minute walk took me to 
the woman who was handing out Covid bracelets. She asked for my COVID vaccination card. I told her I 
had already shown it to the parking guy, and she said, “Oh, no. You show it here. And I cannot let you in 
without seeing it.” 
     But that’s OK, I was at Oregon Country Fair! A small glitch in communication. No big deal. So, I walked 
the 7 minutes back to my vehicle, retrieved the card, and then headed 7 minutes back to the blue bracelet 
hander-outer who then slapped my blue freedom band around my right wrist with a big smile and wishing 
me a wonderful time once inside. I showed her my Dragon Voucher/day pass and she said that she doesn’t 
have anything to do with those. She then told me to proceed to admission.  
     I walked the short distance from the Covid bracelet lady to admission where I presented my Dragon 
Voucher/day pass. The delightful young woman looked at the pass and told me she didn’t know anything 
about it. She said this is where you show your ticket. She asked me if I had a ticket. I told her I did not have 
a ticket. She told me that tickets are no longer sold at the fair. She told me they have to be ordered online or 
purchased at various local stores. Finally, to be really sure that there would be no hope, she told me 
Saturday was sold out. She referred me to the tent with the blue and white stripes where I could speak with 
someone in troubleshooting and maybe they could help me.  
     I walked from admission to the tent with the blue and white stripes and spoke to the guy, a very nice guy, 
in troubleshooting. I showed him my Dragon Voucher day worker pass and he told me that that was not a 
ticket. I said I know it’s not a ticket because it says “no admission” right on the voucher. He told me I had to 
have a ticket, or I cannot be admitted. Then he removed his verbal hope-beheading sword from its scabbard 
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and told me Saturday is sold out. He said I might be able to ask somebody if they have an extra ticket. (I 
was however not prepared to hold out hope for monkeys to come flying out of my butt.) 
     I went from feeling unbridled excitement and joy to feeling dejected, defeated, deflated and quite frankly, 
acutely depressed. I was, in an instant, castigated to a 4D experience of doom (“Doom”, might as well make 
that 5Ds).  
     I went from the elation of the wedding ceremony to suffering the realization that my bride had cheated on 
me during the honeymoon. (Not that there’s anything wrong with that if everyone agrees and it’s totally 
consensual. But I am morbidly straight and hopelessly not open minded to the notion.) Also, I was now 
faced with having to go home.  
     I wanted to cry. I felt so sad. I had planned my outfit and everything. Actually, I bought it at a secondhand 
store, but I got at least five compliments from people as I was walking from my vehicle to the admissions 
booth. That kind of attention made me feel even more excited. So, the final 7-minute walk of shame back to 
my car was all the more painful.  
     I was sending my vendor friend texts throughout my admissions ordeal but turns out she was not able to 
reply because she had no cell service at her booth. It wasn’t until today that she was able to reply and what 
she told me made things hurt even worse. She told me she had purchased a ticket and there had been one 
all along waiting for me at the will call. Her daughter even remarked to her that she saw my name on the list 
at the will call and was excited about getting to see me again. They wondered what was taking me so long.  
      So, as I think about this, some suggestions come to mind, and they all lead to making sure everyone is 
on the same page.  
     Had the guy taking the parking money simply said something like, “Oh, you don’t show those documents 
here. Someone will ask you when you get to the table where they are handing out Covid bracelets. Oh, and 
by the way, that Dragon Voucher pass means that you have a ticket waiting for you and you will want to pick 
that ticket up at will call. Lucky for you, we received training about those vouchers.”  But he didn’t because 
he didn’t know. 
     Had the wonderful woman at the Covid bracelet table said words like, “Oh, I see you have the Dragon 
Voucher pass. Lucky for you, we received training about those vouchers. Just take that up to will call where 
there will be a ticket waiting for you.” But she didn’t because she didn’t know.  
     Had the wonderful woman at the admissions table said words like, “Oh, I see you have the Dragon 
Voucher.  Lucky for you, we received training about those vouchers. Just take that up to will call and there 
will be a ticket waiting for you. But she didn’t, because she didn’t know.  
     And finally, if those three people didn’t know what they were doing and what a Dragon Voucher pass 
really was, you’d think that the troubleshooting guy, of all people, would’ve said something like, “Oh, I see 
you have a Dragon Voucher daytime worker pass. Lucky for you, we received training about those 
vouchers. This means there’s a ticket waiting for you right over there at will call. Just step over there and 
pick up your ticket. Have a wonderful time. Good thing I knew this information, or you’d be driving home by 
now.”  But he didn’t because he didn’t know. 
     When my friend called me today and told me that those people should’ve known that you can’t possess 
a Dragon Voucher day worker pass without a ticket first having been purchased, I would not have had to 
drive home feeling so awful. And sitting here just thinking that there was a ticket waiting for me the entire 
time, this is indeed a bitter pill to swallow. Not the edible I was planning on swallowing once admitted with 
that ticket that had been sitting there waiting for me to pick up.  
     My vendor friend apologized to me because she didn’t receive my messages until Sunday. She says 
there was no service at her booth location and was in fact wondering what was keeping me but could not 
get a signal to ask.  She realized she needed to tell me there was a ticket waiting for me. So yes, there was 
a breakdown in communication from her as well. But still, there were four other opportunities for me to hear 
about my ticket waiting for me at will call, but they didn’t know.      That’s all I got. 
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WANNA JOIN FAIR 
I'd also love to help work future fairs. Please feel free to contact me.  
 
Looking forward to the years to come and hoping to find a space for ourselves on a crew when we have 
some time! 
 
Post Fair next year I'd be happy to help in the office to answer questions that come in and do admin work. It 
feels like the office@ address could be answered and that might give people more of a sense that there's a 
there, there. 
 
I would love to find a way to be a volunteer next year, specifically in childcare or as a performer for children, 
as I have over a decade of children's theater education and performance experience under my belt. I don't 
know if this is the appropriate forum to let you know, but I figured it wouldn't hurt! 
 
I'd love to bring my laptop and be able to set up somewhere for about an hour a day to moderate our (FB) 
group. It was the place where people were selling each other tickets; making connections; finding rides, etc. 
I had an interesting experience having to leave Fair early this year. Here's my write up of the experience. 
https://conta.cc/3yANHAJ 
 
WATER 
As a nighttime Fair wanderer, I would also love it if water stations were marked with the same neon water 
drops, they have in Xavanadu (or something similar). It's so hard to find them in the dark. 
 
I like having more hand washing stations, but we need more! Not just near the bathrooms, but maybe in 
other areas of camping sites (did not see anything of the like in the meadow)  
 
Need more water filling stations and informing the public to carry lots of water bottles / water backpacks.  
 
One idea is to have better signage for potable water at night (like get ambiance crew to make a consistent 
light that marks the spot). Hydration for merrymakers is a real good thing. More potable water fountains in 
general would be a good thing. 
 
More highly visible drinking water stations would have been helpful.  I brought some with me, but not 
enough for the whole day on Friday (I am only a day-tripper). 
  So, I started to get some early signs of heat stress (there was only a little breeze & the humidity was a bit 
high on Friday) and so I made a decision to leave a bit early because I couldn't figure out where drinking 
water was available.  I did appreciate getting "misted" when I made it to the bus stop to leave.  I was getting 
really red in the face, walking slower and slower, starting to lose focus, etc.  
 
The reservoir needs a thorough evaluation for structural damage (major break at the shut off valve on the 
rez based on July 1st caused water delivery delays, and multiple cracks discovered). MUST HAVE THE 
STAIRS/RAILING INSTALLED before 2023 Fair. 
 
Water available in more locations  
 
Maybe a few more misters would be nice for next year?  
 
My Favorite new thing at fair was the hot water hand-washing station in Miss Piggy lot, although it was 
inconvenient that it closed between 10 pm and 6 am. Next year there should be way more of those. There 
should definitely be more hand-washing stations in general, it felt like there were less than usual because 
many of them were broken or out of order.  
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Infrastructure feedback: had no water to wash hands at the six-pack next to Youth Stage until Sunday when 
i went to Fair Central to get the basic health and safety code fixed. 
 
I have been trying to raise awareness of the need for better sanitation in the camping lots for years (been on 
this crew for 20+ years). THANK YOU SO VERY MUCH (!) for the hot water hand washing stations in Piggy 
Lot. Thank you also for the upgraded crew showers truck. These were both game changers. However, the 
hand washing station closed around 10pm & did not open until the morning. It was not running until maybe 
around Wednesday before Fair. They closed on Sunday early due to a malfunction, but barring the 
malfunction, the operators told me they would have stayed through Monday after Fair but were only hired 
through Sunday afternoon. 
     With a camping crowd this size, serious sanitation needs start at least by Monday before Fair, remain 
through at least Monday evening after Fair, & they don't disappear when the sun goes down. PLEASE 
figure out how to have the hot water hand washing station 24/7 & starting Monday before Fair through 
Monday after Fair. Maybe this requires 2 trucks. And this is just one camping lot. We had people coming 
from Far Side to wash & shower at the Piggy trucks... 
 
Was unable to get a hand washing station for our backstage (Stage Left) Honey Buckets.  Had to use 
drinking water barrels for handwashing, which may have contributed to spread of Covid. Talked with 
HoneyBucket people, spoke with QM who said, "we are on it."  Nothing. 
 
Water available in more locations. 
 
Maybe a few more misters would be nice for next year?  
 
The water faucet strawbales at the upper 8 were decommissioned by 10:30 am on Monday morning. This is 
a critical time for Fair staff and vendors to stay hydrated as we load out. 
 
The Water Crews I saw out and about were on point, using clear commands, and well-staffed. Very safe! 
Fair was absolutely amazing. More water filling stations and informing the public to carry lots of water 
bottles / water backpacks.  
 
WEBSITE 
The View All Events link should list all known events for the current & subsequent year.  At present it only 
shows events happening during the current month.  The slightly darker peach font on top of a light peach 
background is difficult for older eyes to read. 
 
WHITE BIRD 
Surprised to see the Xavanadu White Bird station close in the early morning, given the number of people in 
the meadows at that time of night. 
 
WI-FI / IT 
Please, though, we need better cell reception. I lost many sales due to not being able to take cards. It 
should be a priority. Smaller crowds and more internet. 
 
The not so good: Wi-Fi___33 sucked. 
 
This year the fair did not have the WI-FI system for craft vendors working. On Friday we were told that it 
was just a password problem and that the fair was working on it. By Saturday it became clear that the WI-FI 
system had not been a priority and that it was not working at all. 
    Many craft vendors including myself rely on being able to get an internet connection in order to process 
credit cards which have become more common now that people carry less cash. The WI-FI system has 
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worked for us in past years, so I know that the fair can make it work again. If the fair wants to keep high 
quality craft vendors, they need to make being able to take credit cards easy.  
    I also want to encourage the fair to reach out to the cell phone companies to boost their capacity in the 
area of the fair during the fair. I know many other large events like the fair bring in portable cell phone 
towers to support the volume of people using their phones during the event. That way people can use Apps 
that have the music schedules on them so as to reduce the amount of paper Peach Pits that have to be 
printed.  
 
The horrid cell and Wi-Fi situation. I have had Verizon for 7 years, and never has it been this bad.  I 
suppose Verizon towers may have changed over the past 3 years, and you can’t do anything about that.  I 
had ZERO service on Wednesday.  Before any public arrived.  
    I was unable to tether or use my data.  Had to manually write everything charge down.  Not everyone is 
keen for that.  I lost about 400.00 in sales over the weekend due to the lack of ability to accept digital 
purchases, not even Venmo. PLUS, fees are higher for manual entries, so it cost me more, and I had to 
take a chance the charges would go through (they did, thank goodness)  
    The Wi-Fi___33 has never been solid in the meadow.  I thought with the expansion of Xavanadu, more 
effort would go into this area, but chela did not function al all the entire week & weekend. Can this be 
examined?  Maybe work with Cliff to find a solution? 
 
Internet/Wi-Fi___33 spotty to very poor coverage. We sell blown glass; we need to be able to process credit 
cards. With Wi-Fi___33 issues, this becomes very challenging. Also, we have a tween in our booth, need to 
be able to receive calls/texts in a timely manner to parent. I understand there are temporary cell tower 
boosters that can be brought in site for the event. These are routinely used at duck games. And/or: upgrade 
Wi-Fi___33 for vendors!! We are unable to utilize this service, as it isn’t allowing us on, with  
correct password. I did seek help from info booth, but issue remains unresolved.  
 
As you no doubt know; dire:  internet connection -nonexistent for vendors/ caused loss of income! Please 
do what you can to remedy for next year!?  
Verizon. I know you know. I spent an hour on the phone with Customer Service and then Tech Support. 
Tech Support claims that phones continually ping their towers for a signal is what determines whether to put 
up a COW and that there is no local input on the decision. Is this true? Does the Fair not have input? I 
relayed to Verizon the rumor that Lane Fire complained about 911 calls not going through and this is what 
prompted the installation of the COW. The Tech referred back to the phone pinging explanation. I got 
nowhere from there. 
 
Even though it was wonderful there were some MAJOR issues that need to be taken care of- I know we 
haven’t had a fair in 2 years, but these should have been taken care of WEEKS before the fair.  
    You know you are going to have vendors who are selling crafts & food, get the wi-fi situation figured out 
ahead of time. Us vendors pay a lot of money to the fair should not have to stress out about it! Rent some 
cell towers!  
    The wi-fi password needs to be ready & given out to vendors AT registration- I should not have to track it 
down I have to get my booth ready & I don’t have time to go on an Easter egg hunt.  
    Once I finally got the password I connected once then nothing. I called registration on Thursday; they 
said they were working on it. I got an email giving me the password- which wasn’t the same. I called 
registration again- they said again they were working on it- I said, “this is not good” The person said, “I 
know, this is a vendors’ fair.” I told him the password in the email did not match the password I was given on 
Thursday- he looked at his paperwork and said, “you’re right”. I stopped at Odyssey on my way to my 
camping spot on Friday evening. I asked about the Wi-Fi the person said & I quote “that’s as good as it’s 
going to get.” WOW!! The Wi-Fi NEVER worked, completely unacceptable. I had to keep telling my buyers 
to go to the ATM- extremely embarrassing & I worried what if they ran out of money! 
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We had no Verizon service on Friday which extremely impacted our communication with our station (KRVM) 
and engineers. 
 
No internet from Wednesday to Saturday. (Verizon) 
 
The first issue is a wifi available for venders. I have Verizon and didn't have any cellular or wifi.  
Losing a sale because I couldn't take an electronic transfer was really frustrating. I doubt Verizon 
will put up a tower for me but I'm hoping the fair could offer Wi-Fi, so this won't happen again. 
 
The last-minute internet service upgrade at Waui worked very well for us. 
 
INTERNET SERVICE - my internet service was slow, but tolerable from Mon -Thurs leading up to fair.  Fri, 
Sat Sun, Mon of fair download times were pitiful and streaming a movie or TV show was dismal.  I use 
spectrum, and typically our speeds are fast enough to support 3 gaming computers, 1 movie unit, and 3 cell 
phones/iPads.  But the week of fair it was only 1 player at a time.   
    Clearly something must be done to support NORMAL service for the local community.  I’m not asking for 
anything extra, or above and beyond, just what I normally have.  And the Saturday added cell tower didn’t 
seem to have an impact. Thank you.  
 
I'd like a 'How to switch to a paperless OCF for Dummies' tutorial. I don’t have a computer, only a phone, i 
have to borrow children to help me figure out your emails. You are assuming we all know how. A 'we used 
to do it this way on this date, now we do it this way on this date' transitional explanation would have helped 
me. 
 
Wi-Fi___33 password for the vendors dedicated network to do business never worked but had a strong 
signal, frustrating as hell!  the fair family network connected but had no internet access.... 
From a Fair neighbor -- I love fair. I’m not a fair hater. BUT I do have to agree the cell phone connectivity 
was down to ZERO. I could not get 1 call or text to go thru at all Thurs - Mon.  Now the Mon-Tues-Wed 
leading up to fair, the text would hold for hours, then go thru late at night.  Phone calling via cell phone was 
nonexistent.   
 
WRISTBANDS 
There are a few crews with the word Ambiance in their name. This was pretty confusing for performers, 
registration, and volunteers. It would be great if this could be sorted out better.  
 
There was a sign near Troubleshooters that said that 11- and 12-year-olds needed to be wrist banded or 
they would be swept out, but the only wristbands given to these youngsters were the little kid ones made of 
Tyvek and they weren't consistently given. A lot of people were confused. Youth wristbands or putting teen 
bands on older looking youth would be better. 
 
Youth Confusion. There was confusion about putting camping wristbands on our Tween population. Signs 
out at the sticker booth said yes. Troubleshooters said no. Some older looking 12-year-old kids (friends of 
my 12-year-old) had trouble at the sweep line because they were perceived as older than 12 but didn't have 
a teen bracelet. We need to come together on this and have a consistent policy and message. I think we 
should band 11+ like we have always done. The kids in this age group can look anywhere from 9-15 
(depending on the kid AND on who is looking at them). 
 
YEAR-ROUND PROGRAMMING 
I've lived in Eugene for many years. This city has a lot more potential than it's living up to. One of the most 
unfortunate things is the lack of year-round OCF presence in Eugene. It really has been a missed 
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opportunity for this city. Eugene is about 10 miles from one of the continent's best art and music festivals, 
but walking around Eugene, you would have no idea. Why?! Eugene should have an area designated for 
larger than life, great OCF art installations. Furthermore, it would be great if there is a cool stage with 
Country Fair-like performances most of the year. I even have a great name for the block in town for it: "The 
Oregon Country Square"! As an example, Reno is pretty close to Burning Man, and they rightfully embraced 
it to make the city much better. They have great Burning Man art pieces around downtown, and they have 
something called "The playa art walk." Including this art made Reno more beautiful and exciting. I hope 
Eugene and OCF can get together and make this happen. Eugene could really benefit from some great 
positive and exciting stuff like this! 
 
XAVANADU 
A suggestion might be a few more shady spaces, especially in Xavanadu -- there are quite a lot 
everywhere, of course, but they get filled quickly. A few more canopied spaces for picnicking and resting 
would be appreciated in those blazing areas.  
 
I love how Xavanadu's night-light scene has pulled some of that glow/electro energy out of the 8 at night - at 
times, it felt positively acoustic around CV, which I really loved. 
 
I also loved Xavanadu! More open space to relax is always a good thing.  
 
On Saturday night I witnessed many gators and two trucks / SUV driving through Xavanadu and the 8. It 
feels unsafe to have anyone but emergency services operating while it's dark and many people are under 
the influence.  
 
I missed Odyssey of Sound but loved this year’s art installations in Xavanadu. 
 
Oh, and LOVED the Indian dance leader guy. His show was a blast! 
 
In Xavanadu on Saturday afternoon there was an act that I viewed as inappropriate for a family venue and 
also, in my opinion, violated the OCF code of conduct of non-violence.  This may not have been an 
approved roaming entertainer since it is not unusual that someone puts out a hat for donations for their 
performance that is not an authorized performance.  This woman was, however, wearing a staff or booth 
wristband.   
       She was dressed similar to a belly dancer with a veil covering her face, bare midriff and legs, and 
obviously had belly dance experience as she would barely move except to do an occasional belly roll or flip 
her hip.  She had a sign on the ground in front of her that said 'Choose your Weapon' with three lines below 
with 1-, 2- and 3-dollar signs and was holding a sword and a stapler.  She also had a 1–2-inch gash on her 
right thigh that seems to have come from a mishap with the sword. 
       I stopped momentarily wondering what the sign meant.  In just a few seconds a little girl who was 
probably 8 or 9 put a dollar in her collection plate and started to walk away.  The woman performing never 
spoke but gestured the child to come back and proceeded to point to the sign.  The child pointed to the 
three-dollar signs line.  At that point the performer handed the child a stapler, the heavy-duty kind, put the 
dollar bill on her thigh and had the child staple the dollar bill to her thigh.   
     I was mortified at what kind of an example this was for children watching. Even the jugglers who handle 
dangerous objects address with the children watching to not try the act at home because it is dangerous.  
This act reminded me of what, when I was growing up, would have been hawked at circus as a freak side 
show.    
      I am only sorry I did not think at the time to try to contact the BUMs to find out if this was actually a juried 
act [I have a hard time believing that it was] or an unauthorized performance that should have been 
stopped. 
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MEH 
I was raised in the counterculture and was expecting something...more? IDK. All I saw were things I've seen 
before. Where is the imagination? I do love the conservation of the land part. 
 
Nope, not best fair ever.  Between coping with severe Covid out- breaks, protocols and precautions, the 
weather, and new staff some of whom are not familiar with our customs and quirks, it was the hardest lift off 
and set down ever.  And we did it.  In some ways successfully, in others, not so much. "Fair Family" is a 
clearly and elite group of folks with special status and seating. To me, everyone who attends is "Fair 
Family." Especially all those who pay full price to make this happen.  
Whatever. Have your elitist group. 
 
Thanks for listening! 
 
KUDOS & POSITIVE VIBRATIONS 
So happy to return to Fair this year and spend time with friends in our beautiful camp in Alice's Wonderland. 
We did not expect a 100% return to normal, so we feel that you did a great job making it happen for 2022. 
 
So great to have had the chance to finally return to the fair and huge props to the crews that kept it so nice 
for us! 
 
White Bird did an incredible job, as always. So much gratitude for them. 
 
Hats off to the sanitation crew who kept politics park clean and stocked all the time.  vast improvement. 
 
Kudos to recycling crew, great work done by great people! 
 
Food booths, take a bow.  thank you all. 
 
Big thanks to the feedback coordinator who has done such a good job for such a long time. 
I think there were some nice improvements in the infrastructure that made the fair easier for our crew (Solar 
Stages). Some small (?) things like Crew services picking up and delivering the beverages for our crew of 
office and 2 stages. In the past we had to deliver every night. 
          The sense and working of cooperation this year was great. We all knew we might be struggling with 
staffing and illness issues so the minute someone needed something it seemed people were willing to step 
in.  
     After a 3-year break people seemed interested in making adjustments and looking to improve. It 
sometimes feels like we do things just because that’s how they were always done. 
     This was my first year being on site 24/7 beginning on Tuesday morning. There was even more to 
appreciate about all the hard work all the crews were doing. 
     My thanks to all the crews for their hard work. I am sure many of the new staff contributed to the smooth 
running of this crazy year’s fair. Thank You! See you in 2023 
 
The good: Reg rocked it!!!! Easy peasy lines, did their damndest with in person communication, great 
attitudes with welcome home vibes.  
 
I think this was the best year ever!  
 
I love us all! Thank you for reading! 
 
All in all, great Fair! 
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To everyone that worked their butts off to make this fair happen, THANK YOU. XO 
 
It was a magical fair tho, and I’m so grateful for the magic.  
 
Well done! Fair was great; so grateful to participate. Thank you, everyone 
 
Everyone did a great job!! Logistics of it all was great!! Look forward to next year.  
 
YES! I deeply appreciate all of the efforts that Fair Family made to put on this Fair after a long layover. It 
was truly one for the ages; "psycho-spiritual rejuvenation" barely scratches the surface. Thank you and see 
you all on the 8 next year. 
 
Keep up the good work. You are all amazing.  
 
Fair was incredible as always! So thankful and relieved; really needed this in my life again. 
 
So incredibly Grateful for all the hard work it took to make this happen after the long break.  I hope it's never  
gone again! Thanks, from the bottom of our "peachy hearts"! XOXO 
 
Much thanks to all the volunteers & folks who put this all together.  
 
I’ve went to fair every year for the last five years and it’s always such an amazing experience! The energy is 
unmatched! There was so much room and I felt I could actually breathe. Thank you to all the people that 
make this happen! 
 
Overall: I feel like everyone was doing their best in these uncertain times and I am grateful everyone 
showed up and did the dang thing! Next year we can all do better, and I hope, breathe a little easier. Feel 
more secure as a community. Thank you OCF, till next time! 
 
Kudos to everyone who worked hard to make it soooo fun!  
 
All and all, it was a most magical time to welcome the family back after the Covid break.  Love being a part 
of such an awesome experience! 
 
This was my first year attending. I was new to the area the year covid struck and a friend insisted I go with 
her. I'm so glad I did! It was a blast.  Thank you for allowing people to be open and free to express who they 
are. I've never been to a place so excepting of all people 
 
Excellent fair! Kudos to all the volunteers and staff who made it possible to have such a beautiful recovery 
from the tribulations of the past 3 years. 
 
All in all, it was a great fair and I am grateful for all the hard work that went into preparing the land for the 
annual journey to see family and friends and find that special something to bring home for remembrance.   
 
I am usually a positive and optimistic person. Please know I appreciate everyone.  It takes a huge village to 
pull off a show of this magnitude. 
 
I had a great time at fair this year and I can't wait for next year. A big thank you and much love to all the 
staff<3 
 
There was so much kindness. I hope that this can be remembered throughout the year. 
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Thanks for making it happen this year!  
 
I am thankful to all the volunteers, vendors, musicians, and crew for all the work it took to bring it back this 
year. It was incredible!  
 
So much love and respect for all the volunteers that keep the magic alive. 
 
People put out so much effort to make it happen and it did, and it was fabulous. I'm so glad I came, tho it 
was very difficult for me to get there; I’ve been participating since 1970! Thank you for being so peachy!  
 
The music, shows, and seeing old friends is what it’s about. Thank you. 
 
Amazing Fair!  Management did a FANTASTIC job! 
 
Reconnecting  
 
Absolutely loved it! The absolute best experience I have ever been a part of! It felt so much like a 
community, family, the love is real! Thank you for letting me have this experience!  
 
Great Fair, especially after two years away. So lovely to be there again. Everything was so lovely, and 
everyone was so welcoming. 
 
So good to be back after the last two years!!  Incredible work done by all.  
 
I just got back from my 1st fair ever, where I also had the privilege of vending my jewelry & wanted to take a 
moment to thank you all for providing us with such a sweet & well-thought-out, unique experience.  
I'm here to give my thanks to everyone who works so hard to bring us such a great time. It's a truly beautiful 
& enriching experience. Looking forward to next year! 
Everyone was so loving and gracious all fair. 
 
Thank you everyone for your hard work and positive, fun, attitude. 10/10 will return! Loved it 
 
Thursday evening: Provided amazing support during my physical/emotional meltdown--compassionate 
listening, effective problem-solving, encouragement, love. They stayed with me even when off shifts, helped 
me pack up my stuff, called me an Uber, drove me to it. Eric stayed there until I was in the car (even paid 
for it!!). They gave me the strength to get through a very challenging episode, and the hope and love to 
come back (after 2 days of rest at home). I feel I had an encounter with real Angels. 
 
Thank you for your hard work. Fair was restorative and beautiful this year.  
 
Thank you to everyone who puts in endless hours to make this family reunion happen!!! 
 
Big shout out to the new OM for stepping up to a huge job in the most challenging of times. Give that guy a 
bonus and a raise.  
 
I cannot thank leadership enough for all their work and contingency plans made with the unpredictable 
weather and Covid conditions - what an incredible year this was  
 
Everyone one was very friendly and helpful, lot of love at the OCF, very magical!! 
 
Fair was beautiful this year. Keep up all your hard work!! 
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Anywho, love you guys and thank you for ALL YOU ALL DO. Onward through the fog. Hope springs eternal. 
 
Wow, family! We did it again! The good was so very, very good. It would be a long list to feedback all the 
good things, so I will focus on where we could make adjustments to make the good even better. But these 
were mere blips in a beautiful Family Reunion that filled my cup and was deeply restorative for me and my 
family in many, many ways. 
 
Thank you, all lovely people.  We listened to great music, saw great shows, ate great food, met kind people, 
bought beautiful hand made things, and had a fair-ly grand time.       
 
Thank you all for all you do! I hope these comments are taken in the spirit of love, good health, inclusivity, & 
uplifting our Home away from home experiences. 
 
I appreciate the massive amount of work it takes to make magic. 
 
Fair made it! Great job working with 50% newbies.  
 
Always my gratitude and respect for Main Camp Kitchen Crew!!!!!   
 
Special kudos to all the pre-fair site workers. 
 
Best. Fair. Ever. I'm blessed to be among family who get to say these three words...for some it's been 
(almost) every year of your lives, and some of us have just gotten a taste. It is YOU! Thank you (and ewe) 
for building the best home anyone could ever make! After an extremely difficult previous fair, metamorphic 
life transition, and loooooong pandemic hibernation, I have been brought to tears with love and gratitude 
every day since arriving last Wednesday. Yes, there were logistical challenges, same as it ever was, but 
this fair provided the experience I needed to bring me home. I wish all of you get to experience the love and 
appreciation you bestowed upon me this fair. Thank you for rocking my love muscles! 
 
Thank you for listening and thank you for another wonderful fair! 
 
It was a fantastic year. It felt like everyone pulled together to make it happen and it was wonderful to see 
everyone. 
 
Thanks for all you do to make Fair awesome. I've been coming for years and it's one of my favorite things in 
life. I do what I can to enhance the experience for others all year long and I hope I get to stay for the whole 
thing next year. Btw, Paul Trebach has been moderating the group I mentioned above for 12 years? The 
guy needs a statue. The group has 33,333 members at the moment.  It's a great way to get the word out to 
the community if you ever need that.  
 
Thank you all for all the hard work. So much to do and with the challenges of the rainy weather it is amazing 
how much was pulled off so quickly. It was a wonderful fair and I appreciate everyone so much. Peace and 
love.  
 
I love the fair and I look forward to it being even better next year. 
 
Otherwise, there was very little problems from people who didn't really know their jobs~ thanks for 
everything! 
 
It was so good to be back! I needed that and I think everyone else did too! 
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Thank you OCF! <3 
 
It was really wonderful to be back.  Thanks to everyone who helped to make it all happen.  It was looking 
pretty sketchy requiring a lot of frantic troubleshooting, but we pulled it off.  A big thanks to all of the people 
who filled in for the unvaccinated. 
 
Loved the fair.  Great volunteers and looked forward to another year.  
 
A huge thank you to staff, board, volunteer crew coordinators and members (newbies and longtime 
volunteers alike) for your work to make OCF 2022 one of the best, if not THE BEST Fair in my over 40 fairs.  
 
Great job putting together a Fair under such difficult circumstances!  Most things were great, or 
understandably wonky.  Thanks again for putting on a great Fair! 
I know to keep our Permit we didn't have a choice about whether or not to have an event, but it didn't have 
to be SO GREAT to meet the requirement, so I have tremendous gratitude for how much people put into it.   
     Again, I am full of gratitude, and still feeling the afterglow of social nearness, human connection, a place 
where shared joy, beauty, play, magic, self-expression reign above divisiveness, isolation, violence. Cannot 
wait for next year!! 
 
It was a wonderful event with a LOT of happy people. What a great vibe. It was a well-oiled machine with a 
great outcome. Every Staff member and Volunteer should be proud of what they pulled off in one of the 
most challenging years ever with inside and outside forces working to make the Fair not happen. Extra 
effort was required to overcome these forces and it worked. Well done! If we hadn't gotten the SVG it 
wouldn't have looked/felt like it did. What would have happened without it? Thanks for all who were involved 
positively with getting this grant especially Kirsten. Thank everyone involved again for putting on a great 
show! Good job! Let's do it again next year! 
 
It was a wonderful fair, the best ever. I appreciate all that the staff and volunteers do and have great respect 
for all of you.  
 
It was a wonderful Fair.  There were some things not so good...      
 
The overall vibe and program were great. 
 
The Fair staff were fabulous! Thank you again for making it happen. 
 
Our booth had to be moved from Upper River Loop after 30+ years in that location. Your crew was 
AMAZING in making the move effortless (well, nearly effortless.) We LOVE our new location! We realize 
your support staff was shorthanded, but there was no shortage of great spirit of cooperation and joy!! From 
the outside looking in, the foundational operation was superb; COULD NOT HAVE BEEN BETTER! We 
want to commend your planning staff, operations, coordination and ALL the hands that brought our Fair 
alive again! With deepest gratitude, we Thank Each and Every One of You!!! 
 
Thanks to Site Crew, Vegmanecs, Archaeology and Construction 
 
It was good to see our gathering sparkle once again! 
 
I help out at other festivals, but OCF takes the cake on organization! I love how everyone works together to 
help created the magic year after year.  
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As a long time Fair Family Member - since 1975 - I have seen and experienced many changes.  The fair 
this year was great in that we were able to gather together once again and see old friends. 
 
The negativity of the social media forums was all but forgotten during the Fair. The expressions of 
appreciation, so sorely missed in those forums was loud at the Fair. The levels of tolerance for whatever 
was missing was high. 
 
Wonderful Fair. The kids were as beautiful and as happy as ever. The adults were so pleased to be there, 
and they recognized the rarity of the experience. 
 
I have been volunteering for over 20 years and have moved my life across the country to be closer to our 
beloved event. Please make it a priority to keep this event and the pre-Fair fun and worthwhile for the youth 
who are going to carry us into the future.  Please let’s not become corporate and lose the heartbeat. I know 
that it’s a hard job for all and I only make these comments to try and make it better for everyone.  
Those were the only downsides to me (lack of Sanitation at Entertainment Camp and support for 
Entertainment crew providing communication & transportation support for entertainers). It was wonderful to 
be home. That ground, those people; they are my heart. Thank you for bringing it back to life this year.  
 
I appreciate you. 
 
All that said, job well done and greatly appreciated. You guys did an amazing job. Thank you 
 
Really like all the work y'all put into restoration. Keep up the amazing work!  
 
Great day - threw me right back into the 70's, my best decade.  Loved the outdoor music, dancing. A blue 
and silver dragonfly lighted on my head for a minute. The energy was so good all day until about 3. Then 
the rush of hungover party people came in with scowls on their faces.  Glad i left when i did.   
 
Thank you for a very much needed boost of what you call Magic, I call Harmony. 
 
I absolutely love us and want us to remain us. 
 
Yea staff great job. 
 
I think there were some nice improvements in the infrastructure that made the fair easier for our crew (Solar 
Stages). Some small (?) things like Crew services picking up and delivering the beverages for our crew of 
office and 2 stages. In the past we had to deliver every night. 
          The sense and working of cooperation this year was great. We all knew we might be struggling with 
staffing and illness issues so the minute someone needed something it seemed people were willing to step 
in.  
 
Thank you for a wonderful weekend and we can't wait until next year!! 
 
     After a 3-year break people seemed interested in making adjustments and looking to improve. It 
sometimes feels like we do things just because that’s how they were always done. 
     This was my first year being on site 24/7 beginning on Tuesday morning. There was even more to 
appreciate about all the hard work all the crews were doing. 
     My thanks to all the crews for their hard work. I am sure many of the new staff contributed to the smooth 
running of this crazy year’s fair. Thank You! See you in 2023! 
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Hi there, my daughter and I attended the country fair this past Friday and first of all, really enjoyed having 
the fair back again.  What I enjoy the most is the main stage music.  
 
Honestly, I tear up thinking about how safe and happy I felt at Fair this year. My deepest thanks to everyone 
who made it happen. I love this community so much. I think the years off helped us see how precious Fair 
really is.  
 
 


